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Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson (1826-1905) dedicated her

energies and talents to a lifetime of service to the nine-

teenth century cause of missionary education for the American

Indians. Her parents, Ann Orr and Samuel Austin Worcester,

volunteered for the mission field before their marriage.

Ann Eliza carried on their commitment to the idea that, with

the Bible translated into the Indian languages, conversion

would follow quickly. A subordinate goal was to establish

schools to teach English, the domestic arts, and good agri-

cultural techniques so as to provide the Indians with skills

to cope with the Anglo-American culture of the United States.

This study surveys the dreams and ideas of the missionary

movement as shown in the life of the Worcester-Robertson

family who lived among the Cherokee and Creek Indians. The

sources include pertinent material in the papers of the

American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions (ABCFM),

Houghton Library, Rarvard University; the Presbyterian

Historical Society,Philadelphia; the Indian Archives and

Alice Robertson papers, Oklahoma Historical Society,

Oklahoma City; the Alice Robertson Collection, University of

Tulsa; family papers, interviews and correspondence.



Chapter I summarizes the history of Cherokee relations

with the British and United States governments, the begin-

nings of the missionary movement, and the role of the ABCFM

in establishing Brainerd Station where Ann Eliza was born.

Chapter II covers the period 1826-1835 when the confrontation

between the State of Georgia and the Cherokee led to the

case of Worcester v Georgia and ultimately to Samuel Austin

Worcester's decision to remove his family west. Chapter III

includes the period of Ann Eliza's youth, education, and

marriage to William Schenk Robertson in 1850. Chapter IV

describes the development of the Tullahassee Mission School

and the Robertsons' commitment to Bible translations for the

Creeks. Chapter V is an account of the war years when the

Robertsons moved from place to place. Chapter VI begins

with their return to Tullahassee after the war,followed by

the rebuilding of the school, the post-war problems for

missionaries and Indians and closes with William's death in

1881. Chapter VII focuses on the twenty-five years of Ann

Eliza's widowhood and her efforts to finish the translation

goals she and William shared. To her surprise, in 1892

Wooster University (Ohio) conferred on her an honorary PhD

for her work on Indian languages. Chapter VIII concludes

the study with. an assessment of the contributions of the

Worcester-Robertson family.

Three nineteenth century goals molded the life of Ann

Eliza Worcester Robertson. These goals included the drive to

carry the Gospel to the unchurched of the world, to expand



education to enable Americans of all colors to cope with the

problems of society, and the federal goal of assimilation of

minorities. Ann Eliza did all in her power to assist the

Indians in dealing with the demands of the national govern-

ment. She strongly supported the temperance movement. She

had little time for other developments. Ann Eliza neither

worked against nor supported woman suffrage. Industrializa-

tion and urbanization came later to the Cherokee and Creek

Nations. As a literalist in Bible translation, Ann Eliza

could not accept the Darwinian theory and its ramifications.

The missionary education movement dominated the lives of the

Worcester-Robertson family. The Robertsons and their

children established and taught for years in Indian schools,

making an immeasurable contribution to the Indians of eastern

Oklahoma as they faced the pressure to assimilate into the

dominant culture.
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CHAPTER I

CHEROKEE - WHITE CONTACTS BEFORE 1826

Born in 1826 in the Cherokee Nation in the Appalachian

Mountains, Ann Eliza Worcester was taken west to the Indian

Territory by her missionary-educator parents before she was

ten. In 1850, she married William Schenk Robertson, another

missionary-educator. Both her religious training and the

society in which she lived convinced Ann Eliza Worcester

that education and the gospel message gave meaning to the

world. With no personal doubts or reservations she devoted

her adult life to the Cherokee and Creek Indians.

Stationed in the Creek Nation, she and William Robertson

dedicated their lives to educating children, translating the

Bible into Indian languages, and trying to assist their

adopted people in dealing with the encroaching European-

American society. Westward expansion and the question of

slavery engulfed the Robertsons and the Indians. While some

men looked for gold, or railroad passages, or farms, and

fought the Civil War, Ann Eliza and William kept their faith

through the difficult years as they pursued their missionary

task. Their determination never flagged despite poverty,

ill health, natural disasters, and deaths. Other family

members proved less steadfast. Just as did her own brothers,

1
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Ann Eliza's and William's only surviving son, Samuel, re-

jected a missionary career. He remained a teacher. Their

three daughters taught many years in the Creek Indian schools.

One daughter, Alice Mary, became the first woman to repre-

sent Oklahoma in the United States Congress.

In addition to their heavy teaching responsibilities,

Ann Eliza and William engaged in translating the Bible into

Creek. Later, as a widow, she worked over twenty years con-

tinuing to perfect their earlier work, accepting new assign-

ments, and assisting with projects in related languages.

For her contributions to the Bibliography of the Muskhogean

Languages, published by the Bureau of American Ethnology,

the Board of Trustees of the University of Wooster (Ohio)

conferred on her an honorary Ph.D. in 1892. Ann Eliza and

William were the finest examples of the nineteenth century

missionary movement that began in America long before either

of them were born.1

From the days of Columbus many individuals, clerical

and lay, wanted the Gospel brought to the peoples of the

'Thomas K. Davis, Secretary to the Board of Trustees,
University of Wooster to Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson,
18 June 1892, Folder W-0, Merriman-Robertson Collection,
Indian Archives, Oklahoma Historical Society, Oklahoma City
(hereafter cited as MR); Letter #909, Alice Robertson
Collection, University of Tulsa (hereafter cited as
Robertson Collection);James C. Pilling, Bibliography of
Muskhogean Languages: Bulletin No. 9, Bureau of American
Ethnology of the Smithsonian Insitution (Washington,
Government Printing Office, 1889).
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New World. While religious motives were often mixed with

secular and government objectives, some colonial charters

stipulated that the Indians be converted. The dissenting

Puritans of the Massachusetts Bay colony added their

Calvinistic educational goals to the political ones of the

mother country. In their covenant theology, a Christian

without knowledge of the Scriptures could not function as

a contributing member of either the spiritual or secular

community.2

In many of the American colonies the civil government

cooperated with the church in creating Indian schools. Both

individuals and missionary organizations in England and

Scotland supported similar activities. With colonial inde-

pendence, most overseas contributions ended. In the new

nation, however, fear that a lack of missionaries on the

expanding frontier would lead eventually to unchurched, if

not actually heathen, white and red Americans prompted

cooperative efforts among various protestant groups as early as

1795. As a practical matter, no denomination could meet the

needs of training and financing a competitive ministry on

2 R. Pierce Beaver, Church, State, and the American
Indians: Two and A Half Centuries of Partnership in Missions
Between Protestant Churches and Government (St. Louis:
Concordia Publishing House, 1966), pp. 9-26, 53; Edmund S.
Morgan, The Puritan Family (New York: Harper Torchbooks,
1966), pp. 87-108; William Warren Sweet, Religion in the
Development of American Culture, 1765-18 40 (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1952), p. 239.
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the frontier. Pragmatically, the Congregationalists and

Presbyterians adopted a Plan of Union in 1801, which provided

for union congregations to be served by ministers of either

church. This new level of cooperation was the forerunner of

a joint board to conduct the mission program, the American

Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions (ABCFM), organized

in 1810.3

All through the colonial period a pattern of cooperation

between churches and the various colonies' governments had

existed. A counter influence prevailed in the framing of the

Constitution and the Bill of Rights when the Calvinists and

3Louis B. Wright, Cultural Life in the American
Colonies, 1607-1763 (New York: Harpers,, 1957),, p. 99;
Matthew Page Andrews, Virginia: The Old Dominion (Garden
City, New York: Doubleday, Doran, and Co., 1937), p. 87;
Beaver, Church, State and the American Indians,, pp. 13,, 39,
53, 60; William Warren Sweet, The Story of Religions in
America (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1930), p. 363;
Samuel Eliot Morison, The Intellectual Life of New England
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1956), p.~28; Morison,
The Intellectual Life of New England, 2nd. ed. (Ithaca:
Cornell University Press, 1956), p. 28; Samuel Eliot Morison,
The Founding of Harvard College (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1935), Appendix D, pp. 316-18; Lawrence A.
Cremin, American Education: The Colonial Experience, 1607-
1783 (New York: Harper Torchbooks, 1970), pp. 12-13; Ernest
Trice Thompson, Presbyterians in the South, Vol. I: 1607-
1861 (Richmond, Virginia: John Knox Press, 1963), pp. 292,
351, 370; Sweet, Religion in the Development, pp. 3-5, 93-94,
100, 164; The Panoplist, September 1819, p. 181; Alexander
Cowie, Educational Problems at Yale College in the Eighteenth
Century (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1936), pp. 12-18;
R. Freeman Butts and Lawrence A. Cremin, A History of
Education in American Culture (New York: Holt, Rinehart,
and Winston, 1953), p. 83; Cornelius J. Heatwole, A History
of Education in Virginia, 5 vols. (New York: Macmillan,
1916), 1:70-75; John Gorham Palfry, History of New England
(Boston: Little, Brown and Co., 1858-90),, 4:477, 382.
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supporters of the natural rights philosophy joined their

efforts to separate church and state. The frontier, however,

posed another dimension to the problem of separating reli-

gious institutions and secular authority. The Indians, who

resisted the sweep of settlers, had to be quelled, calmed,

and hopefully, civilized. They stood in the way of incor-

porating the western lands into the nation and also attracted

the designs of European nations who doubted the possibility

that the United States could survive as a nation. Despite

strong convictions about the necessity of separating the

civil government from the various denominations of Christian-

ity, the needs for funds were so great and the frontier so

vast that after the War of 1812, Calvinists cooperated with

the national government. From the secular point of view,

missionary accomplishments advanced government goals of

absorbing the Indians into white society and making the West

a more integral part of the nation. To further these aims

the government provided land, the necessary supplies for

erecting buildings, and to a lesser extent tools to be used

for the instruction of Indian boys. As required, mission-

aries reported annually to the government regarding develop-

ments and progress at their individual stations. Various

mission boards provided personnel and educational supplies.4

4 Charles J. Kappler, compiler and editor, Indian Laws
and Treaties, 5 vols. (Washington, Government Printing Office,
1904), 2:31, Article 14; Beaverl, Church, State and the
American Indians, pp. 11, 56-61, 67-68, 73; Kenneth Scott
LaTourette, The Great Century, In Europe and the United States
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This general pattern was particularly true of developing

relations between whites and the Cherokee. Continuous rela-

tions between the Cherokee and the English developed after

the English settled in South Carolina. Trade provided an

early basis for Indian-white relations as well as an oppor-

tunity for a mutual understanding of cultural differences.

English and Scottish traders married Cherokee women. The

results were mixed-blood families such as the Adairs, Hicks,

Rosses, and Vanns. Delegations of Cherokee leaders visited

English kings and were lionized by London society. Although

the Cherokee adopted an agricultural pattern of life and

embraced obvious aspects of the white man's culture which

led to their designation as one of the Five Civilized Tribes,

the location of their homeland proved a serious disadvantage

to this southernmost of the Iroquoian tribes. The radical

differences in attitude between the English, and later the

Americans, and the Cherokee toward the ownership of land and

the rights of transfer of land titles spawned hostility, war-

fare, conflict within the tribe, and the eventual defeat of

the Indians.5

of America, A.D. 1800 - A.D. 1914, Vol. IV, History of the
Expansion of Christianity (New York: Harpers, 1941), p. 48;
William Warren Sweet, Religion on the Frontier, 1783-1850,
Vol. III: The Congregationalists, 3 vols. (Chicago: Univer-
sity of Chicago Press, 1939), pp. 53, 54; American Board of
Commissioners for Foreign Missions, Seventeenth Annual Report
(Boston: Crocker and Brewster, 1826), p. 109; Sweet,
Religion in the Development, p. 237.

5 James Mooney, Myths of the Cherokee: Nineteenth Annual
Report of the Bureau of American Ethnology to the Secretary of
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About the time of the early sustained contacts between

the two cultures and probably, in some measure, as a result

of the contact, the Cherokee began a substantial shift away

from their priest-state tribal government. Understandably

some members of the tribe resented white intrusion and

resisted the changes in political structure. Such internal

divisions weakened the tribe's ability to select and reject

new ideas and products and to meet the challenge presented

by the technologically superior whites. A key long-range

factor in the political relations between the Indians and

the British was the consistent English pattern of dealing

with the Cherokee as a sovereign allied nation. This con-

cept of national sovereignty remained with the Indians for

many years.6

Before the French and Indian War, the Cherokee and other

tribes had offered a buffer against the French. Although

English benefits to the Indians invariably hinged on more and

more land cessions, tribal leaders based their decisions to

the Smithsonian Institution, 1897-98, Part I (1900; reprint ed.,
St. Clair Shores, Michigan: Scholarly Press, 1970), pp. 14-31,
35, 83; Grace Steele Woodward, The Cherokees (Norman: University
of Oklahoma Press, 1963), pp. 19-21; John Phillip Reid, A Law
of Blood: The Primitive Law of the Cherokee Nation (New-York:
New York University Press, 1970), pp. 109-12; Among the Cherokee,
as with other Indian tribes, all land was held in common.

6 Frederick 0. Gearing, Priests and Warriors: Social
Structure for Cherokee Politics in the Eighteenth Century,
Memoir #97, American Anthropologicai7Association, Vol. 64,
Part 2, October 1962, pp. 79, 82-83, 86, 97; Mooney, Myths of
the Cherokee, pp. 34-36, 40; Woodward, The Cherokees, p. 129.
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continue support of their English allies on their long-

standing treaties and the expectation that the Crown could

limit the flood of settlers coming through the mountain gaps.

Growing differences between England and her American colonies

made little impression on the Indians; taxation without repre-

sentation was not a cry to rally Indian support.7 During the

long years of the Revolution, the Cherokee suffered many

losses: the loss of their men in the fighting for the British

allies, the loss of their land in separate treaties with the

colonies after military defeats, and destruction of their

property. Following the war, while technically the conduct

of Indian affairs fell in the province of the Congress, for

many years the new states acted independently and advised the

federal legislators in Philadelphia of actions taken.

Beginning in 1785, the United States government negotiated

a series of treaties with the Cherokee. From the first of

these, the Treaty of Hopewell, the symbolic language used in

earlier British-Cherokee agreements that the alliance would

be as timeless as running rivers was absent. The Cherokee

acknowledged the tribe "to be under the protection of the

7 Samuel Cole Williams, Early Travels in the Tennessee
Country, 1584-1800 (Johnson City, Tennessee: Watauga Press,
1928), pp. 138-41; Louis B. Wright, The Atlantic Frontier,
1607-1763 (1959, Ithaca: Cornell Paperbacks, 1966), pp. 275-79;
Mooney, Myths of the Cherokee, pp. 30-40, 45-47, 53-54; Trevor
Richard Reese, Colonial Georgia: A Study in British Imperial
Policy in the Eighteenth Century (Athens: ~University of
Georgia Press, 1963), p. 106; James H. O'Donnell, III, Southern
Indians in the American Revolution (Knoxville: University of
Tennessee Press, 1973), vii-ix, 42-43, 54-55, 125.
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United States of America and no other Sovereign whatsoever."

They recognized the right of the United States to regulate

trade, establish boundaries, and "to manage" Indian affairs.

Some Indians who favored the treaty interpreted the phraseol-

ogy as management of foreign affairs with other tribes or with

Spain. However it was interpreted, this provision's effect

was a blow to the concept of separate nationhood. Peace did

not endure. Many Cherokee refused to accept the loss of land

formalized by the agreement. Retaliation and bloodshed

followed raids against the white settlers with counter forays

by whites against the Indians in the Confederation and early

national period.8

Secretary of War Henry Knox recommended that missionaries

might be able to improve relations with the Indians. Despite

evidences of earlier failures in efforts to establish secular

agricultural training schools, Knox believed that the motiva-

tion of missionaries might result in advancing the government's

"civilization" policy. In 1802, Congress made the first of a

series of appropriations to a "Civilization Fund." In the

early years, a substantial portion of these funds went to the

8 Francis Paul Prucha, American Indian Policy in the
Formative Years: The Indian Trade and Intercourse Acts, 1790-
1834 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1962),, pp. 1, 2,
36-39, 41, 43. Prucha believes that the absence of any mention
of the Indians in the Constitution indicates an acceptance of
the premise that the federal government could and would deal
with the Indian Nations. This is a logical continuation of
the idea of independent nation status and that the central
government would be the agency for the conduct of affairs
under its foreign relations functions; Kappler, 2:8-11.
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work among the Cherokee, presumably because of their geo-

graphical location and in hope that they were sufficiently

advanced to respond quickly. Federal monies and ABCFM con-

tributions financed the building of Brainerd Station. Much

to the government's embarrassment the missionaries sided with

the Indians on numerous issues. Cherokees, many of them mixed-

bloods and missionary educated, provided leadership to resist

governmental policies.9

During the first quarter of the nineteenth century, the

Cherokee experienced many pressures from the white culture.

Traditional tribal attitudes and solutions were proved to be

ineffective. The adoption of many of the white man's values

was ineffective. For although, within a brief period, the

Cherokee abandoned the blood feud, established a system of

written law based on a constitution modeled on the U. S.

Constitution, restructured their government, and organized a

national press printed in their own language, official policy

9Abraham Eleazer Knepler, "Education in the Cherokee
Nation," Chronicles of Oklahoma, 21(1943):384-94. Knepler
sees this early policy of subsidizing education as the
beginning of federal support of schools and the roots of the
Morrell and Smith-Hughes Acts; Missionary Herald, January
1823, p. 13; American State Papers, Indian Affairs, Class II,
(Washington: Gales and Seaton, 1832), pp. 52-54; Beaver,
Church, State, and the American Indians, pp. 56-66; LaTourette,
The Great Century, p. 48; Henry Thompson Malone, "Cherokee-
White Relations on the Southern Frontier in the Nineteenth
Century," North Carolina Historical Review, 34(1957):2;
Reid, A Law of Blood, pp. 5-9.
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remained: move the Indians west of the Mississippi. It was

an expression of the popular will for more land.10

To American settlers the process of Indian political

development was of little interest and the execution of

American policy was unduly tedious. After the purchase of

the Louisiana Territory in 1803, perhaps reflecting his earlier

thinking and planning for the development of the Old Northwest

Territory in the 1780's, Thomas Jefferson urged the Congress

to consider a constitutional amendment which would enable the

eastern tribes to exchange their land for acceptable land in

the West. Jefferson, who had known the Cherokee in his youth,

may have shared the idea that removal would give the Indians

time to reach a level of civilization which would enable them

to cope with the whites. Despite Jefferson's appeal for

constitutional resolution, the Congress refused to consider

such an amendment. His logical alternative was to use his

executive authority in the area of the conduct of foreign

affairs and as Commander-in-Chief to direct the Indian Agents

under the War Department to follow earlier precedents and ne-

gotiate treaties with the Indian tribes. Certainly Jefferson

1 0Woodward, The Cherokees, pp. 123-26; Emmet Starr,
History of the Cherokee Indians and Their Legends and Folk
Lore (1921; reprint ed.,, New York: Kraus Reprint Co., 1969),
pp. 41-42; The Cherokee Constitution modeled on the United
States Constitution was first adopted in July 1827 at the
Cherokee capitol of New Echota. Following the removal West,
this constitution with a number of changes was readopted
6 September 1839. Cherokee Constitution and Laws of the
Cherokee Nation (St. Louis: Cherokee National Council, 1875),
pp. 9-22. Thurman Wilkins, Cherokee Tragedy: The Story of the
Ridge Family and the Decimation of A People (New York:
Macmillan, 1970), pp. 38, 98-99.
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recognized his responsibilities in connection with the Georgia

Compact of 1802 when in return for relinquishing their western

land claims, Georgians were promised that the federal govern-

ment would extinguish Indian land titles and move the Indians

out of the state. The pattern of treaties tied to land ces-

sions ground forward arousing increased Indian apprehensions.11

In October, 1805, some representatives of the Cherokee

met with Agent Return J. Meigs and other commissioners to

discuss federal and state demands. Two treaties resulted from

these meetings. Although these treaties of 25 October and

27 October were ratified by the Senate, a subsequent lawsuit

revealed secret provisions or bribes to several of the Cherokee

negotiators. Rumors of such bribes led to the assassination

of Doublehead, one of the Cherokee signers. By tradition, no

individual or group of individuals could dispose of Indian

land.1 2

lCharles C. Royce, The Cherokee Nation of Indians,
Native American Library (1887; reprint ed., ChTcago: Aldine
Publishing Co., 1975), pp. 2, 66-75; S. Lyman Tyler, A His-
tory of Indian Policy (Washington: United States Department
of Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs, 1973), pp. 54-55;
Thomas Jefferson, Message to the Congress, 18 January 1803,
James D. Richardson, compiler, Messages and Papers of the
Presidents, 1789-1902, 10 vols. (Washington: Bureau of Na-
tional Literature and Art, 1904), 1:352; Prucha, American
Indian Policy, pp. 224-25; Mooney, Myths of the Cherokee,
pp. 101-04. See also Annie Heloise Abel,~The History of
Events Resulting in Indian Consolidation West of the Missis-
sippi," Annual Report of the American Historical Association
for 1906, pp. 243-49.

1 2 Royce, The Cherokee Nation, pp. 62-65; Kappler, Indian
Laws and Treaties, 2:82-84 for Treaties at Tellico, 25 October
1805 and 27 October 1805; Rennard Strickland, Fire and the
Spirits: Cherokee Law from Clan to Court (Norman: University
of Oklahoma Press, 1975), p. 60; Henry Thompson Malone,
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Continuing to work toward his goal, in 1809 Jefferson

authorized a delegation of Cherokee to make a trip West to

determine whether they might agree to remove. Following the

Treaty of the Cherokee Agency of 8 July 1817, a minority of

the tribe moved beyond the Mississippi to modern-day Arkansas.

Those who resisted removal rejected those elected leaders who

submitted to governmental pressure.1 3

During the following years, the exchanges among the

Cherokee, the United States, and Georgia grew increasingly

strident. Leading political figures supported different con-

tenders. President James Monroe, after reviewing the Indian

land title questionannounced that the U. S. was not obliged

to force removal. The Governor of Georgia disagreed vehe-

mently. In a message to Congress, John Quincy Adams deplored

Georgia actions, suggested that federal force might be called

for if Georgia authorities failed to acknowledge federal au-

thority and restrain Georgia citizens. The Indians appealed

to Washington while Georgians, eager for the farmland, the

timber, and other resources, denounced the federal government's

failure to honor the pledge in the Georgia Compact of 1802.14

Cherokees of the Old South: People in Transition (Athens:
University of Georgia Press, 1956), pp. 65-68.

13 Royce, The Cherokee Nation, pp. 75, 87-96; Mooney,
Myths of the. Cherokee, p. 101. After the Trail of Tears mi-
gration of 1838-39, the memories of the earlier antagonisms
lingered causing major problems in choosing leaders in the
New Nation as well as in determining tribal policies.

14 Royce, The Cherokee Nation, pp. 111-12; Richardson,
Messages of the Presidents, 2:370-73, 415-16. In the latter
message, President John Quincy Adams states that assimilation
of the Indians into the American culture is a national goal.
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Gradually more and more missionaries and some Cherokee

became conscious that nothing less than surrendering Indian

homes and land would be acceptable to Georgia and some federal

officials. The bulk of leadership of the Cherokee, backed by

a majority of the tribe, resisted removal. They developed

their farms and businesses, refusing to believe that they

would be evicted. In successive treaties governmental officials

had incorporated provisions that Cherokees would receive

material aid. These contributions sometimes represented com-

pensation for land cessions but the primary goal was to "civi-

lize" the Indians. Certainly the federal government paid

for much of the land in outright grants or by establishing

annuities. Whether the prices were fair is a matter of opinion.

U. S. officials did present gifts, and many of the promised

tools and services did reach the Indians through the Indian

Agents. Ironically, the improvements only made Indian land

more attractive to white settlers.1 5

As the size of the national lands in the East decreased,

an ever-growing rift developed within the tribe. Rumors of

bribes and special concessions circulated. The better educated,

more widely traveled, and therefore more knowledgeable Cherokee

faction accepted the fact that nothing short of removal was

the ultimate federal policy. Yet as the Indians read and

reread the treaties, they could not understand the Compact of

1802. As a sovereign, though weaker nation, they considered

their agreements with the United States more binding than the

15 Royce, The Cherokee Nation, pp.. xi-xii.
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U. S. Agreement with one of the states. With the repeated

violent and illegal intrusions by whites, with their squat-

ting on the land, killing of cattle, and general harassment

of the Indians, Cherokee morale sank. Georgians concluded

that their patience had brought few acceptable results.1 6

Regardless of their treaties the Cherokee feared the

future if Andrew Jackson were to be elected President.

Clearly Jackson was callous toward their current problems.

He had profited by their land cessions in the 1790's. His

interest in their removal had been demonstrated when he served

as a member of the negotiating team for the treaty of 1816

and the Treaty of 1817 at Cherokee Agency which focused

especially on removal and exchange of land. Jackson insisted

on treating the Indians as "children who did not know their

own best interest." Henry Clay's eventual support of the

Anti-Removal position would have been further cause for

Jackson to look unfavorably on the Indian stand.1 7

1 6 Ibid., pp. 63, 105; Samuel Austin Worcester to David
Greene, 25 November 1829, American Board of Commissioners
Papers, Houghton Library, Harvard University, Cambridge,
Massachusetts, 18.3.1.V5; Wilkins, Cherokee Tragedy, p. 212.

1 7 Samuel Austin Worcester to David Greene, 25 November
1829, ABC:18.3.l.V5; Woodward, The Cherokees, pp. 32-33;
Marquis James, Andrew Jackson: The Border Captain (New York:
Universal Library Grosset & Dunlap, 1933), p. 78; quotation
from Michael Paul Rogin, Fathers and Children, Andrew Jackson
and the Subjugation of the American Indian (New York: Alfred
A. Knopf, 1975), p. 225; Royce, The Cherokee Nation of Indians,
pp. 81-84; Mooney, Myths of the Cherokee, p. 129; Wilkins,
Cherokee Tragedy, p. 213.
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The pattern of Cherokee meetings with government officials

continued, always with federal pressure to cede lands. In

response to the alarming trend of piecemeal cessions of land

contrary to the approval of the Cherokee Nation as a whole,

in 1820 the Council officially enacted a law based on the

earlier tradition that any Cherokee convicted of the unau-

thorized sale of land should be punished by death.1 8

Apparently in response to Cherokee ratification of a

new constitution, the Georgia legislature passed a law for-

bidding the Cherokee National Council to meet within the

state's boundaries and denying Indians the right to testify

in state courts. This opened the door to whites defrauding

Indians of their lands and improvements. Not only were

Cherokee buffeted by Georgia and parts of the federal bureauc-

racy, but their interests were further jeopardized by the

rising nullification crisis in South Carolina. Possibly to

avoid a coalition between South Carolina and Georgia in oppo-

sition to the national government, Jackson was prepared to

sacrifice Indian interests to Georgia and thereby reduce the

risk of the two states joining in rebellion.19

18 Royce, The Cherokee Nation, p. 65; Mooney, Myths of the
Cherokee, pp. 104, 218-19; Laws of the Cherokee Nation Passed
During the Years 1839-1867 (1868; reprint ed., Wilmington
Delaware: Scholarly Resources, Inc., 1973), p. 13.

1 9 Wilkins, Cherokee Tragedy, pp. 195-96, 202; Thompson,
Presbyterians in the South, p. 200; Grant Foreman, The Five
Civilized Tribes, Civilization of the American Indian (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1934), pp. 229-30.
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In the face of these pressures a united tribal front was

impossible. Attempts of the Indians to enforce their laws

simply widened the tribal rift. Although they had outlawed

the ancient blood feud and adopted the pattern of American

constitutional government, the bulk of the Cherokee clung

tenaciously to their tradition of common ownership of land

that forbad disposal of land without the authorization of

the National Council. Ironically, Major Ridge, who in 1805

participated in the assassination of Doublehead to avenge

the signing away of tribal land, began to change his own

opinion when he weighed the determination of the United States

government to force the Indians to move west. Basically

Major Ridge, his son John and his nephews Elias Boudinot and

Stand Watie, concluded that because the Cherokee could not

successfully withstand white pressure for removal, peaceful

acquiescence was the only answer. These four men formed the

nucleus of the Treaty Party which, in 1835, followed the

course of signing a treaty to exchange tribal land in the

East for land in the West. Antagonisms among the Cherokee

against the Ridge faction smoldered for years, periodically

erupting into violence until long after the Civil War.2 0

During this period when the Cherokees were being pushed

to move West, a mission station was established near the

Tennessee-Georgia border and it was here at Brainerd that Ann

and Austin Worcester began their lifetime of missionary work

20 Mooney, Myths of the Cherokee, pp. 85, 121-22, 125, 146-47.
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among the Indians. These New England-bred Calvinists, in-

spired by the expanding early nineteenth century American

missionary movement, dedicated their lives to the idea that

if the Gospel message in native languages could be taken to

non-believers, conversion would follow. Already some Cherokee

leaders had recognized the need for more schools to prepare

young Indians to be better able to cope with the American

government and society. These dual purposes supported by

the desire of the United States government to assimilate the

red men provided the setting in which the Worcesters worked

and raised their family. The first of their children, Ann

Eliza, was born at Brainerd on 7 November 1826.21

21S. Alice Worcester, Worcester Family Genealogy, 2nd
ed. (Boston: E. P. Worcester Publisher, Hudson Printing
Company, 1914), p. 115; Wilcomb E. Washburn, The Indian in
America, New American Nation Series (New York: Harper and
Row, 1975), p. 120.



CHAPTER II

TROUBLES IN GEORGIA

As planned by the ABCFM and the Federal Government,

Brainerd Mission, established in 1817, was to be a model of

a New England village, a "civilized community." The plan was

that the government provide the physical plant and the ABCFM

the personnel. Unfortunately, the government contractors

built only the school and the out-buildings. Ignoring

President Monroe's orders, they did not construct housing

for the students and faculty. The missionaries built their

own houses and other necessary buildings. The completed

Brainerd community included a school house, houses for teachers

and students, a grist mill, workshops, and a barn. By the

time the Worcesters arrived, enrollment of the school had

reached one hundred students, both boys and girls.1

Daily schedules mixed school work with physical activity

in this combination grammar school, agricultural training

facility, and mission station. Everyone got up half an hour

before dawn to be dressed for prayers at sunrise. Various

chores filled the time until the eight o'clock breakfast.

Housework, milking, cultivating the garden, pounding corn,

lJames Mooney, Myths of the Cherokee,, Nineteenth Annual

Report of the Bureau of American Ethnology to the Secretary
of the Smithsonian Institution, 1897-98, (1l9O, St. Clair

Shores, Michigan: Scholarly Press, 1970), pp. 104-05, 107-08.

19
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and cleaning fish, if someone made an early catch, absorbed

the energies of teachers and students alike. The class day

began after breakfast with scripture reading, a hymn, and a

prayer. At 11:30 teachers released the students to play

until the mid-day meal. Unless seasonal farm chores required

their presence in the fields, the youngsters relaxed, read,

or napped until classes resumed around three and continued

until supper time. Evensong services preceded a nine o'clock

bedtime.2

In keeping with Calvinistic traditions, the Sabbath was

strictly observed. Aside from religious services, Sunday was

a day of rest. In the same manner, the Christmas season was

a time of joyful remembrance but not a festival as celebrated

by Roman Catholic Christians. 3

The missionaries worked very hard, often to the point of

exhaustion. Personalities clashed, illness forced changes of

plans, deaths deprived them of friends and loved ones, but

their great purpose, the periodic successes, optimism for the

future and occasional diversions kept them going with outward

equanimity. On the annual examination day before an audience

2 Samuel C. Baillett, Historical Sketches of the Missions
of the American Board, Religion in America Series II, Edwin S.
Gaustad advisory editor (1872; reprint ed., New York: Arno
Press, 1972), pp. 4-5; Thurman Wilkins, Cherokee Tragedy:
The Story of the Ridge Family and the Decimation of A People
(New York: Macmillan, 1970), pp. 102, 109-10.

3Althea Bass, Cherokee Messenger, Civilization of the
American Indian (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1936),
p. 55.
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of parents and friends, each girl and boy by class was called

on to read aloud and to answer fact and theory questions on

Bible study, geography, vocabulary, spelling, and arithmetic.

Students exhibited their penmanship, made speeches, and sang

songs.4

The missionaries of Brainerd Station welcomed the

Worcesters. Samuel Austin Worcester, known as Austin to

avoid confusion with his famous uncle the Reverend Samuel

Worcester, and his bride Ann Orr Worcester rejoiced in having

been selected to share their religious convictions and to

help the Indians progress toward a society modeled on that of

the United States. On their arrival Austin set as his first

priority the learning of the Cherokee language. Not until he

mastered this difficult tongue could he bring his considerable

linguistic skill to bear on translating the Bible for his

Indian charges and friends. Because of Sequoyah's development

of a written language which the Cherokee enthusiastically

accepted, Worcester and the Board recognized that the Gospel

could be brought to many long before they saw or heard a

missionary. Most of the Cherokee lived in isolated forest

and valley communities linked only by foot or horse trails.

The geographical isolation of one Cherokee "town" from another

4 Elizur Butler to Jeremiah Evarts, 2 May 1829, American
Board of Commissioners Papers, Houghton Library, Harvard
University, Cambridge, Mass. ABC: 18.3.1 V7 (hereafter cited
as ABC:); Joseph Tracy, History of American Missions to the
Heathen (Worcester, Mass.: Worcester, Spooner and Howland,
1840), pp. 99-100; Bass, Cherokee Messenger, pp. 14-16, 19-21,
29, 33, 93-94.
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accounts for the differences in dialect within the Nation

which made it difficult and sometimes impossible for some

Cherokee to understand others in conversation. Even Austin

Worcester, with his unusual skill, never succeeded well

enough in mastering the spoken language that he could preach

in Cherokee but, through an interpreter, with the written

language, and a printing press, Worcester reached the

Cherokees. Much later some of them affectionately named

him, "The Messenger."5

Ann Orr Worcester accepted her share of the tasks of the

boarding school, teaching the girls by example until she ac-

quired some familiarity with the language. In time, Ann

assumed responsibility for teaching academic classes as well

as continuing her household duties.6

On 7 November 1826, a little over a year after Ann and

Austin arrived at Brainerd, their first child Ann Eliza was

born. Phrasing their question in the traditional Cherokee

manner, Indian friends inquired if the baby was a bow or a

meal sifter. Would the baby grow up to be a warrior or a

homemaker? They came to see the newest member of the mission

family and to give advice. Ann may have doubted that cockle-

bur tea would strengthen the little girl's memory or that

5 Bass, Cherokee Messenger, pp. 50, 93, 334; For a full
treatment of the life of Sequoyah sometimes known as George
Guess or Gist, see Grant Foreman, Sequoyah, Civilization of
the American Indian (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,
1938); David H. Cockranr "Cherokee Pre-History," North
Carolina Historical Review 34(1957) :457.

6Bass, Cherokee Messenger, p. 153.
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heart of mockingbird would insure that Ann Eliza would be a

quick learner but, as any young parents would, the Worcesters

appreciated the interest and concern of their friends and

neighbors. Before Ann Eliza's first birthday her parents

prepared to move to New Echota, a location claimed by the

State of Georgia. Brainerd had been intended as a way station

from the beginning because Austin needed to live near the

National Press.7

As early as 1825, the Cherokee Council approved a resolu-

tion to establish a new capital to be named New Echota in

memory of the old loved town of Chota. For maximum accessi-

bility, the Council chose the site near the geographical

center of the Nation at the juncture of two rivers. A town

plan designated the width of the streets, the size of residen-

tial lots, and the number and specific uses of public buildings.

Permission of the Council was required for non-Indians to live

in the town. Because it had directed establishment of a

National Press in 1827, the Council granted permission to

Worcester and the white printer to build homes in the new

town. With detailed directions from Worcester, the Prudential

Committee of the ABCFM ordered type cast, located a printing

press, and shipped it to New Echota. In a 27 September 1827

letter, Austin acknowledged the Board's direction to him to

move his family and to work in New Echota. Austin hoped to

build a cabin for temporary quarters until a permanent house

7 Ibid. pp. 78-80.
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could be erected. His plans envisioned a 24 x 31 foot house

with attached porch. Because money for missions was always

in desperately short supply, even the decision whether to

use logs or lumber hinged on expense and board recommenda-

tion. To support requests for major expenditures, all impor-

tant decisions, as well as many minor questions, were dis-

cussed in letters and reports to the Board. Initially the

ABCFM expected life-time commitments from its missionaries

who received no salary or compensation other than maintenance.

In 1828, the ABCFM Board revised the tenure aspect of its

policy. It offered inexperienced missionaries short-term

contracts rather than expecting life commitments. Limited

funds, shortages of supplies, high expectations for personal

performance, isolation, and ill health exacted a heavy toll

on the missionary communities.8

During the summer of 1827, Austin and Elias Boudinot,

a missionary-educated Cherokee, worked at translation. Be-

cause they expected Boudinot to be appointed editor of a

Cherokee paper, Austin was eager to be in New Echota so he

and Boudinot could build their homes at the same time to

8 Grace Steele Woodward, The Cherokees, Civilization
of the American Indian (Norman: University of Oklahoma
Press, 1963), pp. 143, 150; Henry Thompson Malone, Cherokees
of the Old South: A People in Transition (Athens: Univer-

sity of Georgia Press, 1956),, pp. 120-21; Laws of the
Cherokee Nation, 62; Tracy, History of American Missions,

pp. 177-80; Samuel Austin Worcester to Jeremiah Evarts,
27 January 1829, ABC: 18.3.l.V5.
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save expense. They did build duplicate houses next door to

one another.9

Harriet Gold Boudinot's parents, who had so reluctantly

agreed to her marriage to Elias Boudinot, visited their

daughter and son-in-law in New Echota. The Golds wrote en-

thusiastically of the home and the quality of life their

daughter enjoyed with her Cherokee husband. After experi-

encing the quiet hospitality of many Cherokee families on

their trip, the Golds returned to their home in Connecticut

to spread the word of Cherokee civilization.
1 0

In September 1828, a second little girl, whom they

named Sarah, was born to Ann Orr Worcester. As the little

girls grew, they lived in an atmosphere which mixed quiet

industry, a happy home, close friends such as the Boudinots,

a beautiful setting and, tragically, threats of violence from

whites and antagonism from some Cherokee. The Worcesters

for all their best intentions represented the intrusion of

white culture to many Cherokee who tended to link their

problems with all whites. Some Cherokees realized that

education might deal with the federal government, but the

Christian religion posed a serious threat to their old ways.

9Wilkins, Cherokee Tragedy, pictures facing p. 178.

10Ralph Henry Gabriel, Elias Boudinot, Cherokee and

His America, Civilization of the American Indian (Norman:

University of Oklahoma Press, 1941), pp. 65-92; Woodward,

The Cherokees, pp. 154-56; Bass, Cherokee Me ssenger, p. 88.
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For these Indians any whites, missionaries or not, were sus-

pect."1

Except for the seasonal Council meetings, New Echota

was a quiet village of about three hundred people. Most of

the buildings were either hewn-log or frame, built back and

away from the central raised area where the Council House

and Court House stood. The conical roofed Council House

reflected ancient Cherokee tradition. Ann Eliza and later

Sarah saw the continually burning fire that each New Year

tribal leaders rekindled with seven varieties of wood each

representing one of the seven clans of the tribe. They

watched as old Indian women rolled clay and fashioned it

into pots to be fired while others wove baskets with symbolic

designs. They wandered near the fields of corn, beans,

squash, and potatoes that surrounded the town. They came to

realize how much their Cherokee friends loved their horses

and undoubtedly watched many an impromptu race. Ann and

Austin doubtless took advantage of the opportunity to ex-

plain to their daughters the dangers, if not sinfulness, of

gambling.1 2

llS. Alice Worcester, Worcester Family Genealogy, 2nd
ed. (Boston: E. P. Worcester, Publisher, Hudson Printing
Co., 1914), p. 117; George W. Manypenny, Our Indian Wards
(1880; reprint ed., New York: DaCapo Press, 1972), pp. 106-
07; Bass, Cherokee Messenger, p. 68; Abraham Eleazer Knepler,
"Education in the Cherokee Nation," Chronicles of Oklahoma
21 (1943); 382.

1 2Mooney, Myths of the Cherokee, pp. 82, 396, 502;
Malone, Cherokees of the Old South, pp. 122-23; Woodward,
The Cherokees, pp. 8, 152.
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Although Ann Eliza was probably forbidden to explore the

nearby areas of the Great Smoky Mountains alone, the family

loved picnics, so in time the children were able to recognize

and identify the chestnut, walnut, maple, pine, buckeye, mag-

nolia, and tulip trees they saw. In the late spring, the

blooming laurels and rhododendron offered sharp contrast to

the dark forest trees. The girls and their parents must have

stooped to find out if the painted trillium had a fragrance,

counted the number of fronds on ferns, poked at the lichens

and fungus on rocks or fallen logs, and picked sassafras

flowers and dwarf iris. Certainly, they would have watched

for rattlesnakes and listened for the bears that lurked near

the cultivated fields when corn was ripe and sweet potatoes

mature. Years later after her marriage, when Ann Eliza moved

to a less forested area, she found the openness less pleasant.1 3

Enforced removal hung like a threatening cloud over the

residents of New Echota. The ABCFM Board accepted the respon-

sibility for taking a stand if that should prove necessary

and requested evaluations of Cherokee progress and attitudes

toward the removal question from the missionaries. Austin

wrote long and detailed responses to a wide range of inquiries

including questions about the Cherokee constitution and laws,

the nature of their government, crafts, dress, the quality

of life, the size of homes, and the status of agriculture.

1 3Peter Farb, The Forest, Life Nature Library (New York:
Time-Life Books, 1961), pp. 12, 45, 113.
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On the Removal question, he noted that he carefully tried to

remain quiet, but believed he understood the attitudes.

Individuals may be overawed by popular opinion

but not by the chiefs. On the other hand, if
there were a chief in favor of removal he would

know that he could not open his mouth in favor

of such a proposition, but on pain of not only
the failure of his reelection but of popular
odium and scorn. The whole tide of national

feeling sets in one strong and unbroken current

against a removal to the West.1
4

In the same letter, Worcester suggested that the Cherokee did

not know the "despotic use of power." In fact, until the

actual removal, many Cherokee simply did not believe that it

could actually occur. In recounting his ideas to the Board,

Austin wrote that he was "utterly astonished at the effrontery

with which the Committee (of Indian Affairs) presents their

glaring falsehoods to the Congress and to the world." He

closed with the thought common to letters during this period

that he must trust in Providence. On 28 May 1830, President

Jackson signed the Removal Act.1 5

Austin avoided any public actions which supported non-

removal. As a representative of the ABCFM, he was not sub-

ject to the same consequences as the Cherokees. They would

have to live with their decision. In answer to the Board's

circular letter regarding removal, Austin committed himself

1 4 Samuel Austin Worcester to Jeremiah Evarts, 22 March
1830, ABC: 18.3.l.V5.

1 5 Ibid.; Samuel Austin Worcester to David Greene,
29 March 1830, ABC: 18.3.1.V5; Manypenny, Our Indian Wards,
p. 109.
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to continuing his own service. "For myself I would say,

wherever a community of Cherokee may be found, there let me

be." 1 6

While Ann Eliza and her sister did not completely under-

stand the situation, they were aware of the tensions in their

community. During morning and evening prayers and at grace

said before meals, the children noted the increasing references

to the political situation. Neither of the girls would have

missed all of the inevitable conversations among the mission

school group, the neighbors, and visitors to their home.

Austin spoke openly among friends because he believed so

strongly in the rightness of the Cherokee stand and abhorred

the actions of the Georgians. 1 7

In letters to the Board, missionaries quoted Cherokees

and their growing alarm at the prospect of forced removal,

"We love our land, we have no wish to leave it and take

poorer--- We had much better die here than go to the setting

sun. " Missionaries estimated that removal would delay Indian

progress toward civilization at least twenty years. For the

1 6 John C. Elsworth to Jeremiah Evarts, 8 August 1829,

ABC: 18.3.l.V5; Samuel Austin Worcester to Jeremiah Evarts,
9 March 1829, ABC: 18.3.1.V5; Samuel Austin Worcester to
David Greene, 17 May 1832, ABC: 18.3.1.V7.

1 7John C. Elsworth to Jeremiah Evarts, 17 August 1829,

ABD: 18.3.l.V7; Elizur Butler to Jeremiah Evarts, 3 August

1829, ABC: 18.3.1.V7; Samuel Austin Worcester to Jeremiah
Evarts, 22 April 1829, ABC: 18.3.1.V5. Jack Frederick
Kilpatrick and Anna Gritts Kilpatrick, editors, New Echota
Letters: Contributions of Samuel A. Worcester to the

Cherokee Phoenix (Dallas: Southern Methodist University Press,

1968), p. 93.
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mission teachers an avenue of possible retreat lay open.

Brainerd, situated north of the Tennessee-Georgia boundary,

offered a haven from Georgia harassment as well as a con-

tinuing opportunity to teach in a mission school but Ann and

Austin Worcester chose to remain near the press and their

friends and co-workers, the Elias Boudinots. In late 1830,

even this retreat was no longer available; a fire destroyed

most of the mission station at Brainerd. As he weighed his

own ideas in a letter to the Board, Austin noted that Chief

Ross favored rebuilding the station to encourage the Cherokee.

While the expense would be considerable, the frugal Worcester

suggested that in the unfortunate event of removal, the com-

plex could be sold to recover the Board's investment.1 8

Even before they volunteered, prospective missionaries

were warned that their lives would be difficult. The

Worcesters learned the truth of the warning early in their

careers. Financial limitations, rejections by portions of

the tribe who resisted the ways of white men, the need to be

circumspect and avoid offending any Cherokee, the antagonism

of white Georgians and the loss of the mission school potential

at Brainerd because of the fire tested their faith and emotional

endurance. The occasional evidence of denominational rival-

ries added to their burdens. Doctrinal differences in the

18 Elizur Butler to Jeremiah Evarts, 3 August 1829, ABC:
18.3.1.V7; William Chamberlain to Jeremiah Evarts, 23 May
1830, ABC: 18.3.l.V7; John C. Elsworth to Jeremiah Evarts,
30 April 1830, ABC: 18.3.1.V7; Samuel Austin Worcester to
Jeremiah Evarts, 17 May 1830, ABC: 18.3.l.V5.
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approach to religious conversion created tensions. The

Calvinists required a prolonged period of instruction together

with soul searching before admission to church membership.

Understandably the less demanding Methodist congregations

grew more rapidly. When Chief John Ross affiliated with the

Methodist church, it was a disappointment to the ABCFM mis-

sionaries. These sectarian tensions sometimes spilled over

into the political arena. The Methodist printer, Isaac Harris,

advised the War Department that Elias Boudinot, the editor of

the Cherokee Phoenix, was no more than Worcester's spokesman

in newspaper articles. Thomas L. McKenney, the chief of the

Bureau of Indian Affairs, complained to the ABCFM. The Board

rejected the McKenney contention, but asked for an explana-

tion. The process of dismissing the contentious Harris

proved to be a prolonged and awkward affair.1 9

Whatever her reaction to the rising political tensions,

the many theological discussions in her home offered Ann

Eliza some sort of balance or perspective on eternal as well

as contemporary problems. Stephan Foreman, who became a life-

long friend, joined the family group. In return for his board,

1 9 Elizur Butler to David Greene, 27 February 1830, ABC:
18.3.l.V7; Jack Frederick Kilpatrick and Anna Gritts
Kilpatrick, New Echota Letters, pp. 34-39, 70, 77; Samuel
Austin Worcester to Colonel Thomas L. McKenney, 4 February
1828, ABC: 18.3.l.V5; Samuel Austin Worcester to Jeremiah
Evarts, 31 December 1830, ABC: 18.3.l.V7; J. E. Overall,
The Story of Tennessee (Danville, New York: F. A. Owen Pub-
lishing Co., 1916), p. 111; "Missionary Hardships," The
Panoplist March 1820, pp. 125-26; "Duties of the Rising
Generation," The Panoplist May 1806, pp. 527-32.
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Foreman helped Austin with the Cherokee language, and Austin

helped Foreman study for the ministry. Ann Eliza heard end-

less discussions of the shades of word meanings in Cherokee,

English, Latin, Greek, and Hebrew as her father, Boudinot,

and Foreman worked together to translate the New Testament

and hymns. She knew the excitement of each gospel completed,

set in type, printed, and assembled for distribution. As they

grew old enough, she and all of her brothers and sisters helped

in the print shop, for it was as much a part of their life

as the school. Ann Eliza began her own formal education in

April 1830. Together with another mission child, eighteen

Cherokee youngsters, and three black students, they formed a

beginning class. Two older children of missionaries from

outlying stations joined the Worcester household to take ad-

vantage of classes not offered nearer their homes. The out-

ward pattern of life for the mission family at New Echota

continued, but the adults, if not the children, faced in-

creasing pressure.20

Beginning in December 1828, the Georgia legislature had

passed a series of laws extending the laws of Georgia over

the Cherokee living within the boundaries of the state, dis-

qualifying Indians from testifying in court cases involving

whites, limiting the number of acres any Indian might occupy

to 160, declaring that any Indian employing a white man would

2 0Wilkins, Cherokee Tragedy, p. 193; Samuel Austin
Worcester to Jeremiah Evarts, 28 April 1830, ABC: 18.3.l.V5.
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forfeit his land, and otherwise prescribing Indian rights

within their own nation. The legislature set June 1, 1830,

as the effective date for these laws. June 3, 1830, the

Governor proclaimed the laws in effect.2 1

By late 1830, the level of harassment rose to the point

that the ABCFM, Baptist, and Moravian missionaries serving

among the Cherokee met at New Echota to frame a joint state-

ment which the Missionary Herald published. Explaining their

prior reluctance to intrude into political affairs, they

announced that they could no longer be silent. They feared

increased pressure for abandonment of Indian lands and removal

to the west. By mid-January when the exchange papers arrived

at the press, the entire community learned of yet another

move by the Georgia authorities. All white men living among

the Indians faced a choice, either take an oath of allegiance

to the State of Georgia, leave the area, or face prosecution.

Austin wrote the Board that he believed taking such an oath

was out of the question. He hoped the Board would agree, but

he would follow their direction in this matter.2 2

Austin, whose tie to the Cherokee Phoenix would certainly

indict him in the minds of Georgia officials, contacted other

2 1 Samuel Austin Worcester to Jeremiah Evarts, 28 April
1830, ABC: 18.3.1.V5; Charles C. Royce, The Cherokee Nation
of Indians, Native American Library (1887; reprint ed.,
Chicago: Aldine Publishing Co., 1975), pp. 132-33.

2 2 Samuel Austin Worcester to Jeremiah Evarts, 31 December
1830, ABC: 18.3.l.V7; Overall, The Story of Tennessee, p. 111;
Samuel Austin Worcester to David Greene, 18 January 1831,
ABC: 18.3.l.V7.
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missionaries in the Nation for an exchange of views. The

missionaries considered the possibility of a test of the

Georgia law. All weighed carefully the effects on the mission

program and on their families for the penalty set by the law

was four years of hard labor if convicted. Their concern

increased when no evidence of an outcry of American public

opinion reached New Echota. Before long they understood.

After passage of these laws, the entire texts were published

and circulated in Georgia while in the rest of the country

only the titles of the laws had been circulated.2 3

On 27 February 1831, Ann Orr Worcester gave birth to her

third girl, Jerusha. Neighbors brought food and did the

household chores. Austin spent most of his time caring for

Ann, seldom leaving the house even to go to the press, where

he could usually be found during the day. Ann Eliza and

Sarah were allowed only brief visits to their parents' bed-

room to see their quiet pale mother and new little sister.

With the arrest of Dr. Elizur Butler, Austin had to deal with

an added apprehension. He feared he would be the next target

for the Georgia Guard.2 4

On a Sunday, when Jerusha was two weeks old, the Georgia

Guard arrested Austin Worcester, a mixed-blood Cherokee named

2 3 SamuelAustin Worcester to Jeremiah Evarts, 28 January
1831, ABC: 18.3.l.V7.

2 4Worcester, Worcester Family Genealogy, p. 133; Bass,
Cherokee Messenger, p. 131.
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Proctor, and a Methodist missionary J. J. Trott. After being

allowed to visit his family that evening and again the next

morning, Austin left on Monday afternoon with the party for

the county seat to be arraigned. Guardmen chained Proctor

and Trott by their necks to the horses. Although their father

was not subjected to this treatment, the sight of Austin and

the other men being led away by the Georgia Guard distressed

the children and their mother. Austin returned home in a few

days to reassure his family. The judge had released the

missionaries as agents of the federal government because the

missions were jointly funded by the national government and

the mission boards.2 5

In a mid-April letter to the Executive Secretary of the

ABCFM, Austin described his wife's health as "still feeble

and precarious. We hope, however, for a favorable change."

Ann Worcester did not respond to treatment and the family

was so alarmed about her health that in late April they decided

to send for another physician to make the long journey from

outside the nation to New Echota. Austin wrote, "I hope . . .

that we shall have the grace to submit to the will of our

2 5 Baillett, Historical Sketches, pp. 15-16; The
Missionary Rerald, 1822, p. 165. The case of TheCherokee
Nation v. Georgia was being argued before the Supreme Court
while Austin and his companions marched to the. Georgia Court
March 12 to 14. See Wilkins, Cherokee Tragedy p. 215;
Samuel Austin Worcester to David Greene, 23 March 1831,
ABC: 18.3..V7.
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Heavenly Father whatever it may be." Apparently the treat-

ment helped for gradually she gained strength.2 6

White American public reaction to the arguments in the

Cherokee v. Georgia case boomeranged on Governor George

Gilmer. These responses served to increase his antagonism

to Indians and to strengthen his determination to effect

removal. In May 1831, he commenced a project of securing the

dismissal of Austin Worcester as postmaster of New Echota to

deny Worcester that element of protection against the laws

of Georgia. Specifically, he wrote ordering Worcester out

of Georgia. Austin answered the governor in a long letter

defending the role of the missions, detailing the improvement

in the Indians' way of life, discussing the progress of his

own work in translation, challenging the Governor's view of

Indians as "loathsome creatures with revengeful tempers,"

and explaining why he could not, in good conscience, leave

his post.2 7

Threats of arrest, periodic troubling visits by the

Guard, and articles in the Georgia newspapers that reached

the Nation, led to frequent exchanges on the advisability of

26Samuel Austin Worcester to David Greene, 23 March 1831,
ABC: 18.3.l.V7; Samuel Austin Worcester to David Greene,
29 April 1831, ABC: 18.3.l.V7.

27Samuel Austin Worcester to Governor George R. Gilmore,
10 June 1831, ABC: 18.3.l.V7; George Rockingham Gilmore,
First Settlers of Upper Georgia (AmericusGeorgia: Southern
Printers, 1926), pp. 246-47, 252, 331; Samuel Austin Worcester
to David Greene, 21 May 1831, ABC: 18.3.1.V7; Tracyr History
of American Missions, p. 216; Baillett, Historical Sketches,
p. 15; Bass, Cherokee Messenger, pp. 132-36 (quotation from
31/5/31 ltr.)
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moving mission families out of the territory claimed by Georgia.

The discussion of their rights and responsibilities to the

Cherokee and to their God supported by scriptural references

continued for some time. Not all the mission personnel shared

Austin's view. Daniel Butterick, who had served longer among

the Cherokee than the Worcesters, staunchly supported his

belief that they had no right to disobey.the law. The Worcesters

had the additional problem of Ann's health. Although her

family gave thanks for her improvement, she was still con-

fined to bed. She did manage to teach one class of eight

little girls who gathered in her bedroom. The Butterick,

Proctor, and Thompson families left New Echota for other

mission stations. Before the Thompsons could get settled,

however, he was arrested, and although ill forced to walk

fifty miles, lectured by the Georgia authorities, and released

to return to his family.2 8

Even if it had been possible to take his family out of

the area claimed by Georgia, Austin doubted the wisdom of such

a move, believing as he did that the Guard would certainly

take over vacated property. As they faced the possibility of

the Governor reordering his arrest, the Worcesters decided

that with the Boudinots next door, and the company of a mission

teacher who had been forced from her school by the Guard, that

Ann and the children could safely remain in New Echota.

2 8 Samuel Austin Worcester to David Greene, ABC: 18.3.l.V7,
13 June 1831; Tracy, History of American Missions, pp. 216-18.
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Worcester, Proctor, and Dr. Butler were arrested again on

July 7, 1831. Conditions on their long forced march to Camp

Gilmer proved even more unpleasant than on the earlier trip.

The court released Butler and Worcester under a Writ of Habeas

Corpus with instructions to return for trial in September.

Before leaving Camp Gilmer, the Governor had issued an order

to rearrest them should they be released even temporarily.

Austin went to Brainerd, avoiding a repetition of the past

weeks, and waiting for the trial date. While he was in

Brainerd, Ann sent him word that the baby Jerusha was des-

perately ill. Before Austin could return to his family,

Jerusha died. As an old woman, Ann Eliza described her mem-

ories of confusion, deep sadness, and loss as she and four-

year-old Sarah accompanied their mother to the nearby cemetery

for the burial. Their friend and substitute father,Elias

Boudinot, conducted the funeral service. Late the following

night after Austin had returned home, a guardsman arrested

Worcester. After hearing of the death in the family, the Guard

officer released Austin. He returned to Brainerd.29

In September 1831, the Georgia Guard accompanied the

accused men on a grueling four-day march. of 100 miles to their

trial. Austin, Dr. Elizur Butler, the Reverend J. J. Trott,

J. F. Wheeler, the white printer for the Cherokee Phoenix,

29 Samulel Austin Worcester to David Greene, 5 July 1831,
ABC: 18.3.1.V7; Samuel Austin Worcester to David Green, 18 July
1831, ABC: 18.3.l.V7; Tracy, History of American Missions,
pp. 216-17, 237; Bass, Cherokee Messenger, p. 137.
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and seven other white men faced the Georgia court charged

with failure to swear allegiance to the State. They were

found guilty and sentenced to four years at hard labor in the

state penitentiary, unless they agreed to take the oath and

leave the state. All except Butler and Worcester accepted

the offer of leniency, swore allegiance, and were dismissed.

The next day Austin reported the trial to the Board in a

letter from Lawrenceville. He took some comfort in the fact

that the presiding judge had ruled that Georgia could not

prevent the Cherokee from digging gold on their own land.
3 0

In the prison at Milledgeville, Butler and Worcester

found the life a mixture of periodic harshness on the part

of the authorities and an opportunity to preach and teach the

other inmates. They, like the other prisoners, experienced

bouts of debilitating illnesses such as typhus and "inter-

mittant bilious fever." As a rule, they could send and

receive mail and see visitors. Some of the visitors urged

them to accept Georgia authority and be released. Austin

compared them to Job's friends. Gossip from prison guards

and visitors indicated that if the federal authorities inter-

fered with Georgia, civil war might be the end result. Specu-

lation suggested that South Carolina, upset with federal

3 0Tracy, History of American Missions, pp. 217-18;
Ernest Trice Thompson, Presbyterians in the South-Volume One:
1607-1861 (Richmond, Virginia: Knox Press, 1963), pp. 211,
221; Samuel Austin Worcester to David Greene, 16 September
1931, ABC: 18.3.l.V7.
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tariff policy, might join Georgia in opposition to the national

government.31

In the fall, Boudinot took up a collection among the

Cherokee to enable Ann Worcester and Lucy Butler to make a

trip to visit their husbands. Ann Eliza, Sarah, and the

Butler children packed blankets, books, and gifts from the

Cherokee to their fathers. Prison officials allowed the women

to see their husbands Saturday afternoon after they arrived.

They also visited the men on Monday and Tuesday morning before

they left to return to New Echota. Worcester and Butler showed

their wives the prison workshop where they spent their working

hours. Assigned to the carpentry section, Austin built a

desk-bookcase some sixteen feet long for the Secretary of

State of Georgia, two large chests for himself, and a small

doll sized chest apparently for Ann's sewing materials.3 2

During Austin's absence, life in New Echota continued.

Ann managed the mission school and shared, as well as she

3 1Missionary Herald, September 1831, pp. 281, 299; Tracy,
History of American Missions, pp. 218, 226, 244, 248, 251,
265; Samuel Austin Worcester to David Greene, 14 May 1831,
ABC: 18.3.l.V7 and 24 November 1831, ABC: 18.3.1.V7.

3 2 Samuel Austin Worcester to David Greene, 8 November
1832, ABC: 18.3.l.V7; and 14 May 1831, ABC: 18.3.l.V7;
Missionary Herald, January 1832, p. 44; New York Observer,
16 February 1833. The Missionary Herald article explains
that the prison authorities justified not allowing Sunday
visitations because fewer guards were on duty than during
the week. Both of the large chests that Worcester made while
in prison are in the possession of the Hicks family, great-
grandchildren of Ann and Austin Worcester. The small sewing
chest was given by Alice Robertson to the University of Tulsa,
where it is part of the Robertson Collection.
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and the girls could, in the work of the press. For Ann Eliza

and Sarah, school work, play, and household chores continued

the nearly normal pattern of their daily lives. The children

missed their father. Periodically, Georgia authorities

stopped to see Ann Worcester to tell her that she and other

missionaries, as illegal residents, would soon be forced to

leave their homes.33

The Prudential Committee of the ABCFM petitioned

President Jackson for the release of the missionaries. Answer-

ing through his Secretary of War, Jackson stated that he had

no authority to interfere. Between February 20 and 23, 1832,

the attorneys William Wirt and John Sargeant argued the case

of Worcester v. Georgia before the Supreme Court of the United

States. No representative appeared for Georgia. On March 3rd,

Chief Justice John Marshall, speaking for the Court, ordered

the missionaries released. Governor Wilson Lumpkin of Georgia,

who had succeeded Governor Gilmore, refused to act on the

order. For Worcester, the Court's decision proved a hollow

victory. Writing to the Prudential Committee for himself and

Butler on April 4th, he said:

we wish the Committee to consider the subject only
in reference to the public good, and entirely to
forget that our situation is not as desirable as
any other. Not because private interest is of no

3 3 Tracy, History of American Missions, p. 226; Lucy
Butler to David Greene,27 October 1831, ABC: 18.3.l.V7;
Although no family letters from this period survive, it appears
that during his imprisonment Austin advised Ann on family and
school matters and perhaps Boudinot as well. Many family
belongings were lost in the move West and later during the
destruction of the Civil War.
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value in itself, but because in comparison with
the cause of righteousness and with a country's
prosperity, it becomes nothing.

Throughout her long life, this experience provided a model

of sacrifice and duty to Ann Eliza.3 4

For over six weeks after the Court's decision Worcester

and Butler frequently were encouraged to petition the governor

for release. Visitors and correspondents charged them with

contributing to the danger of further conflict but Ann

Worcester and Lucy Butler urged them not to yield. The wives

believed, as some others did, that if the missionaries gave

in to Georgia, it would weaken the Cherokee cause. In New

Echota, Georgia surveyors proceeded to their work in antici-

pation of a lottery to award Indian lands to white settlers.

While the Cherokee ignored the surveyors, their leaders

decided against a confrontation with Georgia troops. In late

July, they chose to call a meeting at Red Clay, Tennessee.3 5

At the Council meeting, the status of the Georgia quarrel

with the tribe absorbed most of the time and interest of the

participants. It was, however, the time for the election of

the Principle Chief. John Ridge, the son of Major Ridge,

34Samuel Austin Worcester to David Greener, 4 April 1832,
ABC: 18.3.l.V7; Tracy, History of American Missions, p. 226;
Edwin A. Miles, "After John Marshall's Decision: Worcester v.
Georgia and the Nullification Crisisr." Journal of Southern
History 39 (1973): 527; Worcester v. Georgia in 6 Peters 515
(1832).

3 5 Samuel Austin Worcester and Elias Boudinot to David
Greene, 15 April 1832, ABC: 18.3.1.V7; Samuel Austin Worcester
to David Greene, 17 May 1832, ABC: 18.3.1.V7; Ann 0. Worcester
to David Greene, 17 May 1832, ABC: 18.3.1.V7; Wilkins,
Cherokee Tragedy, pp. 234.
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planned to run for the office expecting the support of his

cousin, Elias Boudinot. The rift between the Ridge and Ross

factions of the tribe widened substantially when the tribe

voted to extend Ross's term indefinitely because he was in

the process of conducting the negotiations with the United

States Government and trying to prevent removal to the West.

Ridge believed this was an excuse to deprive him of the

opportunity to run for office and perhaps the possibility of

assuming leadership of the tribe.3 6

Meanwhile, after much discussion and preparation, Ann

and Lucy Butler with their children visited Austin and Dr.

Butler in prison. It was now mid-September 1832. Years later

with her own children Ann Eliza recalled the prison yard

where they waited and her joy at seeing her father. After

a brief visit the families returned to the increasing con-

fusion in New Echota. With the 22 October 1832 lottery,

whites flooded into the Nation. Mission families at two

outlying stations were forceably ejected from their homes and

school buildings. Indians, too, found themselves thrown out

of their homes. In a December letter to the Missionary Herald,

Sophie Sawyer, Ann Eliza's teacher, reported another problem.

Whites came to the school playground offering the children

whiskey to further demoralize parents and missionaries.

Worcester and Butler, expecting no help either from the Federal

Government or the State of Georgia, accepted the Governor's

3 6Wilkins, Cherokee Tr agedy, p. 234.
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offer of release. They went home in January, 1833.37

At home Austin plunged into work. The bulk of the

approximately monthly reports to the Board concerned develop-

ments in his work and the rising dissension among the

Cherokee regarding removal. Some Cherokee suggested openly

that the federal government intended to force them West, and,

given that reality, their best course would be to make the

most advantageous arrangements they could. The Ridges and

Elias Boudinot led this faction while Chief John Ross stood

firmly against acquiescing to federal pressure.3 8

Georgia officials passed through New Echota restating

the policy and intent to evict the Cherokee. Georgia news-

papers advocated immediate removal. Despite these external

pressures, Austin continued with Bible translations, assisted

with the press, supervised the school, and performed his

ministerial duties. During these grim days a meteor shower

frightened many of the Cherokee. The Indians feared that

this unusual display portended evil for the tribe.3 9

3 7 Samuel Austin Worcester to David Greene, 12 September
1832, ABC: 18.3.l.V7; Emma E. Evarest, "Famous Women: Mrs.
Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson, Ph D," Cha erone Magazine
9(August 1894): 445-48; Tracy, History of American Missions,
pp. 226, 239; Missionary Herald, December1832, p. 401 and
March 1833, p. 96; Samuel Austin Worcester to David Greene,
7 December 1832 and 23 January 1833, ABC:, 18.3.1.V7;
American Board of Commissioners Prudential Committee Acts,
ABC: 18.3.l.V7..

3 8Samuel Austin Worcester to David Greene, 23 January 1833
and 15 June 1833, ABC: 18.3.1.V7.

3 9 Samuel Austin Worcester to David Greene, 25 January 1834
and 5 February 1834, ABC: 18.3.1.V7.
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Regardless of heavenly fireworks and white politicians,

the Worcester family increased. On 29 January 1834, Hannah

was born. Even though he knew that other missionaries were

experiencing difficulties Austin hoped his family would be

spared until Ann regained her strength. In February, Georgia

authorities forced the Butlers from their home at Haweis.

Lucy, Elizur and the children went first to rebuilt Brainerd

for immediate shelter and later settled temporarily at Red

Clay, Tennessee. The order for the Worcesters to give up

their spacious white frame house arrived shortly thereafter.

According to Georgia law, Indians renting to whites were

subject to forfeiture of their property. The Worcesters

could not pay for lodging in the Nation. Until Ann could

travel, they agreed "to visit" the Boudinots. It was the

last time Ann Worcester and Harriet Gold Boudinot, who had

become such friends talked together because Harriet died

before she and Elias could move West.4 0

By late March 1834, Ann and Austin Worcester and the

three girls went to Brainerd. They now planned their own

migration in hope of being settled when the major portion of

the Cherokee tribe arrived west of the Mississippi. While

thinking about the best mode of travel to the West, Austin

had to contend with the rumors that he was abandoning the

Cherokees. Federal officials continued the pressure to force

40Samuel Austin Worcester to David Greene, r5 February
1834 and 21 February 1834, ABC: 18.3.1.V7; Missionary Herald,
January 1836, p. 21; Bass, Cherokee Messenger, pp. 175-77.
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the Cherokee off their own land. Rather than taking his

family west in October after the summer heat and before the

bitter winter weather, Austin stayed to attend the Synod

meeting. He hoped to gain support from that body for his

work. The round trip of four hundred miles, plus the time

for the meeting required a month, therefore, the Worcester's

trip west had to be postponed.4 1

Austin's hope for assistance was complicated by the dis-

cussion of a long-time theological dispute. Dividing them-

selves into the "Old School" and "New School" groups, the

member churches differed on Indian Removal as well as on

questions of doctrine. "Old School" adherents did not be-

lieve they should oppose federal policy, while "New School"

Presbyterian and Dutch Reformed congregations opposed the

drive for forced removal. Austin's decision to turn to the

Synod of Tennessee was premised on the hope that churches

closer to the Cherokee Nation would be willing to be of help

to him.

It was now winter which meant a spring departure. Austin

continued work on translation at Brainerd. The week before

Christmas, he wrote the Board of his progress and that only

he was well. Re was nursing Ann and the girls in their var-

ious ailments. In addition to having failed to regain her

strength, a "chronic . . . liver" complaint plagued Ann.

4lSamuel Austin Worcester to David Greene, 21 March
1834, 16 June 1834, 7 September 1834, 23 October 1834,
ABC: 18.3.l.V7.
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Hannah, now eleven months old, struggled with whooping cough,

and the other girls had unknown illnesses.4 2

At last on 8 April 1835, the Worcesters left Brainerd

in a "two-wheeled ambulance, " bound for Dwight Mission which

was to be their temporary home in Arkansas. Austin had

shipped most of their household goods, his books, manuscripts,

and notes for a Cherokee grammar by steamboat. He hoped that

their own belongings, the press, and paper would arrive before

the family in order that he could begin his work promptly.

The trip was a pleasant experience for the family despite

some unexpected delays due to Ann's health and spring floods.

Late May found them in Arkansas. After much delay, news came

that their personal goods were lost when the boat sank.

Their material possessions amounted to very little but the

loss of ten years of labor on a Cherokee grammar was beyond

price. On that tragic note, their troubles in Georgia came

to an end.43

42R. Pierce Beaver, Church, State and the American
Indians: Two and a Half Centuries of Partnership in Missions
Between Protestant Churches and Government (St. Louis,
Missouri: Concordia Publishing House, 1966)., p. 114;
Samuel Austin Worcester to David Greene, 18 December 1834,
ABC: 18.3.l.V7.

4 3 Bass, Cherokee Messenger, p. 181.



CHAPTER III

WITH THE CHEROKEES IN THE NEW NATION

As they traveled toward their new home, Ann and Austin

Worcester told the girls of the family history. Starting

with William Worcester, a minister from Salisbury, England,

who came to Massachusetts Bay in 1640, they spoke of each

generation of the family. Many of them had been ministers

or minister's wives. Austin's uncle, Samuel Worcester, a

founder of the ABCFM, was buried in the Brainerd mission

cemetery. Their favorite family story dealt with Samuel

Mills' conversion experience at Williams College. In 1808,

with a small group of young men, Mills formed a Bible study

group, "The Brethern." During a severe wind storm when they

took shelter behind a haystack, these students experienced a

call to missionary service. Before long they persuaded the

newly formed ABCFM to help them. On completion of their

theological studies at Andover, where Austin later studied,

these men went overseas to carry the Gospel just as the

Worcesters had come to the Cherokee. For Ann Eliza, at nine,

the study illustrated the truth, about the Biblical analogy

of the mustard seed.1

lAnn Eliza Worcester Robertson, "Autobiographical Sketch"
draft, Alice Robertson Collection, University of Tulsa, p. 1;
Rufus Anderson, Memorial Volume of the First Fifty Years of the
American Board of Commissioners, 5th edition (Boston: American
Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, 1863), pp. ll, 12,
40, 57; Joseph Tracy, History of American Missions to the Heathen
(Worcester, Massachusetts, Spooner and Howland, 1840), pp. 22-26.
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Secular history also provided insights into the children's

world. Ann and Austin explained the War of Independence, the

War of 1812, and the complex relationship of the American

government with the Indians. From her own experience, Ann

Eliza knew about the struggle between the State of Georgia

and federal authority. The divisions within the Cherokee

Nation and the many facets to the struggle between the red

and white men raised many questions for the bright, curious

Ann Eliza. Austin carefully explained the issues to his

children.

En route and after their arrival Cherokee language drill

occupied a part of each day. Despite the loss of the grammar

and lexicon, Austin devoted his "spare time" to translating

the Bible into Cherokee. The ten years of labor on the

manuscript grammar and lexicon were lost forever.2

As they grew older, the children recognized the differ-

ences between the white and Cherokee cultures. The role of

Cherokee women as teachers of tradition, as participants in

tribal affairs, in the naming of the clans, and marriage

customs provided insights into the two societies. In the

traditional Cherokee culture, a matrilineal pattern was

maintained. When the girls were interested in. the Cherokee

myths and explanations of natural phenomena, Austin used

these myths in explaining Christian theology. With his own

2 AEWR, "Autobiographical Sketch,," p. 1; T. L. Ballenger ,
"Restoration of the Worcester Cemetery, Old Park Hill,"
Chronicles of Oklahoma 31(1953): 137-42; Bass, Cherokee
Messenger, p. 181.
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children he drew parallels between the Indians and the peoples

of the Bible. In the Cherokee nature philosophy, a Supreme

Being or Creator ruled over lesser deities which included

animal spirits and anthropomorphic figures such as a god of

thunder. They did not worship images, but an evil personality

or force existed in their supernatural hierarchy. It was

possible for some Cherokee to add Christianity to their tra-

ditional beliefs without a great deal of alteration. The

native priests and traditional Cherokees resented the mis-

sionary efforts.3

With such ideas about the nature of Cherokee culture,

the Worcesters taught their daughters their own Christian

convictions. As products of orthodox homes and Andover

Seminary in a period long before Darwinian ideas or higher

criticism spread through the western world, the Worcesters

interpreted the Bible in a fairly literal manner. Yet on

questions of temperance and slavery there was leeway for

personal decisions. Mid-nineteenth century studies maintain

that consumption of alcohol increased substantially with the

Revolutionary War when foreign sources of rum had been cut

off and domestic distilling increased. In response, various

religious denominations expanded their traditional stands

against intemperance and moved toward a tenet of abstinence.

For the Cherokee, as for other Indians, and with colonial

officials, tribal leaders endeavored to prevent the introduction

3Narcissa (Chisholm) Owen, Memoirs of Narcissa Owen, 1831-
1907 (Washington, D. C., n.p., 1907), pp. 11, 12, 294.
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and sale of alcohol into the Indian Nations. The Worcesters

knew about alcohol's devastating effect on many Indians.

They supported the strong stand of church and mission boards

against liquor. Austin had shared in establishing a Cherokee

Temperance Society in Georgia and repeated the experiment in

the New Nation. In Brainerd, New Echota, and elsewhere the

mission family encouraged the Indians in total abstinence, a

significant pattern among the evangelical churches after

1829. Missionaries used propaganda pieces such as "The

Traffic in Ardent Spirits " circulated by the American Tract

Society in 1834. Worcester soon involved the Cherokee in a

new temperance group, "The Cold Water Army," first organized

in Philadelphia. For this revivalist-reformist temperance

crusade, Austin organized the gatherings and parades, includ-

ing composing songs for the Cold Water Army of the Indian

Territory. By 1838, Austin estimated there were 400 members

of the Cherokee Cold Water Army.4

Slavery and the Cherokee Nation presented another

problem for the Worcesters. New England-bred, they opposed

slavery as an institution, but as guests of the Cherokee

Nation their means of protest were limited. The Cherokee,

especially the tribal leaders, accepted slavery and would

40thniel A. Pendleton, Jr., "Temperance and the Evangeli-
cal Churches," Journal of Presbyterian History 25(1947): 14-
16, 26-41; M. C. Holderman to Alice Mary Robertson, 8 June
1928, Chronicles of Oklahoma 37(1959): 17; Hope Holway, "The
Cold Water Army," Chronicles of Oklahoma 37(1959): 22-27;
Letter 8 August 1929 from Johi C. Elsworth, Missionary Herald
October 1829, p. 318.
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brook no interference from the missionaries on this question.

All that Ann and Austin Worcester could do was to show their

Christian love to all of God's children. They welcomed slaves

to church services and into their congregations. Slave chil-

dren attended the mission schools with permission from their

masters. But, as the Worcesters explained to their children,

to speak out openly against slavery would be to court expul-

sion from the Nation and bring an end to their opportunity to

serve the Indians. Within the Presbyterian Church the de-

veloping schism between the Old and New Schools hinged on

points of doctrine, the operation of the cooperative plan

with the Congregational Church, the mission program and the

issue of slavery. Ultimately the question of admission of

slaveholders to mission churches would raise serious problems

for the mission to the Cherokee.5

Further conflict over these issues lay in their future

as each day's ride took them closer to their temporary des-

tination of Dwight Mission, a long-established station. In

the summer of 1820, life at Dwight Mission had been grim as

5Mvooney, Myths of the Cherokee, pp. 83, 112, 125, 148,
150; Norman Arthur Graebner, "Pioneer Agriculture in Okla-
homa," Chronicles of Oklahoma 23(1945):241-43; Andrew E.
Murray, Presbyterians and the Negro: A History (Philadelphia:
Presbyterian Historical Society, 1966), p. 11-112, 130;
William Warren Sweet, Religion on the American Frontier: Vol.
II, The Presbyterians: 1783-1840: A Collection of Source
Materials (New York: Harper -and Brothers, 1936), p. 100;
American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, Report
of the Committee on Anti-Slavery Memorials, September, 1845
(Boston: T. R. Marvin, 1845), p. 5; Ernest Trice Thompson,
Presbyterians in the South - Volume One: 1607-1861 (Richmond,
Virginia, John Knox Press, 1963), pp. 397, 383.
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missionaries began to build their new center one hundred

miles from the nearest white settlement. Now ten years later,

the station provided comfortable quarters by missionary stan-

dards. Austin decided that the location of the abandoned

Union Mission would best serve their purpose as a center for

publication until they moved to Park Hill, near the capital

of the Cherokee Nation. The reports of these early residents

of Dwight and Union Missions stressed their accounts of Indian

conversions, of temperance organizations, of churches organ-

ized, of marriages, of children born, and not the "bilious

fever or ague" and cholera which plagued them. Both Dwight

and Union mission stations offered oases of help and support

for the expected Indian migrations to follow. ABCFM Board

approval of Union Mission as a site for Austin's work was only

half the answer. Chief John Jolly and other leading Cherokee

in the West questioned Austin's intentions. Without Cherokee

Council approval, nothing could be accomplished. Within a

couple of days of their arrival at Dwight, Austin went north

to inspect Union, weighing its isolation, the need for sub-

stantial repairs, and the necessity of building additional

structures for a mission school. Austin decided that Union

was a poor selection for a permanent site. 6

6Grant Foreman, The Five Civilized Tribes, Civilization
of the American Indian (Norman, University of Oklahoma Press,
1934), pp. 356-57; Althea Bass,, Cherokee Messenger, Civiliza-
tion of the American Indian (Norman, University of Oklahoma
Press, 1936), p. 180; Grant Foreman, Beginning Protestant
Christian Work in the Indian Territory (Muskogee, Oklahoma:
Star Printing Co., 1933), pp. 9-19.
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The regular fall Council meeting would consider his

request for a mission location. Meanwhile, translation work

continued; but until Elias Boudinot or some other qualified

Cherokee arrived to confer, to read proof, and to edit the

workit remained incomplete. While he waited, other mission

groups needed printing done for their work among the Choctaws

and Creeks, two of the Five Civilized Tribes that the national

government had driven West.

Hoping to persuade the western Cherokee leadership of the

usefulness of the press, Austin prepared an eight page pamphlet

for beginning students of the Cherokee language. Pleased by

the pamphlet, the Chiefs accepted the Worcesters into the

Nation and approved their new station. Austin Worcester also

set about creating a Cherokee Almanac to assist the farmers.

Because of the limited data on conditions in the Indian

Territory, developing the content of the material absorbed

much of Austin's time and the efforts of specialists located

by the Board in the East. In his contacts with the Cherokee

as he sought to be of help, Austin emphasized that the mis-

sionaries would take no part in political activities.7

The tribal authorization of 29 October 1835 specifically

limited the maximum nuxrber of acres for the station, the maxi-

mum number of cattle and swine that could be kept to supply

the missionaries, and the circumstances under which the land

7 Bass, Cherokee Messenger, pp. 181-87, 212; Muriel H.
Wright, "Samuel Austin Worcester: A Dedication," Chronicles
of Oklahoma 37(1959): 4.
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and buildings would revert to the Nation should the authori-

zation be withdrawn or the mission be abandoned by the Board.

For a permanent location, Austin selected Park Hill. near the

geographical center of the Nation and a few miles from the

place later chosen to be the Cherokee capital at Tahlaquah.

Park Hill had a number of assets as the site for the new

station besides geographical location. As the name indicates,

the area was more hilly than that around Fort Gibson and Dwight

Mission but probably most important there were fewer swampy

areas in the neighborhood and therefore fewer mosquitos. There

was even a small mission school in operation at Park Hill so

as soon as they could get there the Worcester girls could

resume their classes. But until an adequate home was built,

and Austin would have to oversee that step, the Worcesters

remained at Union. In March 1836, their first son Leonard

was born. After three "meal-sifters," the Cherokee Messenger

and his wife had a young "bow" whom they named for his paternal

grandfather. Although they were somewhat isolated at Union,

mail kept the family in touch with their eastern relatives as

well as with other missionaries, and magazines supplemented

the lessons Ann Eliza, Sarah, and Hannah studied with their

parents. Early in December 1836, Austin moved his family to

the still-unfinished house at Park Hill that would be the

Worcester home as long as he and Ann lived.
8

8Wright, "Samuel Austin Worcester," pp. 12-13; copy of

agreement in Folder W-Bio-12 Alice Robertson Collection,

University of Tulsa; Grant Foreman, "Notes of a Missionary
Among the Cherokee," Chronicles of Oklahoma, 16(1938): 185;
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While the Worcesters acquainted themselves in the West

and worked to establish their own place in the community, life

for their friends in the "Old Nation" deteriorated alarmingly.

Reports came slowly, but the contents confirmed Ann's and

Austin's worst fears. Harassment by whites of the Cherokee

increased; memorials and petitions to Washington brought no

relief. When some mixed-bloods suggested renewing the debate

over removal a leader of that group was assassinated return-

ing home from the Council meeting. In early 1835, two rival

delegations vied with one another for the attention and recog-

nition of the federal authorities. The officials in Washington

ignored the protests of the delegation led by Chief John Ross,

choosing instead to deal with the party led by John Ridge,

who wanted to negotiate the best possible removal agreement.9

With the provision that any treaty negotiated would have

to be ratified by the Cherokee National Council and that,

otherwise, it would not be binding, the Ridge group worked

with the Reverend J. F. Schermerhorn, a Presbyterian clergy-

man employed by the federal government. To parry the efforts

of the Ridge or Treaty faction, Chief Ross submitted a pro-

posal to remove in return for a payment of twenty million

dollars to the Cherokee. The United States Senate took

Grant Foreman, "Notes on the History of Park Hill," Chronicles
of Oklahoma, 37(1959):16; Bass, Cherokee Messenger, pp. 187-
97, 202, 206; Mooney, yths of the Cherokee, p. 218; Tracy,
History of American Missions, p. 277.

9Mooney, Myths of the Cherokee, pp. 133-34.
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umbrage at such a "ridiculous"demand and decided on a limit

of five million to compensate these Indians for their eastern

lands. When the Cherokee Council met in October, it rejected

the treaty, whereupon Schermerhorn delivered an ultimatum

that the Council should meet again in December at New Echota

to negotiate another treaty. Schermerhorn is believed respon-

sible for the order for the arrest and detention of Chief

Ross after the Council adjourned. Although only a few Cherokee

met with Schermerhorn at New Echota in December, this did not

deter the federal commissioners from reporting to President

Jackson a successful negotiation as shown in the "Treaty of

New Echota." Chief John Ross hurried to Washington with

petitions signed by a substantial majority of the Cherokee

protesting the treaty and refuting the right of a small group

to relinquish land without the approval of the tribal council.

After an emotional debate, the United States Senate ratified

the treaty 23 May 1836 by a one vote majority. The federal

officials had chosen to accept the commitments of Major Ridge,

John Ridge, Elias Boudinot, and Stand Watie rather than to

continue to deal with the uncooperative Chief Ross.
1 0

1 0 Charles C. Royce, The Cherokee Nation of Indians,
Native American Library (1887; reprint ed., Chicago: Aldine

Publishing Co., 1975), p. 157; Grace Steele Woodward, The

Cherokees, Civilization of the American Indian (Norman:

University of Oklahoma Press, 1963), pp. 180-90; Mooney,

Myths of the Cherokee, p. 120; Maloner Cherokees of_ the Old

South, p. 181; Thomas Hart Benton, Thirty Years' View, or A

History of American Government for Thirty Years, From 1820-

1850, 2 vols. (New York: Appleton, 1864), 1:625-26. Benton,

in tracing the ratification process, states that the treaty

was a southern question involving the extension of slavery.
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These events in the East meant an increased Cherokee

migration to the West, a mixed blessing as far as the settled

western band of Cherokee were concerned. Faced with the

memories of the earlier removal and the sheer number of the

eastern band which threatened the western tribal organiza-

tion and leadership, the "old settlers" proposed a division

of territory to the federal government to retain control

over their own af fairs.1 1

Rumors persisted that some missionaries had taken parti-

san stands on this latest removal project. In a letter to

Ann's cousin James Orr, Austin restated his own past position

and enclosed an extract of his own letter to Elias Boudinot

of 17 December 1836.

In relation to the course you have taken in form-
ing the late treaty, I hardly know what to say, or
whether to say anything at all, as you do not pro-
fess to have given me a full view of your reasons,
but reserve them in part until we meet. As, however,
you will perhaps be somewhat interested to know
what my opinion is, and will be likely to hear at
least or surmiss [sic] from other sources which will
of course be less satisfactory than the direct
expression of my own views, it may possibly be well
for me to state my present impressions. And leave
them to be corrected, if need be, by your future
statements. So far, then, as your motives and objects
are concerned, I have the fullest conviction of the
uprightness of your intentions, and the sincerity
of your aim to promote the best interest of your
people. Yet of the correctness of the course it-
self, so far as you have yet exhibited your reasons,
I cannot say that they have satisfied my mind. The
substance of your reasons, so far as stated, appears
to be, that the end was of vast importance, and the
means were the only means by which it could be
effected, I supposed that however painful to

llRoyce, The Cherokee Nation, p. 173.
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patriotic and benevolent feeling the thought 
of

relinquishing it, yet it must or ought to be re-

linquished, unless it can be accomplished by law-
ful means. The part, therefore, which remains to

be filled up in your argument, so far as I perceive,

is to show the lawfulness of the means. This, I

must confess, I do not perceive. If you show this,

it is all that needs to be shown.

Two years later, Elias Boudinot wrote the following

statement to exonerate Worcester.

I have seen a letter of Mr. James Orr, in which it

contained a statement made by Dr. Butler to Dr.

Palmer, that he, Dr. Butler heard the Rev'd S. A.

Worcester advise me Boudinot or Mr. Ridge to head

a party and form a treaty. or do anything tending

thereto;- and that, in all my conversations and

correspondence with him, touching the situation of

the Cherokee, from my first acquaintance with him

to the present time, he has never used language

that I could, by any forced construction, interpret

as containing such advice. Signed: Elias Boudinot,

Park Hill, Cherokee Nation, February 11, 1839.13

With the removal treaty duly signed to the satisfaction

of the United States government, officials of the executive

branch planned to implement the provisions as early as

possible. John Ross fought a delaying action and, only when

convinced there was no other way, requested permission to have

the Cherokee supervise the major part of their own migration.14

12 Samuel Austin Worcester to James Orr, 8 February 1839,

in Wright, "Samuel Austin Worcester," Chronicles of Oklahoma,

37(1959): 13-15.

1 3 Elias Boudinot statement 11 February 1839 in Wright,

"Samuel Austin Worcester," Chronicles of Oklahoma, 37(1959): 15.

1 4 Royce , The Cherokee Nation, pp. 169-71; Tracy, ,istory

of American Missions, p. 304; Mooney, Myths of the Cherokee,
p. 130.
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When the various emigrant trains commenced arriving in

Indian Territory, the Worcesters, and other whites, and the

"old settlers" learned the great price of the forced 
march.

Friends of the Cherokee could appreciate their 
reluctance to

leave their mountains, but no one could have 
anticipated that

the winter of 1838 would be the bitterest in memory. 
The

accounts of deaths seemed unending. Harriet Gold Boudinot

died suddenly before their family could leave but she may

have been fortunate. Hundreds of Cherokee died en route.

Having been forcibly driven to embarkation stockades by

soldiers, many Indians could not carry needed 
personal goods.

The trip proved a nightmare of insufficient food, 
too few

wagons for the elderly and children, no 
supplementary blankets

or replacements for worn-out shoes, not enough tents and 
vir-

tually no medicine. All of these necessities had been promised

by the federal government or were to be delivered 
to the

Cherokee en route. Few families reached the Western Cherokee

without mourning the loss of loved ones hastily buried beside

the trail.1 5

The arriving Cherokee needed more help than any town,

settlement, or the federal government could or would provide.

Some who reached the new Nation did not survive the remainder

1 5Bass,, Cherokee Messenger, p. 200; At least four thou-

sand Cherokee died en route to the New Nation. Tracy, The

History of the American Missions, p. 304; Grant Foreman,

Indian Removal: The Emigration of the Five Civilized Tribes,

Civilization of the American Indian (1932;reprint ed., Norman,

University of Oklahoma Press, 1972),, Chapter 20 "The Tragic

Migration" and p. 312; Mooney, Myths of the Cherokee, p. 127.
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of the first winter. Austin stretched his meager medical

supplies, nursed those he could shelter, 
and comforted the

lonely and bereaved. Government contractors, commissioned to

supply the migrating Cherokee until they could establish 
pro-

ductive farms, supplied poor quality foodstuffs and 
cattle

or oxen too old to work or breed.
1 6

The question of tribal leadership loomed larger 
each

month. At a special June Council meeting, the Ross followers,

now representing a num erical majority of the tribe, 
tried

unsuccessfully to convince the Western Cherokee that they

should agree to replace Chief Brown and his sub-chiefs 
with

John Ross and his followers. With their bitter trail experi-

ences still painfully clear in their minds, the majority of

the Cherokee wanted a union on their own terms. John Ross

and others looked critically, not only at the "old settlers,"

who resisted accepting the Constitution and laws developed 
in

the East, but especially at the Ridge group or Treaty Party

who had precipitated the tragedy with their "false treaty."

The Ridges with other family members had been substantially

assisted in their earlier migration and were now well estab-

lished and prospering. Both factions refused to consider a

compromise so an adjournment of the Council seemed logical. 1 7

16 Foreman, The Five Civilized Tribes, p. 285.

1 7Woodward, The Cherokees, p. 224; Thurman Wilkins,

Cherokee Tragedy: The Story of the Ridge Family and the Deci-

mation of A People (New York: Macmillan, 1970), p.- 288;

Grant Foreman, "The Murder of Elias Boudinot," Chronicles of

Oklahoma 12(1934): 20-21.
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Very early the next morning, 22 June 1839, a group of

men killed John Ridge in front 
of his family. Later in the

morning, three Cherokee rode up 
asking Elias Boudinot for

medicine. Boudinot stopped work on the home 
he was building

and offered to accompany the men 
to the Worcester home, a

quarter of a mile away. 
At a point between the two 

homes

that was far enough from each 
that time would be required for

help to arrive, the men attacked Boudinot with 
tomahawks and

knives. When the Worcesters heard the 
shouts and cries, Austin

and Ann Eliza rushed down the path 
to find Boudinot mortally

wounded. At about the same time that Boudinot 
lay dying, in

another part of the Nation John Ridge's 
father, Major Ridge,

was ambushed and killed. Possibly the Worcesters warned

Elias's brother, Stand Watie. 
He hid and escaped death.

Watie always believed that the Ross 
faction was responsible

for the deaths of his brother, cousin, 
and uncle.1 8

18Woodward, The Cherokees, p. 225; Among Ann Eliza

Worcester Robertson's papers in the Alice 
Robertson Collection

at the University of Tulsa in Folder W-Bio-4, 
is a draft of

an article, probably prepared for publication, entitled,

"Biographical Sketch of Elias Boudinot." 
The author, either

Ann Eliza or her daughter Alice Mary., wrote that 
after hearing

cries Austin Worcester rushed to help but found 
Boudinot dying.

In a later article Alice Robertson wrote that 
twelve-year-old

Ann Eliza was the first person to reach Boudinot. 
Whether

this discrepancy reflects Ann Eliza's modesty, 
the painfulness

of her memories of the bloody scene, or Alice 
Robertson's

desire to focus attention on her mother is unclear; Ralph

Henry Gabriel, Elias Boudinot, Cherokee 
and His America,

Civilization of the American Indian (Norman: University of

Oklahoma Press, 1941), pp. 174-76; Wilkins, Cherokee Tragedy,

p. 322; Missionary Herald, September 1839, pp. 365-66. In

1890, at the request of his family Allen Ross, John 
Ross s

son, wrote a statement explaining his own 
part in the murder

and exonerating his father from any knowledge 
or blame for the
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For his six children and his second wife, Delight Sargent

Boudinot, a former mission school teacher, and the Worcester

family, the death of Elias Boudinot was a shattering blow.

Austin and Elias had been friends and co-workers for almost

fifteen years. The families had lived near one another most

of the time and often with one another. While Austin was

imprisoned, Elias and Harriet looked after Ann and the

Worcester children. It was Elias who arranged for Ann and

the children to visit Austin in prison. Elias preached the

funeral sermon for little Jerusha when Austin was not there.

Elias saved Ann Eliza's life when she had stramonium poison-

ing. The Boudinot and Worcester children had played and

studied together all of their lives. Austin said simply,

"They have cut off my right hand." The shared work of trans-

lating, printing, teaching, and preaching, and the camaraderie

of family evenings of music and discussion were ended. Austin

preached the funeral sermon, bravely asserting in that tense

atmosphere, that all Boudinot's policies, except for the Treaty

of New Echota, were always for the good of the tribe. Because

of tribal antagonism, Mrs. Boudinot took the children East to

Harriet Gold Boudinot's family.
1 9

murders of the Ridges and Boudinot. Allen Ross believed that

the Ridges and Boudinot had blocked the move to unite, the

Cherokee factions at the June Council meeting. The tribal

law decreeing death to those who relinquished land without

tribal authority was a common justification for the acts.

Foreman, "The Murder of Elias Boudinot." pp. 23, 24.

1 9Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson, "Biographical Sketch of

Elias Boudinot," pp. 2, 3; Wilkins, Cherokee Tragedy, pp. 325;

Accounts of the lives of the Boudinot children are not absolutely
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News of the triple assassination reverberated throughout

the Nation. Though they had been subjected to repeated

violence from the whites, the threat of violence by Cherokee

against one another raised new fears. Secuoyah, a leader

among the "old settlers" but because of his contribution of

the Cherokee alphabet held in high regard by both factions of

the tribe, joined with the Reverend Jesse Bushyhead, a Cherokee

Baptist minister who had recently arrived, in an effort to

resolve the difficulties. They suggested a tribal gathering

to be held at the Illinois (river) campground.2 0

When the tribe gathered on July lst, Ann and Austin for-

bad Ann Eliza from visiting the campground to see old friends.

It might appear to some as a political move. Ann Eliza and

Sarah did not see their former schoolmates and friends. The

family's position in the nation was so tenuous that personal

preferences had to give way to the superior need to be allowed

to remain among the Indians. So the older girls stayed home

clear and may represent situations at different times. Harriet
Gold Boudinot's sister Mary, the wife of General D. B. Brinsmade
of Washington, Connecticut, took the three daughters, Eleanor,
Mary, and Sarah. The three sons, William Penn, Frank Brinsmade,
and Elias Cornelius were eventually educated by the United
States government. Mary Boudinot Church, "Elias Boudinot,"
The Magazine of History 17(1913):220; Elias Cornelius Boudinot
returned to the Cherokee Nation. During the Civil War, he
was elected to the Confederate Congress. Gabriel, Elias
Boudinot, p. 178.

20 Foreman, "The Murder of Elias Boudinot," pp. 20-21;
Grant Foreman, Sequoyah, Civilization of the American Indian
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1938), p. 32; Royce,
The Cherokee Nation, p. 171.
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and played with little Hannah, Leonard, and their new baby

brother, John, born March 13, 1838.21

Meanwhile, the reconciling efforts of Sequoyah, Bushyhead,

Chief Ross, and others resulted in the Act of Union, adopted

12 July 1839. In September the tribe gathered again at the

Illinois campground to consider and to approve a new consti-

tution based on the one developed in the "Old Nation. ,22

Problems continued to beset the Cherokee for many years.

The initial post-Removal difficulties improved very gradually.

Federal officials in Washington chose to recognize represen-

tatives of the Treaty Party led by Stand Watie who believed

Ross guilty of ordering the triple assassination. General

Matthew Arbuckle, Commandant of Fort Gibson, who agreed with

Watie, forwarded recommendations to ignore Ross and his party.

Monies due the Cherokee were withheld. Some Cherokee, totally

discouraged with the white culture, chose to return to former

practices including the blood feud causing further grief and

apprehension. Not until 1846 did Stand Watie and John Ross

join with the "Old Settlers" and the federal government in a

new treaty. Throughout this time, Austin repeatedly cautioned

his children to make no comments or indicate in any way what

missionaries felt about the tribal difficulties.2 3

21 Bass, Cherokee Messenger, p. 260; S. Alice Worcester,
Worcester Family GeneaLogy, 2nd edition (Boston: E . P. Worcester,
Publisher, Hudson Printing Co., 1914), p. 118.

2 2 Foreman, Sequoyah, p. 35; Bass, Cherokee Messenger,
p. 257; Woodward, The Cherokees, p. 229.

2 3Bass, Cherokee Messenger, p. 256; Woodward, The Cherokees,
pp. 229, 235-37; Royce, The Cherokee Nation, pp. 176-91.
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After the signing of the Act of Union, the missionaries

hoped the Cherokee might have a period of peace for repair-

ing their personal losses and for the newcomers to gain a

foothold in the "New Nation." Stephen Foreman, who lived

and studied with Austin Worcester in New Echota and now

lived at Park Hill, assumed more of the translation work,

helping to fill, in some measure, the place of Elias Boudinot.

Slowly the work of translation moved ahead; books and pam-

phlets came off the press; the mission school continued.

Life for the Worcesters seemed to regain the more quiet, even

tenor of their early days at Brainerd almost fifteen years

before. The five children were healthy. They were in a com-

fortable new home and looked forward to the arrival of a new

baby. Mary Eleanor was born 23 May 1840. Within hours,

despite the doctor's efforts, Ann Orr Worcester died. Elizur

Butler, who had lost his first wife in the "Old Nation,"

preached the funeral sermon and baptised the baby the next

day. The Reverend Cephus Washburn of Dwight Mission wrote a

long, laudatory obituary article which appeared in the

September Missionary Herald. Perhaps this printed statement

of her mother's outstanding qualifications as wife, mother,

and missionary afforded Ann Eliza some comfort when she had

time to consider it. As the eldest in the household, more

responsibility fell to her than to the younger children. She

was not alone. Miss Nancy Thompson, the old missionary's

assistant who had welcomed Ann and Austin to Brainerd, helped

Ann Eliza and Sarah as they tried to meet the needs of the
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mission family. Their religious beliefs forced them to affirm

the thought that Ann had gone to a better place.2 4

Whether or not family stories are accurate that a number

of single ladies were eager to fill Ann's place or that the

Women missionaries were trying to help Austin and his family

of six, there is little question that he needed to remarry.

Ann had known that when the first Mrs. Butler was dying she

urged her husband to remarry soon for his own and their

children's sakes. Elizur had discussed his problem with Ann

and Austin who seconded Mrs. Butler's request. Now Austin

faced the same problem. One of his concerns was that Ann

Eliza would be thrust into the role of mother to the younger

children and would not be able to continue her education. On

April 3, 1841, Austin Worcester married Erminia Nash, who had

served as a missionary teacher to the Cherokee since 1825.

For an almost forty-year-old spinster to follow Ann Worcester

and mother her six children, ranging in age from ten and a

half months to fifteen years, must have taxed Erminia's physi-

cal and emotional strength. Possibly Leonard remembered Ann,

but certainly Erminia was the only mother John and Mary Eleanor

ever knew. Although the children dutifully called Erminia

"Mother" and seemed to have tried to satisfy her, there were

periods of tension in the mission household.2 5

2 4 Worcester , Family Genealogy, pp. 115, 118; Bass, Cherokee
Messenger, pp. 260-61; Missionary Herald, September 1840, p. 376.

2 5 Elizur Butler to Jeremiah Evarts, 11 May 1830, ABC:
18:3.l.V7; Because of the limited number of accounts of Erminia
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Austin and Ann had' looked forward to sending their

children to New England for education beyond that available

among the Indians. After the death of Ann's parents the

Worcesters directed the executor to deposit her inheritance

with the ABCFM to be invested and held for anticipated costs

of education of the children. During the 1820's and 1830's,

the Board debated over a long period, seeking an educational

policy for mission children. Anticipating that such children

could live with relatives, a stipend of fifty dollars a year

per child was authorized. These two sources of income assured

Ann Eliza of continuing educational opportunities .26

During the early winter of 1843, seventeen-year-old

Ann Eliza journeyed to the home of her Uncle John Worcester

in St. Johnsbury, Vermont. Happily this uncle arranged for

her to study at St. Johnbury Academy with James K. Colby who

proved to be an inspiring teacher. The family attributed

Ann Eliza's interest in and quickness for languages to a

Nash Worcester, it is impossible to have a balanced view of
her personality. Clearly, she was devoted to Austin Worcester
and at very least to the younger children. In a letter from
Augusta Robertson Moore to Martha R. C. Williams 4 August 1932,
Gusta verified a story that when a mad dog bit Austin Worcester,
Erminia "sucked the poison from the wound." Apparently Austin
recovered completely. Letter in the possession of H. Franklin
Williams of South Harpswell, Maine. At the close of her life
Erminia gave explicit direction about her burial. What prompted
her to make the request is a matter of conjecture but Erminia
asked that she be buried, not at Austin Worcester's side but
that her casket be placed at the feet of Ann and Austin
Worcester; M. C. Holderman to Alice Mary Robertson, 8 June
1928 in Wright, "Samuel Austin Worcester," p. 18; George H.
Shirk, "Some Letters From the Reverend Samuel A. Worcester at
Park Hill," Chronicles of Oklahoma, 26(1948): 475,note 17.

2 6Bass, Cherokee Messenger, p. 267; Shirk, "Some Letters,"
p. 471.
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trait inherited from her father. Whether because of heredity

or the environment in which she had grown up, Ann Eliza found

languages fascinating. With Mr. Colby's agreement, she asked

permission to add Greek to her academic schedule. Fearing

that she was attempting too much, her uncle gave her a choice

of basically non-intellectual painting or music instruction,

that she also wanted, or Greek. By this time Ann Eliza had

decided to devote her life to teaching in the Cherokee Nation

so she willingly elected Greek over the other choices.2 7

When Mary Avery, one of the teachers at Park Hill, was

unable to continue because of poor health, Ann Eliza volun-

teered to return home to fill the place. In December 1846,

she left New England and traveling by boat via New Orleans

up the rivers to Fort Gibson and then to Park Hill. After an

absence of almost four years, she found her father aged. Leg

ulcers, diagnosed sometimes as scrofula and at other times

as "fever sores," caused him considerable inconvenience and

lameness. But teaching pleased and satisfied Ann Eliza. She

was happy at home, at work, and sharing her experiences with

the family. It was Sarah's turn to go East to school.2 8

Sarah wrot& a detailed account of her month-long journey

East. She went on horseback. to the White River in Arkansas

beyond Little Rock, by various boats to Memphis, up the

2 7 Bass, Cherokee Messenger, p. 271.

2 8 Shirk, "Some Letters From the Reverend Samuel A.
Worcester," p. 474; Bass, Cherokee Messenger, p. 271.
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Mississippi to the Ohio, then on to Cincinnati and Pittsburgh

where her party took a stage across the mountains to

Cumberland, Maryland, where she had her first train ride, to

Philadelphia. After a brief rest seeing the historic sights,

Sarah and her chaperon continued their trip by train to

Newark and then by steamer to New Haven, and finally by stage

to South Hadley, Massachusetts. At Miss Lyon's Seminary,

shortly to be better known as Mt. Holyoke, Sarah's courses

included Botany, Geology, Logic, Mental Philosophy, and

Natural Philosophy. She, too, intended to return to teach

among the Indians. The Cherokee Female Seminary authorized

by the Council in 1847, opened for classes 7 May 1851. Educa-

tional opportunities were growing in the Indian Territory.2 9

While Sarah studied there, Cherokee officials requested

that the faculty of Mt. Holyoke select and offer positions

to two young women for their new Seminary. If the faculty

should recommend her, the Council would be pleased to have

Miss Worcester. William P. Ross, the nephew of Chief Ross,

would escort the young ladies to Park Hill. Miss Ellen

2 9 Althea Bass, A Cherokee Daughter of Mount Holyoke
(Muscatine, Iowa: The Prairie Press, 1937), pp. 8-1, 18; Ann
Orr Worcester and Mary Lyon were classmates and friends at
Byfield, the school of Joseph Emerson. While it is unlikely
that Ann Orr and Mary Lyon exchanged many letters due to the
distance, expense, and the pressure of their lives, their
early association must have played a significant role in the
decision that Sarah go to Mount Holyoke.. Nevada Couch, Pages
From Cherokee Indian History As Identified With Samuel Austin
Worcester, 3rd. ed. (St. Louis: R. P. Studley and Co. [1884]),
p. 2; Bass, Cherokee Messenger, p. 21; Gabriel, Elias
Boudinot, p. 98.
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Whitmore and Sarah Worcester accepted the opportunity to

become principal and assistant respectively. The courses

they would teach included Latin, Algebra, Arithmetic,

Grammar, Georgraphy, Botany, and Vocal Music.3 0

Meanwhile, Ann Eliza found life at the mission and events

in the Nation only a little more peaceful than when she had

gone East. Again there was a national newspaper printed in

the Cherokee and English called the Cherokee Advocate and

edited by William P. Ross. Fewer acts of violence plagued

the citizens but suspicions lay close to the surface. In

the National Council two efforts to pass resolutions expel-

ling Austin Worcester failed, one by a single vote. Ann

Eliza was glad she could ease her father's work load whenever

she could but her own physical stamina declined under the

long hours of teaching and assisting at the mission.3 1

Austin believed that the mission program had proved

itself a great help to the Cherokee. Progress had been in-

finitely slower than the timetable he had hoped for twenty-

five years before. As he approached his own fiftieth birthday

and considered his own increasingly limited strength, he urged

the Board to send more ministers and teachers to work among

the Cherokee. Foreign missions particularly in Asia appealed

30 Bass, A Cherokee Daughter, p . 16; Ida Wetzel Tinnin,
"Educational and Cultural Influences of the Cherokee Semi-
naries," Chronicles of Oklahoma, 37(1959): 10, 65.

3 1Bass, Cherokee Messenger, pp. 293, 296-97, 322.
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to candidates and the Board's efforts to arouse interest in

the cause of the Indians did not result in volunteers. 3 2

In 1849, an eager, young missionary of the sort Austin

would have welcomed to his own staff, but who had come out

to serve among the Creeks, called on Worcester for help with

language study. William Schenk Robertson received help from

Austin and more importantly he met Ann Eliza. In time she

was persuaded that teaching among the Creeks would be as great

a service as remaining among the Cherokee.3 3

3 2 Ibid., p. 298.

3 3 Ibid., p. 322.



CHAPTER IV

MARRIAGE: A NEW MISSION AMONG THE CREEKS:

TRAGEDIES: PERSONAL AND PUBLIC

Because Ann Eliza believed that she was destined to live

and work among the Cherokee and looked forward to sharing

translation with her father, she wanted to increase her lin-

guistic skills when she went East to complete her education.

When there was a vacancy in the mission school staff, Ann

Eliza willingly turned her back on further study to return

home. She loved her family deeply and the opportunity to be

with them, to work with her father, and to teach the Cherokee

gave her great satisfaction.

Beyond her own parents, Nancy Thompson probably exerted

more influence on Ann Eliza than anyone else during her early

life. In 1810, when the missionary movement zeal was great,

Nancy Thompson, at twenty, dedicated her life to converting

the Indians. While serving at the Brainerd Mission School

in 1825, she welcomed Ann and Austin Worcester. Except when

desperately needed elsewhere such as caring for the Butler

children as their mother lay dying and later with Robert M.

Loughridge, superintendent at Kowetah Mission, after the first

of his three missionary wives died, Miss Thompson spent most

of her life with the Worcesters or one of their daughters.

It was while Miss Thompson assisted at Kowetah that William

Robertson reported to Loughridge and Nancy Thompson played

73
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matchmaker. She suggested to Robertson that Austin Worcester,

the scholar at Park Hill some thirty miles to the Northeast,

might be of help in mastering the Creek language.'

William Schenk Robertson and Austin Worcester were similar

types. Both were sons of ministers of theologically related

churches, Congregational and Presbyterian. After each of

them reached his own religious convictions as an adult each

concluded that he had a personal responsibility to volunteer

to help the Indians on the frontier. Born 11 January 1820

near Huntington Long Island, William originally decided to

become a physician. While studying'at Union College, he

concluded that teaching would be the more rewarding vocation

for him, so he changed his course of study. Following his

academic training (M.A. 1843), he taught in schools near his

home.2

The following prayer - written by Robertson - provides

an insight into his character and a clue to the larger world

of the nineteenth century.

lAlice Mary Robertson, "Biographical Sketch of Ann Eliza
Worcester Robertson," Folder W-Bio-4, Alice Robertson Collection,
University of Tulsa (hereafter cited as Robertson Collection);
[Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson] 'Biographical sketch of Nancy
Thompson"draft, Folder W-Bio-20, Robertson Collection, p. 1;
Lilah Denton Lindsey, "Memories of the Indian Territory Mission
Field, " Chronicles of Oklahoma 36 (1958) : - -191; Virginia E.
Lauderdale, "Tullahassee Mission," Chronicles of Oklahoma
26(1948): 290; [Ann Eliza Worcester RobertsonF"Last Days of
William Schenk Robertsori' draft, Folder W-Bio-27, Robertson
Collection; Carolyn Thomas Foreman, "Report of the Reverend
R. M. Loughridge to the Board of Foreign Missions Regarding
the Creek Nation," Chronicles of Oklahoma 26(1948): 282.

2 Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson, "Biography of William Schenk
Robertson." Folder W-Rin-. -n 1 N-cr-wn 0-11- 4-
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Eternal God, I desire to present myself before thee
with the deepest humiliation of soul sensible how
unworthy I am to appear before thee to enter into
a covenant with thee. But the plan is thine own.
I come, therefore, in the name of thy son entreat-
ing that for his sake thou will be merciful to me.
Anow I surrender myself to thee and I consecrate to
thee all that I am and all that I have to thy.direction.
I resign all things and say not my will but thine
be done. Let me be washed in the blood of thy dear
son. Let me be clothed with his righteousness. Let
me be sanctified by his spirit. And let my life be
spent in thy service. And when the hour of death
comes may I remember this covenant. And do thou
Oh Lord remember it also. Put strength and con-
fidence into my departing spirit and receive it
into the abodes of those that sleep in Jesus. Peace-
fully and joyfully to wait the accomplishment of
thy great promise to all thy people of a glorious
resurrection and of eternal happiness in thy
presence. And to thee shall be given all the glory.
Amen.3

Canajoharie, 3/23/1839

and

Ten years have passed since this was written. How
little I have done to redeem my vow. How merciful
God has been to me in sparing my life so long--in
preserving me from utter ruin by the temptations
and sins that I have so readily given way too [sic].
Again feeling my weakness and sinfulness yet rely-
ing on God's help I would renew the covenant.
Humbly confessing that the last ten years have often
and continually seen it broken. Yet resolving with
God's help to hive in a manner more in accordance
with his will.

Northport March 1849

When William applied to the Presbyterian Board of Foreign

Missions for an appointment to serve among the Indians, the

Board lost little time in accepting and offering him a post

as a mission teacher at an annual salary of one hundred and

3William Schenk Robertson, "Prayers," Folder W-Bio-10,
Robertson Collection.

4 Ibid.
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sixty-six dollars plus maintenance. His qualifications for

the mission field included a good educational background, ex-

perience in teaching, religious conviction, firm dedication,

and a strong physique. He could not have anticipated the scope

of the work to be done or the physical and emotional demands

he would endure, but he knew he belonged in the mission field.5

At the time William came to Park Hill to talk with her

father and continued to come to court Ann Eliza, he was in

the process of building the Tullahassee mission school. He

and Loughridge were eager to accept boarding students at the

earliest possible date. They opened the day school in

January 1850 before the dormitories were ready for thirty

resident students who were accommodated in March.6

Ann Eliza had some idea about life among the Creeks.

They were familiar visitors at Fort Gibson and had come to

her father for their printing needs. One of the first pieces

off Austin's press had been the Reverend Mr. John Fleming's

Creek Reader. Over the years Ann Eliza learned the history

of the Creek experiences with the whites in the East, es-

pecially in Georgia, and of the Creek Removal which paralleled

that of the Cherokees.7

5Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson, "Biography of William
Schenk Robertson," p. 1; Althea Bass, "William Schenk
Robertson," Chronicles of Oklahoma 37(1959): 28-29.

6Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson, "Biography of William
Schenk Robertson," p. 2; Bass, "William Schenk Robertson,"
p. 30.

7Guy Logsdon, "The Kowetah Manual Labor Boarding School
for Creek Indians, Indian Territory, 1843-1861," The War
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A brief history of the Creeks shows the problems facing

any missionary couple among them. Justlikethe Cherokee, the

Creeks first encountered white men when DeSoto marched

through their land in the 16th century. Because the Creek

Nation bordered on the Spanish claims of Florida territory,

they continued to have greater contact with the Spanish than

most other Indian tribes. Sustained contact with the English

resulted from the Oglethorpe settlement in 1732. Oglethorpe

negotiated a treaty with the Creeks 21 May 1733 in which the

Indians accepted colonists into the tidewater area as well as

in specified river-side locations, and set up regulations for

trade between Indians and whites. The Georgia trustees

assured the Creeks of their good will. " . . . your children

shall be ours and ours shall be yours, and we are all under

one God, who will punish any who are guilty of breach of

faith." The situation soon began to be literally true with

an ever increasing number of intermarriages between Creek

women and traders from England and Scotland. A Creek party

visited London in 1734, duly impressing the citizens there

who were intrigued by these "savages." Tomochichi, the

leader, asked King George II to educate their tribe. Within

a few years some irresponsible, if not dishonest, traders who

dealt in shoddy merchandise and short weights, caused consider-

able antagonism to flair up among the Creeks against whites

Chief 3(1969): 3; Robert G. Martin, Jr., "The Cherokee
Phoenix: Pioneer of Indian Journalism," Chronicles of
Oklahoma 25(1947): 105.
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in general. This suspicion of the motives of whites and sub-

sequent events in the West would influence the lives of the

Robertsons for they had to guard constantly against alarming

members of the tribe, which might result in ouster from the

Nation.8

Relations between the Creeks and the Cherokee were

generally peaceful but occasional differences over hunting

grounds and raiding incidents presented serious problems.

During the French and Indian War, both the English and French

sought allies among the Indians. Because of some of the

early frontier defeats of the British-American forces, the

Cherokee inclined toward the French and eventually fought

against the English in 1760. The British representatives

using attractive gifts as incentive won the friendship of the

Creeks and negotiated a treaty in 1763.9

After the conclusion of the French and Indian War,

Georgian pressure resulted in the Creeks being forced to give

up some of their land. Creek loyalty to Britain, as promised

in their treaty, antagonized the growing white Georgia popu-

lation. Wide-spread post-Revolutionary War efforts to secure

8Trevor Richard Reese, Colonial Georgia- A Study in
British Imperial Policy in the. Eighteenth Centurzy (Athenas:
University of Georgia Press, 1963), pp. l08-l2;_Merritt B.
Pound, Benjamin Hawkins-Indian Agent (Athens: University of
Georgia Press, 1951), p. 107.

9 Reese, Colonial Georgia, pp. 117-20; [unidentified
daughter of Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson, probably Alice
Mary] "Creek History, 1830-1861," draft, Folder W-Bio-29,
Robertson Collection, p. 2.
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peace on the Indian frontier led to a number of treaties.

In the Southeast, John Sevier's aspirations for the State

of Franklin complicated matters, confused the Indians, and

led others to question the ability of the United States to

successfully manage the new states. Tales of the exploits

of the great Creek chief Alexander McGillivray still cir-

culated within the Tribe after Ann Eliza came to live among

them. McGillivray, the son of a Scottish trader and his

Creek wife, played both sides of the international game. In

the pay of the Spanish in Florida and a loyalist during the

War, he had little interest in strengthening the United

States. At the invitation of President George Washington,

he traveled to New York, negotiated a treaty, and returned

to his home where he died before the Creek National Council

could ratify the treaty.1 0

Creek tribal government, a loose confederation of the

"towns" or villages scattered throughout the area, made it

difficult to communicate within the tribe except at the great

council meetings. While official meetings were being arranged,

attended, and reported to interested observers, white intruders

continually disrupted Indian life and aroused disagreements

and differences within the tribes. Georgians, reluctant to

10Angie Debo, Road to Disappearance, Civilization of

the American Indian (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,

1941), p. 37; Pound, Benjamin Hawkins, pp. 44, 57-58; Gary L.

Roberts, "The Chief of State and the Chief," American

Heritage, 26(1975): 28-33.
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recognize federal preeminence in Indian relations, challenged

the results of federal-Creek negotiations. While some of the

Creek leaders could hold their own with the whites, many of

the tribe lived at a considerably more primitive level of

"civilization." Benjamin Hawkins, the United States Agent

to the Creeks, tried to carry out federal policy to assist

the Indians toward "civilization." It is an indicator of

the isolated nature of the "towns," that Hawkins introduced

some of the Creeks to the use of the knife and hatchet. He

strongly urged the Indians to accept English language schools

in order to better prepare the tribe for dealings with the

whites. In 1811, Hawkins succeeded in persuading the Upper

Creeks, those living in the northern part of the Nation, to

plan for an elementary school system. The match of Hawkins,

who married a Creek woman, and the Indians against the pres-

sure of white intruders and the drive to force more land

cessions proved an uneven contest and raised the level of

fear of white men among the Indians. The Creek Council responded

by forbidding the sale or transfer of land on penalty of

death.1 1

The Treaty of New York was confirmed by the Senate in
1790, American State Papers, Indian Affairs I 590-93; Pound,
Benjamin Rawkins, pp. 49-50, 58, 91, 106; Debo, Road to Dis-
appearance, p. 65; Lester Hargett, A Bibliography of the
Constitution and Laws of the American Indians (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1947) , vii; Grant Foreman, Indians
and Pioneers: The Story of the American Southwest Before 1830,
Civilization of the American Indian (Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press), p. 250; Pound, Benjamin Hawkins, p. 106.
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Other external forces crashed in upon the increasingly

dispirited Creeks. Sometime during the fall-winter of

1810-11, Tecumseh, the Shawnee chief, arrived like a revival-

ist preacher calling for rejection of the whites and a return

to the old ways. Mixing orthodoxy with international diplo-

macy he urged siding with the British against the Americans.

An earthquake in 1811, a shower of meteors, a comet, their

former alliances with the British, the problems of the Georgia

whites, the dreams and prophesies of the magnetic Tecumseh

and his entourage, raised doubts, questions, and fears among

the superstitious Creeks. Differences in reaction among the

members of the tribe touched off a raid that flashed into a

Creek civil war, called The Red Stick War. Andrew Jackson,

ordered south to quell the Indians and prevent a British or

Spanish intrusion from Florida, enlisted the Cherokee and the

Lower Creeks to his side in a contest known as the Creek War

of 1813-14. Tecumseh's prediction that Creeks resisting the

whites would be miraculously protected proved wrong. The

Upper Creeks suffered severe losses of their men and the

destruction of defenseless villages. Apparently Jackson

ordered or condoned the massacre of the people in at least five

towns.12

1 2 Debo, Road to Disappearance, p. 76; [Robertson] "Creek
History," pp. 2, 3; Carolyn Thomas Foreman, "The Brave Major
Moniac and the Creek Volunteers,." Chronicles of Oklahoma,
23(1945): 97; James Mooney, Myths of the Cherokee, .Nineteenth
Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology to the Secretary of
the SmithsonianIt itution, 1897-98 (19007 reprint edition
St. Clair Shores, Michigan: Scholarly Press, 1970), pp. 78-88,
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Although the Lower Creeks, led by a mixed-blood chief

William MacIntosh, sided with the Americans, the Jackson-

dictated treaty divested the Creek Nation of twenty-three

million acres of land in the northern part of modern Alabama.

More treaties with forced land cessions in 1818 and 1821

authorized by some, but not all of the tribe, led to a re-

newal of the council proclamation that land cessions would

end. Chief William MacIntosh, whose cousin Governor George

MacIntosh Troup of Georgia could not protect him, was tried

and summarily executed for his part in the Treaty of Indian

Springs of 1821. Georgia's demands for more land and the

Alabama announcement that her state laws encompassed the

Creek Indians convinced a portion of the tribe to migrate

to Indian Territory in 1828.13

With the election of their old enemy Andrew Jackson to

the presidency, removal West became a certainty. The migration

began in December 1834 and continued through 1836. While the

trials endured by the Creeks did not match those of some of

91, 215, 223, 442, In Mooney, the Shawnee Chief's name is
spelled Tecumtha; George W. Manypenny, Our Indian Wards (1880;
reprint ed., New York: DaCapa Press, 1972), p. 97; For a
description of the Creek War,, see Thurman Wilkins, Cherokee
Tragedy: The tory of the Ridge Fa y and the Decimation
of A People (New York: Macmillan, 1970), Chapter III.

1 3 Wilkins, Cherokee Tragedy, pp. 81-88; Debo, Road to
Disappearance, pp. 83, 86-96; Mooney, Myths of the Cherokee,
pp. 88, 216-17; John Bartlett Meserve, "The MacIntoshes,,"
Chronicles of Oklahoma, 10(1932): 313, 315; John Howard
Payne, "The Green Corn Dance," included in article by John
Swanton, Chronicles of Oklahoma, 10(1936): 172; G. Foreman,
Indians and Pioneers, p. 252.
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the Cherokee parties, it was a harsh, difficult journey. Some

indication of the human cost paid by the Creeks can be dis-

cerned from population figures. In 1832, approximately 23,000

Creeks lived in the southeastern part of the United States.

In 1859, some twenty years after the migration, the Creeks

numbered 13,537. Government contractors doled out inadequate,

often spoiled, and short-weighted rations to the newly arrived

Indians. It is no wonder that the Creeks feared and often

hated the white men. Many Creeks living when the Robertsons

were married knew of these events from personal experience.

Ann Eliza and William understood the basis of the suspicion

and aloofness when they met such attitudes, but understanding

did not make some contacts less difficult.1 4

After the migrations west, the federal government endeav-

ored to force the Creeks to open schools. The method used was

to direct or strongly encourage the use of compensation monies

to educate the tribes. After an initial group of Creeks had

laboriously carved out farms in the West, the federal authori-

ties arbitrarily sold the land to the incoming Cherokee, sent

the Creeks further west, and again urged the Creeks to agree

1 4 Removal Treaty in Charles J. Kappler, Compiler and
editor, Indian Laws and Treaties, 5 vols. (Washington, Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1904), 2:341-43; Debo, Road to Dis-
appearance, pp. 98, 100-01; G. Foreman, Indians and~Pioneers,
p. 260; General Thomas Flournoy, Papers 1806-1827,Letters
on Negotiations for Treaty of Indian Springs with Creeks,
1820, Clements Library, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor;
Grant Foreman, The Five Civilized Tribes, Civilization of the
American Indian (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,
1934), pp. 152, 160, 211.
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to a school system. The question of teachers posed the usual

problems; the distance was too great and the quality of life

too austere to attract many prospects. Only the evangelistic

churches provided a reservoir of teachers, yet tribal leaders

adamantly demanded that missionaries would not preach

Christianity and thereby threaten the old beliefs. In 1832,

the Reverend John Fleming and his wife arrived at Ft. Gibson

to organize a school. It was his Creek primer that Austin

Worcester printed. In 1836, the Creek Council ordered mis-

sionary teachers expelled for the offense of preaching. Some

Creeks suspected that the missionaries not only preached their

religion but also spread abolitionist ideas among the students.

The teachers in question represented the ABCFM, Methodist and

Baptist churches. In addition to the order ousting all of

the missionaries, the Creek Council decreed that any Creek

attending Christian services would be punished with a minimum

of fifty lashes on the bare back.1 5

The dilemma continued. The Indians needed tribal members

who knew how to deal with the government and who might pos-

sibly help protect them. Secular teachers could not be per-

suaded to come, and missionaries insisted on the right to

15 Debo, Road to Disappearance, p. 110; Althea Bass, The
Story of Tullahassee (Oklahoma City: Semco Color Press, 1960),
p. 125;YRoland Hines, "Early Creek Missions, " Chronicles of
Oklahoma 17(1939): 51-55; [unidentified daughter of Ann Eliza
Worcester Robertson] "Creek History, 1830-1861," p. 3; Grant
Foreman, Five Civilized Tribes, p. 181; Robert M. Loughridge,
"History o Presbyterian Mission Work AmonCekHistory f Pesbteran Mssin Wrk mon the Creek Indians,
1832-1888," mss dated 1888, Tulsa, Indian Territory; file #433,
Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, p. 1; Missionary
Herald, January 1837, p. 20.
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preach their gospel. As time passed and more Creeks visited

Park Hill as well as other mission schools, some of the

fears diminished a trifle. When R. M. Loughridge of Alabama

approached the Creek leaders in 1841 requesting permission

to open a school, the chief replied, "We want a school but

we don't want any preaching, for we find that preaching breaks

up all our old customs, our feasts, ball-plays, and dances--

which we want to keep up." All of the Five Civilized Tribes

enthusiastically shared the custom of the ball play, a la-

crosse type of field sport, which in some cases, substituted

for war within the Creek Confederacy. Even when the issue

was not a matter of internal peace, spectators bet heavily

on the outcome. The missionaries could not condone a game

which fostered gambling. A religious festival widely cele-

brated in the Southeast, and also proscribed by the mission-

aries, was the Green Corn Dance. The Indian year began with

the ripening of the corn. Tribes gathered as families at a

"square ground" in front of the Council House. After intri-

cate purification rituals which included preparing the court-

yard, cleaning all homes and buildings, making new pottery

and utensils, and extinguishing every fire in the town, the

ceremonies began. The clan chiefs gathered in the Square to

start a new fire by whirling a stick in specially gathered

leaves and grasses. Forgiveness for crimes and grievances

could be requested and generally had to be given. First, the

chiefs and elders and then the men of the tribe solemnly drank
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a brew of holly, generally referred to as "the black drink."

Only those men who had proved themselves worthy shared the

"black drink" ritual and only on the most solemn occasions.

This was the high point in the purification procedure. To

emphasize external cleanliness, the Indians bathed in the

nearby streams. At these convocations the old men lectured

on the past exploits of the great men of the tribe and

instructed the young on personal cleanliness and proper

behavior. In preparation for manhood, boys determined not

to flinch, even volunteered for "trials of fortitude" which

involved submitting to gashes and cuts. Interspersed among

these activities, Creek men performed elaborate dances. At

the conclusion of the sacred ceremonies, everyone ate

quantities of roasted corn and barbecue. Understandably,

tribal leaders resented and resisted missionaries who rejected

their age-old traditions.1 6

In the face of such strong resistance from the tribal

leaders, Loughridge worked out a compromise. He would estab-

lish a school if they would allow him to preach only at his

schoolhouse at Kowetah. Loughridge returned to Alabama,

married a young lady who shared his missionary goals, and

returned in 1843 to build and open a school. True to their

1 6Grant Foreman, Five Civilized Tribes, pp. 169, 194;
Loughridge, "History of Presbyterian Mission Work," p. 2;
Debo, Road to Disappearancer pp. 21-25; Henry Thompson Malone,Cherokees off the Old South: People in Transition (Athens:
University of Georgia Press, 1956), p. 134; Payne, "GreenCorn Dance," pp. 175-83, 190; Loughridge, "History of
Preshyterian Mission Work," p. 2.
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word, the Creeks did not interfere with his worship services,

but Christian converts of the tribe were whipped because they

broke the council edict against attending Christian services.

This arrangement apparently satisfied the Creek leadership,

increasingly dominated by mixed-bloods. Eventually the divi-

sion between suspicious and unsympathetic full-bloods and the

mixed-bloods, who accepted the mission and school for educa-

tional benefits, boomeranged on the Robertsons at the out-

break of the Civil War.'7

Meanwhile, Ann Eliza married William Schenk Robertson

16 April 1850. Austin conducted the service and after an

early reception, William and Ann Eliza left for their new

home.1 8

From the first day of her life among the Creeks, Ann

Eliza concentrated on mastering the language with clear goals

in her mind. William wrote his parents April 21st that one

of Ann Eliza's responsibilities was to be "mother of forty

girls." Having lost her own mother and grown up in a boarding

17Loughridge, "History of Presbyterian Mission Work," p. 3;
Debo, Road to Disappearance, p. 119; Ernest Trice Thompson,
Presbyterians in the SoutWVdlyujre One: 1607-1861 (Richmond,
Virginia: John Knox Press, 1963), p. 448; [unidentified
daughter of Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson], "Creek History,
1830-1861," pp. 1, 2; Alice Mary Robertson, Alice Mary
Robertson of Oklahoma,, Robertson Collection, p. 3.

1 8William Schenk Robertson to his parents, 21 October
1850 typescript in possession of Mrs. Homer W. Hicks of Tulsa,
Oklahoma. Alice Mary Robertson,"Biographical Sketch of Ann
Eliza Worcester Robertson," p. 2; S. Alice Worcester, Worcester
Family Genealogy, 2nd ed. (Boston: E. P. Worcester, Publisher,
Hudson Printing Co.), p. 115; Alice Mary Robertson, "Bio-
graphical Sketch of Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson," p. 2.
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school situation, Ann Eliza knew and sympathized with the

problems of homesickness that the little Creek girls faced

at Tullahassee. Until she could communicate with them in

their own language or until they learned English, her oppor-

tunities to help them would be limited. A second priority

was to try to meet the needs for texts and reading materials.

The Reverend Mr. Fleming, during his brief tenure among the

Creeks, began work on a lexicon and, helped by his interpre-

ter, developed a primer. Loughridge contributed a primer,

one primary book, and a catechism in the Creek language.

The only other printed material available was an 1835 trans-

lation of the Gospel of John.1 9

The Creeks, just like the Cherokee and the Worcesters,

enjoyed singing so Ann Eliza determined to begin the trans-

lation of hymns as soon as possible. David Winslett, a

mixed-blood interpreter who later became a minister, lived

and worked at Tullahassee. Both William and Ann Eliza worked

so diligently on their Creek language studies with Winslett

that before long the trio prepared a beginning and a second

reader. Loughridge, stationed at Kowetah some eighteen miles

to the West, also worked with Winslett on a translation of

the Gospel of Matthew and a revision of the earlier work on

the Gospel of John.2 0

1 9William Schenk Robertson to his parents, 21 October
1850; Alice Mary Robertson, "Biographical Sketch of Ann
Eliza Worcester Robertson," p. 2.

2 0Alice Mary Robertson, "Biographical Sketch of Ann
Eliza Worcester Robertson," p. 2.
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As Ann Eliza learned early, the name Tullahassee combined

the two Creek words meaning deserted town for the location

had been abandoned after initial settlement. Located nine

miles west of Ft. Gibson, the mission included seventy acres

of good farm land at the juncture of the Arkansas and

Verdigres rivers. In addition to the main classroom and

dormitory building there were various farm buildings.2 1

Although Miss Thompson, Winslett, the other mission

personnel and the students soon brought the number at the

school to about one hundred people and they had visitors

occasionally, it was a far cry from Park Hill and Tahlaquah,

the Cherokee capitol. William taught, helped in the farm

work, and participated in the recreational activities of the

boys, especially hiking through the surrounding fields to

gather insect specimens to send to Asa Fitch, their old family

friend now a well-known entomologist.2 2

Basically the pattern of school life proved very similar

to what Ann Eliza had known all of her life. The manual

training approach to education, first advocated by Johann

Heinrich Pestalozzi,had always been the basis for the ABCFM

and the Presbyterian mission programs to the American Indians.

2 1Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson, "Biographical Sketch of
William Schenk Robertson," p. 2; Bass, "William Schenk
Robertson," p. 29; Carolyn Thomas Foreman, "Augusta Robertson
Moore: A Sketch of Her Life and Times," Chronicles of Oklahoma
13(1935): 399.

22 Bass, "William Schenk Robertson," p. 8; Ann Eliza
Worcester Robertson, "Biographical Sketch of William Schenk
Robertson," p. 2; Althea Bass, Cherokee Messenger, Civiliza-
tion of the American Indian (Norman: University of Oklahoma),
p. 332.
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Students studied about six hours a day and shared school

chores for another two hours except when seasonal demands in

the fields required more helpers. As a rule, the boys fed

the stock, carried water into the school for cooking and

personal use and cut and brought in fire wood. The girls

assisted in the kitchen, dining hall, the dairy, and with the

mending. Everyone made his own bed and helped care for the

dormitories. Following breakfast, everyone gathered for

morning prayers, which included a scripture reading and a

hymn. The hour and a half before classes allowed time for

chores. Recitations and class work occupied the students

from nine to twelve. An hour was set aside for the noon meal

and recreation before classes resumed at one to last until

four. Another round of chores preceeded the evening meal,

then brief prayers and study until half past eight which was

bedtime in the winter.2 3

The first of the Robertson children, Ann Augusta, was

born 9 October 1851. Her parents chose to name their little

daughter in honor of Ann Orr Worcester. Certainly, the selec-

tion of the name pleased the baby's grandfather, Austin

Worcester in Park Hill. To avoid confusion, the little girl

was to be called Augusta, for William's sister Julia Augusta

who lived in faraway Virginia. As an adult, this eldest

Robertson daughter reflected the impressive name she bore,

2 3Logsdon, "The Kowetah Manual Labor Boarding School ,"
p. 2; Virginia E. Lauderdale, "Tullahassee Mission," Chronicles
of Oklahoma 26(1948): 291; Lindsey, "Memories of the Indian
Territory," p. 192.
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but within the family she was affectionately called "Gusta."

A second daughter, Mary Alice, arrived 2 January 1854. Before

she grew up she decided to reverse the order of her given

names to Alice Mary. A third daughter, Grace Leeds, was born

18 December 1856.24

Learning the Creek language required long and concen-

trated study for adults but the Robertson girls learned both

Creek and English as a matter of course. The lack of bilingual

teachers necessitated relying on students to serve as inter-

preters, especially in the classrooms. During the early days

of the mission school, the curriculum included arithmetic,

geography, reading, English grammar, and composition. The

primers that the Robertsons and David Winslett developed

undoubtedly contributed to the growing English proficiency

of the students. Soon .the Tullahasseecurriculum expanded to

include "spelling, writing, algebra, [and] natural philos-

ophy."25

The occasional respite from their heavy teaching, super-

vision, and translation schedules offered a change of pace

for Ann Eliza and William Robertson. Even Sundays, their day

of rest, did not preclude language study, but they did offer

2 4Worcester, Family Geneology, p. 116; C. Foreman,
"Augusta Robertson Moore, " pp. 399, 414; Interview with Mrs.
Homer W. Ricks, Tulsa, Oklahoma, 20 March 1975.

2 5Lauderdale, "Tullahassee Mission," p. 290; Martin
Wenger, "Samuel Worcester Robertson," Chronicles of Oklahoma
37(1959): 52; Annual Report to the Comnissioner ~oZf Indian
Affairs, 1850,p. 150, 1851 p. 391; Logsdon,"KowetK Manua
Labor Boarding School," pp. 5-7.
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opportunity for singing sessions for the mission family with

Ann Eliza playing the seraphina. During vacation periods and

at holiday time, the Robertsons drove to Park Hill to visit

Grandfather Worcester and other relatives. Sarah, on her

return from studying at Mt. Holyoke, taught in the Cherokee

National Female Seminary. When the time came for Hannah to go

East to school, there were no inheritances to draw on and no

immediate prospect for the necessary money, so she remained at

home. Ann Eliza's brothers Leonard and John and her youngest

sister Mary Eleanor made a large family group at Park Hill.2 6

After teaching for several years, Sarah married Daniel

Dwight Hitchcock, the physician son of the first missionary

family at Dwight Mission in the 1820's. Hannah married Abijah

Hicks, a Cherokee mixed-blood. The Reverend Mr. Charles

Cutler Torrey, who served briefly with Austin Worcester in the

late 1850's, later wrote that Austin Worcester objected to

Hannah's marriage because Hicks was an Indian. While Torrey

may have been correct in his assessment, it seems unlikely

that Austin Worcester who had lived, worked with and been a

friend to so many of the Cherokee would have withheld his

approval because a prospective son-in-law was an Indian. It

seems far more likely that other reasons influenced the

Worcesters. Hannah was barely eighteen while Abijah was soon

to be thirty-one when they first discussed marriage with her

26 Althea Bass, A Cherokee Daughter of Mount Holyoke
(Muscatine, Iowa: The Prairie Press, 1937), pp. 11, 14.
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father. Abijah had been, until fairly recent times, a heavy

drinker. His membership and support of the Cherokee Temperance

Society was encouraging to be sure but Austin may well have

thought a trial period to prove Abijah's change of heart was

in order. Hannah had not been East to school. Abandoning

this hope that he and Ann had shared must have been hard for

Austin. Hannah and Abijah, however, convinced Austin to

agree to their marriage and to perform the service.27

The Robertsons enjoyed their visits to Park Hill. The

tall, spare, gentle Austin delighted in the children. With

Sarah's daughter, Laura,and Hannah's growing family, there

were cousins with whom to ride, play and explore the woods

and nearby streams. For the adults, discussions ranged over

a broad spectrum of ideas but usually religion, languages

and Indian concerns were primary. The family eagerly awaited

Leonard's letters from the East, where he was in school. They

applauded John's progress in preparing himself for the univer-

sity. Mary Eleanor's frail health, however, worried the

entire family. In 1856, Austin requested permission from the

Board to travel East with his youngest daughter in hope that

a change of climate would be of benefit. It was his first

visit since he and Ann had gone to the Cherokee in 1825. He

27 Bass, Cherokee Messenger, pp. 323-24; Grant Foreman,
editor, "Notes o f A Missionary Among the Cherokees,"
Chronicles of Oklahoma 16(1935): 183; Worcester, Family
Genealogy, pp. 117-18; Sarah Worcester and Dwight Hitchcock
were married 15 February 1853. Hannah Worcester and Abijah
Hicks were married 22 December 1852.
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enjoyed seeing his brothers and visiting the Board offices,

but he was eager to return to his work at Park Hill.28

A trip to recover health was a frequent prescription in

the 19th century. Considering the difficulties of travel it

seems a peculiar device but the physical demands of life, es-

pecially in the mission field, were so great and the work so

exhausting that traveling was a "rest." A trip and change of

climate could afford some weeks away from the ever-present

ague/malaria infection area and offered opportunities for

recovery. Recurring ague, measles, dysentery, and malaria

swept through the Indian Nations, subsided, and again spread

through the Territory taking many lives such as that of Sarah

Worcester Hitchcock who died in June of 1857.29

In the summer of 1857, Ann Eliza and William traveled

North to Wisconsin to visit William's parents who had never met

their daughter-in-law. The elder Robertsons, having raised

their family, elected to accept a call to the western frontier

after William moved to the Creek Nation. They lived out the re-

mainder of their productive lives serving in the mission field.3 0

2 8Bass, Cherokee Messenger, pp. 323-24, 336; Lauderdale,
"Tullahassee Mission, " p. 291.

2 9 Loughridge, "History of Presbyterian Mission Work,"
p. 11; William Schenk Robertson to his parents, 8 February
1855, 28 November 1855, 22 December 1858, these three letters
in Mrs. Homer W. Rick's possession; Dwight Hitchcock to Ann
Eliza Worcester Robertson, 19 February 1861, typescript in
possession of Mrs. Homer W. Hicks of Tulsa, Oklahoma.

3 0William Schenk Robertson to his mother,, 28 November
1855, typescript in possession of Mrs. Homer W. Hicks of
Tulsa, Oklahoma.
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The Robertsons, more than the family living in Park Hill,

saw that Austin's health seemed to decline a little between

each reunion. Austin was troubled with lameness and a sort

of ulcerous condition which he called "feversores." He

preached from a chair when he could not stand. The transla-

tion work and the business of the mission drove him to ignore,

as much as he could, his own discomfort. In Austin Worcester,

the Robertsons had a living model and they demanded of them-

selves the same sort of dedication and continuous work.3 1

There was so much work to be accomplished, yet Austin

could take pleasure that Ann Eliza and Hannah were so happily

settled in life. He comforted Sarah's husband and daughter

and hoped and prayed for his sons in the East. Obviously,

Austin, born of a long line of ministers, hoped that his sons

would carry on the work. Ann Eliza and William would hold

the same hope for their sons, knowing that the decision must

be a personal one. One of Austin's letters to John shows

the depth of his own commitment, the example he had lived,

and his dream for the sons who wrestled with the problem of

deciding on a life work.

What constitutes a call to the Gospel ministry?

Suppose an army of 5000 men, and the commander in
chief has given orders that 500 go on a certain
expedition, but without specifying individuals.
Now 300 have stepped forward and offered to go.
There the enlistment has stopped. The commander
of the expedition stands waiting for 200 more. Now

3 1George H. Shirk, "Some Letters From the Reverend
Samuel A. Worcester at Park Hill," Chronicles of Oklahoma
26 (1948) :473-74.
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on which of the 4700 does the obligation lie to be
the 301st? On no one? or on each? On each, cer-
tainly, unless he can render a reason peculiar to
himself--not common to all. If all are on equal
footing, then the 300 are obeying and each of the
4700 is disobeying, although only 200 are required,to complete the number. Until it is completed,
everyone who holds back, disobeys orders. Each
has a call, and each disobeys the call.

Analogous to this is a call to the ministry. Jesus
has proclaimed his gospel, commanding everyone who
hears it to receive it, and to spread it. Everyone
who hears. There is no exception. There are various
modes of spreading it; but the most prominent is
that of preaching. In drawing the comparison with
the 5000 and the 500, let us leave out of the account
all those who are already settled in life. Some
of them have, and some have not received a call and
disobeyed it; but our concern is not with them.
Our business now is with the young. And of them,
too, we will exclude all who have not the power tochoose their course of life; and make our army of
5000, of those young men, who have the power, sofar as appears, to choose their future employment.
To that Army you belong. Now, then, you have to
look about you, and see whether the number of suchyoung men, who devote themselves to the ministry,
is as great, as the cause of Christ demands, or
whether the gospel would prevail more, and moresouls be saved, if a greater proportion of theyoung would devote themselves to that work. Thelatter is manifestly the truth. The harvest is
great, and the laborers are few. You are one of the5000; the expedition for which 500 are demanded isthe preaching of the Gospel; 500 are demanded andthe number is not made up. If you are on equalfooting with the rest, then if you see that therequisite number is not made up, and you do notenlist, you disobey the Commander in Chief -- theSaviour, who bought you with his blood.

"But I am not on equal footing with the rest; forseriously I do not think I could deliver a publicspeech of any sort." John, that is a mere chimera--a phantom of your own imagination. You can delivera public speech. If you require a collegiate
education, and cultivate your powers as that willgive you opportunity to do, and then study theologydiligently for even a little while, you will beable, with the love of the Redeemer and the loveof souls in your heart to write a good sermon, and
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to deliver it well. And not only so, but, if you
cultivate the power of speaking extemporaneously,
you will be able to preach a good sermon without
writing--studied but unwritten. It will cost you
more effort than it would some others, but it can
be done. You have the power. If God gives you
health and strength, you have only to try, and you
can do it. You can. You can.

If all who are better fitted by nature than you
suppose yourself to be for such a work, would
consecrate themselves to God, and to the ministry,
then you might even be excused--not from consecrating
yourself to God--but from that portion of his work.
But they will not. The laborers will be few; and
in tens of thousands of places where the native is
to be, not whether to have such a minister as you
can be, but one not better than you can be, or none
at all. To have one such as you can be is unspeak-
ably better than none at all.

But suppose your excuse is valid, and preaching is
not the most useful calling that you in particular
can follow. What then? What is the most useful?

You say you can get a living some other way. So
I suppose you can--much easier than by preaching.
If the proper business of life is simply to live,
then by all means give up the thought of preaching,
and turn to some more lucrative pursuit.

But you add that, in some other way, you could do
good, if you were disposed. Doubtless you could.
But what is doing good? Or what is usefulness?
Doing good, my son, is saving immortal souls. Use-
fulness is promoting the salvation of immortal
souls. Other things are in some sense good, and
useful; but all usefulness which falls short, in
its results, of salvation to immortal souls if it
is something, is yet as nothing. The salvation of
but one, single soul, infinitely outweighs any
amount whatever, of anything else whatever that may
bear the name of usefulness.

When you talk of doing good, then, let your meaning
be, promoting the salvation of immortal souls.

When I conversed with you before you left home, and
when I did so at Peacham, you told me, in substance,
that your greatest desire for yourself on earth was
to do good. This is my desire for you. I wish you
to attain the greatest amount of usefulness within
your reach.
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If you desire to do good, can you probably do most
good with, or without, a liberal education? I
think, with. Other things being equal, he whose
mind is best cultivated has the fairest prospect
of usefulness. For this reason I had rather you
would go through college, whether you are to be
minister or not.

In some way or other--in the ministry, unless it is
clear that in some other sphere you can do more
good--and your mere dream that you cannot speak in
public does not make it clear--but in some way or
other I want to have you engaged in seeking the
salvation of souls. If among the benighted nations,
all the better for that. But whether near your
native home, or whether in some distant land,
whether in the pulpit or out of it, I wish to have
you--to see you, if I live long enough for that--
at work for God and Christ and your fellow-men,
with a mind as well fitted as may be, by cultivation,
to exert an influence over your fellow-men.

Write, as soon as you can, what you have to say in
reply to this, and I will write again. But in the
meantime go forward. And as for your mother and me,
we will incessantly pray that you may be happy and
useful on earth, and happy in heaven at last.--
that you may attain "the chief end of man"-- "to
glorify God, and enjoy him forever."

Ann Eliza was so sick recently with quinsey as to
swallow nothing but a very little liquid for near
a week. Has in a good measure recovered. Hannah
was there--arrived a little before the sore broke.
Isaac Hitchcock was there this week--left yesterday.
It is now Jan. 7th. In 12 days I shall be sixty
years old. Hannah is pretty well for her, and your
mother tolerably so for her. I am pretty well.

Do tell us all you hear from Leonard. It seems long
since we heard from him at all.

Your very affectionate
Father.3 2

John, whom Ann Eliza mothered after Ann Worcester's

death, had been like a younger brother to William. During

32 Ibid., pp. 476-78.
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the early 1850's, John lived, studied for college, and helped

the Robertsons at Tullahassee. As almost foster parents,

Ann Eliza and William hoped that John would work among the

Indians. Neither John nor Leonard chose to enter the ministry

or to volunteer for the mission field.3 3

As the decade of the 1850's unfolded, the rising debate

over slavery worried the Worcesters and the Robertsons. The

ABCFM missionaries, most of them like Austin raised in the

Northeast, held strong views on human slavery. The prohibitions

of their guest-status among the Indians, did not reduce, and

probably increased, their concern for this crucial issue. To

speak out was to court expulsion, but to countenance slavery

seemed tantamount to acceptance of the institution. The

mounting problems and conflicts of opinion over the slavery

issue composed a shadowy sort of presence in the life of the

missionaries. With each new decade of the nineteenth century

new political as well as theological problems surfaced to

bedevil the Christian Churches in general and the missions

to the Civilized Tribes beyond the Dississippi. Although the

Congregational and Presbyterian Churches had worked together

since the Plan of Union of 1810, doctrinal controversies and

the slavery question disrupted the congregations and denomi-

nations in the joint efforts in the West. In the mid-1830's

the Presbyterians not only withdrew their support from the

3 3Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson to John Orr Worcester,
12 November 1855, typescript in possession of Mrs. Homer W.
Hicks of Tulsa, Oklahoma.
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ABCFM, but they split into two factions, the Old and the New

Schools, further reducing the monetary and personnel support

for the Indian missions. Trinitarianism, unitarianism, orig-

inal sin, and always slavery divided church men and women.3 4

The New England-dominated Prudential Committee of the

ABCFM found itself under increasing criticism for supporting

the Cherokee and Choctaw missions where black slavery was a

part of the life. In the ABCFM "Report to the Committee on

Anti-Slavery Memorials, September 1845" the Executive Committee

recognized the problems of admitting slaveholders to member-

ship in the church, but affirmed that the missionaries on the

scene were to be the judge of "what constitutes adequate

evidence of piety and fitness for church fellowship in pro-

fessed converts." Acknowledging the "violation of the natural

rights of man, the debasement, wickedness and misery [slavery]

involves . . .", the Board urged that Christian love and per-

suasion be the means of reaching the Indians who owned slaves.

The momentum of the abolitionist movement came to be more and

more of a threat to the Worcesters and ultimately to the

Robertsons .35

3 4 Thompson, Presbyterians in the South, pp. 362, 373,
395-97, 412-13, 449, 453; William Warren Sweet, Religion on
the American Frontier, Volume II: The Presbyterians: 1783-
1840, A Collection of Source Materials (New York: harper
and Brothers, 1936), p. 100.

3 5 Thompson, Presbyterians in the South, pp. 441, 447;
American Board of Commissions for Foreign Missions," Report
of the Committee on Anti-Slavery Memorials, September 1845,"
(Boston: T. R. Marvin, 1845), Widener Library, Harvard
University, Cambridge, Massachusetts, pp. 5-12.
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In late 1847, the ABCFM directed the Reverend Selah B.

Treat, one of the Secretaries, to go to the Cherokee and

Choctaw Nations to meet with and discuss the slavery issue

with the mission personnel and church members. In one part

of his sympathetic report, Treat noted the total membership

of the mission churches. Among the Cherokee there were 237

members of whom twenty-four were slave holders, and twenty-

three members were slaves. Later the Board and the missionaries

would be condemned for the paltry number of converts after

over thirty years of the Board supported station.3 6

After Mr. Treat's inspection tour, Austin and Elizur

Butler cooperated in writing a long defense of the conditions

among the Cherokee and the place of the mission church there,

answering the charges Treat had conveyed to them. Concern-

ing their status in the Nation, they explained their own dis-

approval of slavery but pragmatically pointed out that they

could only act as the opportunities to witness came to them.

They faced squarely the possibility that the Board could

resolve to withdraw support of the mission but urged their

detractors to accept the fact that the missionaries on the

site might see more clearly than those who had less experience

in the field.3 7

3 6Whipple, Charles K., Relation of the American Board of
Commissioners for Foreign Missions to Slavery (1861; reprint
edition, New York: Negro Universities Press, 1969),- pp. 60,
97, 239.

37Ibid., p. 105.
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After the Dred Scott decision in March of 1857, Presby-

terians in the South forced a denomination-wide admission

that, based on Biblical evidence, slavery was acceptable to

God. Abolitionists with Presbyterian congregations pushed

for having slaveholding classified as a sin within the church.

In August, a separate Southern Presbyterian denomination was

organized in Richmond, Virginia. This development within the

Presbyterian denomination would affect the Robertsons much

as the Treat visit and the ABCFM Board action offered a

threat to the Worcesters at Park Hill.3 8

While pro-slavery charges against the missionaries mounted

in the East, rumors of abolitionist sympathy circulated among

the Indians. Finally, the Indian agent, himself a Southerner,

wrote to Austin Worcester requesting an admission or denial

that he was teaching and preaching abolitionist doctrine

among the Cherokee.3 9

Despite the tensions and rumors discussed at Park Hill

or in letters exchanged with those at Tullahassee, there were

causes for the Worcester-Robertson families to give thanks at

the progress achieved. Translation work continued, although

the reduction of Board monies cramped the number of publica-

tions. Education among the Cherokee flourished with the Male

and Female Seminaries. Although the Creeks were late-starters

compared to the Cherokee, the mission schools, Tulahassee

3 8 Thompson, Presbyterians in the South, pp. 544, 553.

39 Bass, Cherokee Messenger, pp. 340-42.
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and others like it, reflected the growing interest in educa-

tion in the nation. It was a busy and satisfying life for

all the family. An accident in 1858 reminded them that Austin

Worcester was no longer young and healthy. While cleaning

out a well, a ladder broke, and Austin Worcester sustained a

number of injuries. Confined to bed, he concentrated on

translation but his ambitious plans far exceeded his strength.

Ann Eliza and William understood Austin's desire to complete

the translation of the New Testament. Interestingly, toward

the end of her life, Ann Eliza struggled toward a similar

goal for the Creeks.4 0

With his health declining, Austin spoke of submitting

his own will to God. Certainly, the ambitious and unrealistic

goals of the early mission movement to evangelize the world

in twenty-five years had failed but there were accomplish-

ments he recognized. Austin Worcester died 4 April 1859 and

was buried beside Ann Orr Worcester in the mission cemetery.

With his death the ABCFM abandoned the mission at Park Hill

and sold the property to Hannah and Abijah Hicks. Although

Ann Eliza was well-schooled in her faith, the loss of her

father left a great gulf in her life. For the rest of her

life, she wrote and spoke of her father with love and deep

respect for his contribution to the missionary movement.4 1

40Ibid., pp. 336-38, 343.

4 1Ibid., pp. 344, 345; Hannah Worcester Hicks, "The Diary
of Hannah Hicks," Introduction, American Scene 13(1974): 3.
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In 1860, political conditions among the Indians worsened.

The Creek Council seeking federal protection sent a delegation

to Washington to petition the government for military help

and for long overdue annuity payments. The Creeks needed

assurances and troops to protect them. The number of federal

troops stationed among the Indian Nations was reduced and no

payments were made. During the presidential campaign, William

H. Seward in a political address, "The National Ideal; Its

Perils and Triumphs," seemed to advocate removal of the

Indians from Indian Territory to make way for white settlers.

Some tribal leaders believed that Seward spoke for Lincoln

and saw the proposal as another move by the federal government

to ignore treaty promises. Elias Rector, still officially

Superintendent of the Southern Indians, and the four federal

agents continued in their posts to the Five Civilized Tribes

but quietly supported the southern cause. Later, they pub-

licly sided with the Confederacy. With communication break-

ing down, the Indians did not know whom to believe.4 2

Apparently, southern strategists saw the Indian Nations

as a source of valuable raw materials, such as salt, lead,

beef, and other agricultural necessities. Militarily, an

Indian force there would release troops for other duty, buffer

Texas and Arkansas against Union Troops, and might help bring

Missouri to the South. The Indians weighed the apparent lack

4 2Annie Heloise Abel, The American Indian As Slaveholder
and Secessionist (Cleveland: Arthur H. Clark, 1915), pp. 41,
45, 58, 68, 75-79, 130, 184.
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of interest in Washington, the high level of interest on the

part of the Confederacy, and their own treaty obligations to

the national government.43

The rumors, conflicts of opinion, and antagonisms through-

out the Creek Nation invaded the Presbyterian missions. Mr.

Loughridge from Alabama and the Robertsons saw the slavery-

states rights question from very different points of view.

Even the elements raised alarm in the mission school. Old

Indians reported that in the ancient lore comets meant war

and they had seen a comet. During the summer of 1860, a

drought withered the leaves on the trees and burned so many

crops that parents sent their children to school because at

Tullahassee there was food. In the cold winter which followed,

many Indians were reduced to eating roots found in the woods,

and slippery elm bark. Weakened by famine, adults and children

fell victim to measles and pneumonia, the "winter fever." At

Tullahassee, only about one-third of the entire school family

were able to be up and about. With three-month-old Samuel

"Icradled in the chip box in the kitchen" Ann Eliza cooked for

the one hundred sick and well, and helped direct the nursing

43 Arrell M. Gibson, Oklahoma: A Student's Guide to
Localized History (New York: Columbia University Press, 1950),
p. 13; Journal of the Provisional Congress of the Confederate
States of America, I, 70-105; Angie Debo, A History of the
Indiansjf the United States, Civilizationof the American
Indian (Norman: University of Oklahoma, 1970), p. 138; AnnieHeloise Abel, The American Indian As Participant in the Civil
War (Cleveland: Arthur H. Clark, 1919), pp. 281-82.
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care. Most of the ill ones gradually improved with the spring

but the threats of war increased. 44

In July 1861, a group of Creek leaders called on William

to order him to inventory all mission property, pack such

personal gear as they wished, and directed that all mission

personnel leave the Nation. A Creek neighbor sent two wagons

to carry the Robertsons, William, Ann Eliza, and their four

children, and their belongings away to a new home. As the

little procession slipped past the oak-shaded lane, the peach

orchards, the vineyard, and the harvested wheat fields, the

Robertsons wondered: would they ever return to Tullahassee

their home?45

44Bass, The Story of Tullahassee, p. 123.
45[Unidentified daughter of Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson]

"Creek History, 1830-61," p. 2; A. M. Robertson, "Alice Mary
Robertson," p. 3.



CHAPTER V

CIVIL WAR IN THE INDIAN NATION:

THE TRAGEDIES CONTINUE

After spending the first night with the hospitable

MacIntosh family, William turned his little cortege toward

Fort Gibson. He wanted to arrive at Park Hill as quickly as

possible. All of the other teachers and staff members, except

the Loughridges, had preceded the Robertsons. Because of the

uncertain mail service, there was little likelihood that

they would hear of their co-workers for some time, if ever.

Since rumors and threats had surrounded them for so long,

there may have been a kind of relief in action, even as they

faced the uncertainties of the journey. Ann Eliza and William,

who both put great faith in John Ross, hoped that he might

be able to persuade the Cherokee to remain neutral. If Ross

was successful the Robertsons could settle near the family.

Since Hannah and Abijah Hicks now owned the mission property

at Park Hill, there was ample room for the Robertsons there.

For some time Erminia Nash Worcester, Ann Eliza's stepmother,

had been urging them to bring the children to join the rest

of the family in the Cherokee Nation. For Ann Eliza to be

near her family and to teach without such heavy responsibilities

107
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of the boarding students might ease the distress of leaving

Tullahassee.1

Ann Eliza and William knew that during the spring, General

Albert Pike of the Confederacy had moved from one tribe to

another urging the Indians to make treaties with the govern-

ment of the southern states, pointing out that the federal

troops stationed throughout the Indian Territory were with-

drawing to Kansas. The Robertsons knew of the split within

the Creek Council. After bitter debate over the treaty Pike

proposed, the representatives of the conservative wing of

the tribe left the council meeting in protest. With the

absence of that restraining influence, the remaining Creek

leaders approved a treaty with Pike on 10 July 1861.2

Word of the Creek division spread North and East after

their Council meeting. William and Ann Eliza heard that on

8 August 1861 loyal Creeks met to repudiate the Pike treaty,

remove the responsible chief, and elect another leader.

1Althea Bass, The Story of Tullahassee (Oklahoma City:
Semco Color Press, 1960), pp. 130, 134; Hannah Hicks,, "The
Diary of Hannah Hicks," American Scene, 13(1974): 3.

2Albert Pike, Message of the President and Report of
Albert Pike, Commissioner of the Confederate States to the
Indians West off the Mississippi (1861; reprint ed., Richmond,
Virginia: Allegre and Smith, 1968), pp. 10-11; Annie Heloise
Abel, The American Indian As Slaveliolder and Secessionist
(Cleveiiand, Ohio: Arthur I. Clark Co.., 1915),, p. 156; The
War of the Rebellion: A Compilation of the Official Records
of the Union and Confederate Armies (Washington: Government
Printing Office, 1901), Series IV, 1: 426-35, 443, 445-56,
513-27, (hereafter cited as 0 R); Angie Debo, Road to Dis-
appearance, Civilization of Ehe American Indian (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1941), p. 145; Ohland Morton,
"Early History of the Creek Indians," Chronicles of Oklahoma
9(1931): 25-56.
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Clearly, it was only a matter of time before an incident would

result in the outbreak of civil war within the Creek Nation.3

Conditions for unity among the Cherokee proved no better

than those among the Creeks. Chief Ross, despite a number of

serious confrontations with southern sympathizers within the

tribe, maintained that their treaty with the United States

bound them to neutrality, at the very least. Unable to per-

suade Ross, Pike contacted the leaders of the Ridge-Treaty

party faction. Although John Ross had won the post-Removal

contest for leadership and stoutly defended his innocence,

Stand Watie stood firm in his conviction that the Ross group

was responsible for the 1839 assassination of his brother,

Elias Boudinot, his uncle Major Ridge, and his cousin John

Ridge. Whenever Ross favored a project, Watie more than

likely advocated the opposite course of action. Watie listened

to Pike and soon recruited for the Confederateaxmy in defiance

of Ross and a Council order not to do so. The news of the

Battle of Wilson's Creek in Southern Missouri on 10 August

1861 meant that war was near for the Cherokees. Without federal

troops for protection, the Cherokee Council negotiated with Pike

who had succeeded in making treaties with the other Indian

Nations.4

3 Debo,, Road to Disappearance, p. 147.

4Dean Trickett, "The Civil War in Indian Territory, 1861-
1862," Chronicles of Oklahoma 18(1940): 146; Angie Debo, AHistory of the Indians of the United States, Civilization of
the American Indian (Norman: University of Oklahoma, 1970),,
pp. 139-40; Abel, American Indian As Slaveholder, p. 215;
0 R, Series IV, 1:669-87.
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With Park Hill so near to the Cherokee capital at

Tahlaquah, the Robertsons and their relatives could see the

developing tribal crisis. No longer was it a question of to

stay or to go, but, for most of the family, it was how and

where to go. For Abijah and Hannah Hicks and their family

of five children, including a new baby, there was nowhere to

go. Abijah's family, citizenship, property, and business

holdings tied him to Park Hill. Dr. Dwight Hitchcock asked

his parents to take his little daughter Laura to safety

while he stayed behind to care for those who could not go.

Later he joined the Union army. Erminia Nash Worcester, who

had served among the Cherokee for over thirty-five years,

hated the thought of leaving and debated whether or not she

would be safe among the people she had known so long. Ann

Eliza and William knew that they would be welcomed by his

parents if they could get to Wisconsin. Mrs. Worcester

decided to stay near Hannah but the Robertsons concluded that

they must try to work their way North. In order to travel

as quickly as possible, they stored most of what remained of

their belongings with the Hicks family and drove off toward

Missouri to what they hoped would be Union-held territory.5

5Nancy Hitchcock to Mr. and Mrs. James Orr, 1 September
1864, p. 2, Folder M-R 2, Alice Robertson Collection, University
of Tulsa, hereafter cited as Robertson Collection; Ann Eliza
Worcester Robertson, "Biographical Sketch of William Schenk
Robertson," Folder W-Bio-5, Robertson Collection; Carolyn
Thomas Foreman, "Augusta Robertson Moore: A Sketch of Her
Life and Times," Chronicles of Oklahoma 13(1935): 401.
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As they left the Cherokee Nation, Ann Eliza noted dif-

ferences as she thought of earlier trips. Twenty-five years

before, when she came as a little girl, there had been few

evidences of settlement. Now well-kept farms lined the

road, fenced fields and pastures, attractive homes and

sturdy barns testified to the efforts of the Indian settlers.

Although they could camp out when necessary, William preferred

to stay with local farm families as they traveled. One such

host took fright at the possibility he was sheltering a spy.

As the farmer aimed a gun at William, the Robertson children

believed the man intended to shoot their father for the little

money he carried. Taken to a nearby headquarters, William

explained the situation to General Stirling Price who issued

the Robertsons a safe conduct pass saying "The Confederacy

does not make war upon preachers, nor women, nor children

William Robertson was not a preacher then but neither

was he a spy. 6

During the three weeks of travel, Ann Eliza told the

children about her earlier adventures. Ann Eliza had been

Ann Augusta's age when the Worcester family had moved West.

During the hot, sultry days, William and Ann Eliza allayed

their own and the children's fears with family reminis-

cences, Bible reading, and discussions. They compared the

6Norman Arthur Graebner, "Pioneer Indian Agriculture inOklahoma," Chronicles of Oklahoma 23(1945): 248; C. Foreman,"Augusta Robertson Moore," p. 401; Bass, The Story of
Tullahassee, p. 158.
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Indian myths with their own religious and cultural traditions

to illustrate moral principles. After reaching Union terri-

tory at Rolla, Missouri, the Robertsons took a train to

Wisconsin. The children, who had heard of but never seen a

steam engine or a railway car, were understandably excited

and eager to be on their way.7

The senior Robertsons and their congregation at

Winneconnee, Wisconsin, welcomed William, Ann Eliza, and

the four children. Without delay, William enrolled the

little girls in the community school. There is no record

of any problem of fitting in with the curriculum or the

classes. Instruction at Tullahassee had prepared them.

Ann Eliza joined her mother-in-law, Dora Robertson, in the

preparation of food for the winter ahead. In addition to

all the daily chores and church responsibilities, they

gathered vegetables from the garden for the root cellar

and preserved and dried fruits. William chopped and stacked

wood for the long, cold months ahead. Ann Eliza organized

and taught a young ladies Sunday School class. When

7 The most complete source of Cherokee legends is found inJames Mooney, Myths of the Cherokee, Nineteenth Annual Reportof the Bureau of American Ethnology to the Secretary oftie
Smithsonian Institution, .1897-98 (1900, reprint ed St~.~Clair
Shores, Michigan, Scholarly Press, 1970). Some Creek legendsare found in Elizabeth Sullivan, Indian Legends of The Trailof Tears and Other Creek Stories (Tulsa, Oklahoma, GiantServices, Inc., 1974). The Creek creation story is found inJohn Bierhorst, In the Trail of the Wind: American Indian
Poems and Ritual Orations (New York: Farrar, Strass, andGiroux, 1971), p. 13. Robertson, Alice Mary, "Alice MaryRobertson of Oklahoma," [ I, p. 3. Copy in Robertson
Collection; C. Foreman, "Augusta Robertson Moore," p. 401;Bass, Story of Tullahassee, p. 158.
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the school master left to serve in the army, William volunteered

to complete the school year.8

Aside from the severity of the winter, family life had

not changed beyond gaining the welcome companionship of the

grandparents. Just as Gusta and their mother before her,

Alice Mary began knitting her first sock on her eighth birth-

day. Gusta soon learned to make raised bread because this

was expected of ten year olds. At eleven, each girl would

learn to iron starched shirts. The Worcester and Robertson

girls mastered homemaking skills early to help as needed and

to be able to go on to more demanding activities, such as

teaching.9

The next year, 1862, a group of men from Mattoon, Illinois,

approached William about the possibility of opening a college

in their community. The Robertsons moved to Illinois but the

continuing war forced an abandonment of the proposed college.

While they lived in Mattoon, Ann Eliza gave birth to a fourth

daughter whom they named Dora for William's mother, Dorcas

Platt Robertson.1 0

Mission school contacts played a major part in the next

Robertson move. Miss Nancy Thompson, who had retired to live

8 Bass, Story of Tullahassee, p. 159.

9 Ibid.

10C. Foreman, "Augusta Robertson Moore," fn #7, p. 402;
Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson," Biography of William Schenk
Robertson," p. 2; Worcester, Family Genealogy, p. 117. Dora,
named for her grandmother Dorcas Platt Robertson, was born
25 January 1863.
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with relatives near Centralia, Illinois, recommended Ann

Eliza and William as prospective teachers for the young

ladies seminary there. They accepted the opportunity. Life

in Centralia proved very satisfying for Ann Eliza. The

children enjoyed school and their new friends. The weather,

while still cold, was less severe than in Wisconsin. Com-

fortably settled and with both of them teaching, the situation

seemed ideal, at least for the time being. Brother Leonard

Worcester, who had escaped from the Confederate Army eventu-

ally to reach Ohio, sent Ann Eliza new music for her students

just as the Massachusetts relatives forwarded books and draw-

ing materials for her art students. Little reassuring news

of family and friends reached them from Indian Territory.

While they rejoiced that Dwight Hitchcock's parents with his

daughter Laura and Erminia Worcester had come North with a

federal supply train, the reports of murder, burning, and

pillage increased their fears for those still left among the

Indians. When Erminia joined them in Centralia with more

details, they learned of yet another cost of the war. Jacob

Hitchcock had experienced such terrors that his mind had been

"unsettle(d)" and he was left a "feeble and trembling old

man unable to do anything."l

Ann Eliza's childhood friend, Elias Cornelius Boudinot,

who now represented the Cherokee Nation in the Confederate

llAnn Eliza Worcester Robertson, "Biography of William
Schenk Robertson," p. 2; Hicks, Diary, note 10, p. 21; Bass,
Story of Tullahassee, pp. 148, 160; Hitchcock to Orr, pp. 2, 7.
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Congress, supported slavery and the opening of the Indian

Nation to white settlement. The Worcesters and Robertsons

had opposed both policies. Bad news increased. The conserva-

tive wing of the Creek tribe attempted to leave the Nation

in 1861 to join the Union forces in Kansas. On learning of

the loyalist flight, the Confederate Creeks pursued their

relatives and three pitched battles followed at Red Fork,

Bird Creek, and Hominy Creek. The loyal Creeks, under the

leadership of the full-blood chief Opothele Yahola, defeated

their pursuers twice and the third time, aided by a blizzard,

were able to retreat. But the loyalist Creeks had to aban-

don all their goods, gear, and animals. They arrived in

Kansas destitute. The Union forces in Kansas, unprepared

for the totally unexpected refugee band, could not provide

adequate shelter, food, or medicine for the Creeks. Many of

the Creeks who had survived the flight died during the

winter of 1862. Chief Opothele Yahola was among the victims.12

1 2 Edward Everette Dale and Gaston Litton, Cherokee
Cavaliers: Forty Years of Cherokee History As T07dTin the
Correspondence of the Ridge-Watie-Boudinot Family, Civili-
zation of the American Indian (Norman: University of
Oklahoma, 1939), pp. 149, 166; Abel, American Indian As
Slaveholder, pp. 180, 321; Grace Steele Woodward, The~
Cherokees,, Civilization of the American Indian (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1963), p. 271; Angie Debo,
Tulsa: From Creek Town to Oil Capital (Norman: University
of Oklahoma Press, 1943), pp. 24-25; Edwin McReynolds, The
Seminoles, Civilization of the American Indian (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1957), pp. 297-302; Annual
Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1862, p. 181;
0 R, Series I, 8:709.
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The Cherokee refugees in Kansas fared no better than the

Creeks in late 1862. Between 2,000 and 6,000 faced starva-

tion. Unfortunately, these Indians "became pawns in the power

struggle between the War Department and the Interior Depart-

ment." Escape did not always mean relief.1 3

As the events unfolded, Ann Eliza and William experienced

war in another personal manner. Pleasant Porter had been

one of Tullahassee's most promising students. He joined the

Confederate forces after the murder of his brothers. Another

student, Sanford W. Perryman, wrote William in February 1862

that he and his brother enlisted with the Confederate Army

when they had been assured that the Union had split. Al-

though they could learn nothing of the whereabouts of any of

the Perryman sons who had studied at Tullahassee, they longed

for news. The loss of these and other educated young men

would deprive the Nation and the church of desperately needed

leadership. The effects and the promise of their years of

labor among the Creeks seemed to be dissolving and draining

away. 14

1 3 Leroy H. Fischer, editor, The Civil War Era in Indian
Territory (Los Angeles: Lorrin L. Morrison, 1974), p. 89;
Dale and Litton, Cherokee Cavaliers, p. 149; William Robert
Lee Smith, The Story of the Cherokees (Cleveland, Tennessee:
The Church of God Publishing House, 1928), p. 206; Debo, AHistory, p. 146; Woodward, The Cherokees, p. 281.

1 4Clarence W. Turner, "Events Among The Muskogee During
Sixty Years," Chronicles of Oklahoma 10(1932): 26; Debo,
Tulsa, p. 24; John Bartlett Meserve, "The Perrymans,"
Chronicles of Oklahoma 15(1937): 168.
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For the Robertsons probably the most difficult of the

uncertainties concerning family and friends had to do with

Hannah and Mary. Not until Erminia Worcester came to them

in Centralia did they hear much about Hannah and what they

heard only raised their fears. Hannah and Abijah frequently

found themselves threatened by Confederate Cherokee. June 30,

1862 Abijah left home alone to drive to Van Buren, Arkansas,

for supplies. The trip required several days so although

Hannah did not expect him at a specific hour, she and the

children listened for the sounds that would tell them Abijah

was almost home. When their wagon drew into sight the figure

of the driver was not Abijah's. The stranger who drove the

blood-strained wagon confirmed their worst fears. As he

drove along the road, someone shot Abijah from ambush.

People hearing the shot investigated and found him slumped

dead in the wagon. Someone buried his body and sent the

wagon home. Apparently whoever delivered the wagon was no

more than the last person to cover the final segment of the

trip. He could not or would not tell Hannah more than the

barest essentials. She did not even know where Abijah had been

buried, much less who was responsible for any of the circum-

stances surrounding his death. Hannah was a widow at twenty-

eight with five children under ten to provide for and protect.

In August Hannah's home burned mysteriously. Still so stunned

and distraught by Abijah's death and the turmoil of the

neighborhood, she simply moved into another of the houses of
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the former mission school, scarcely mentioning it in her

diary. She, like every other resident, had horses, cattle,

food, and belongings stolen by foraging soldiers or in retal-

iation for their political sympathies. Old friends, class-

mates, acquaintances denounced, threatened, and stole from one

another, finding justification for their actions in the larger

context of the war and personal need. Under ordinary circum-

stances, a widow with five children to provide for would

have had a hard life, but in the midst of civil war with for-

aging troops the Hicks family's fate was particularly precar-

ious. When federal troops prevailed and Dwight Hitchcock

could help, the Hicks family situation improved, but the Union

forces were not always near. Texas soldiers took Dwight pris-

oner but later he was rescued by the federal troops. Ann Eliza

wrote to Hannah, but news from Park Hill usually came only from

refugees. Hannah's diary, begun shortly after Abijah's death,

was intended to give Ann Eliza a view of life at Park Hill

after the war ended and the family united.1 5

Ann Eliza could picture the difficulties Hannah faced,

but Mary's whereabouts presented an even more alarming state

of affairs. When Austin Worcester took Mary to New England,

in the late 1850's to recover her health, she remained to

continue her education. After completing her studies, she re-

turned to teach in the Cherokee National school as her older

sisters had. After Austin's death, and on the eve of the war,

1 5 Hicks, Diary.
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Mary accepted a teaching position in Van Buren, Arkansas

where she met and married a "Sesesh" army surgeon. Rumors

reached the family that Mary's husband, Dr. Charles Yancy

Nason, had been ordered East shortly after their marriage

and that Mary had heard nothing from him. Her sisters, both

staunch Unionists, regretted that Mary's pride would prevent

her from asking for help from her family. Then one day a

sad, thin, quiet, and determined Mary came to Hannah who

greeted her joyfully. Hannah needed adult companionship

especially, and Mary needed acceptance and comfort. No one

doubted that had Dr. Nason really wanted to send word to Mary,

he could have found the means. The weeks and months of wait-

ing at Van Buren stretched into more months and years at Park

Hill before Mary could admit to others that obviously Dr.

Nason had no intention of communicating with her or had died

in the war. Together Mary and Hannah, with the help of the

older children, managed to hide some of their milk cows. The

butter they made to sell at Fort Gibson provided them with

the little money they had for supplies. Hannah worried that

Mary pushed herself too hard doing her share, yet Hannah

understood the pride, as well as the loneliness, Mary endured.

It was a long time before Ann Eliza learned that Mary was

with Hannah.1 6

16Ibid., p. 9; Worcester, Family Genealogy, p. 118; Some
sources list the surname of Mary Eleanor Worcester's first
husband as Charles Yancy Mason. The Genealogy lists the sur-
name as Nason. H. Franklin Williams, Mary Eleanor Worcester's
grandson confirms it to have been Nason, noting that S. Alice
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Students, parents and townspeople in Centralia appreciated

the Robertsons and the expanded educational opportunities

available because Ann Eliza and William had come to teach

there. In turn, life in Centralia proved a haven for Ann

Eliza and the children. They were relieved that Erminia had

joined them. The children had adjusted well. But William's

life commitment focused on the Indians. With every spoken

prayer, his family was reminded of his deep concern for the war-

torn Creeks. William and Walter Lowrie, the Secretary of

the Presbyterian Foreign Mission Board, corresponded regularly

sharing news, discussing Indian needs, and considering possible

steps the federal government might take after the war. When

Lowrie wrote offering William the post of Superintendent of

the Indian Orphan Institute of Highland, Kansas, the Robertsons

did not delay in reaching their decision. True, Centralia

offered a security that the new post could not. Ann Augusta

would soon be ready for college and the prospective salary

was small at best. Highland, close to the Missouri-Kansas

border, might be attacked by the guerrilla bands that roamed

nearby. The Indian children were not Creek children but they

were Indians without parents in wartime, and the Robertsons

believed they could and should help. Erminia happened to

be visiting Leonard and his family in Ohio, so she could

Worcester knew and corresponded with his grandmother. H.Franklin Williams to Terry Brown, 1 October 1977; NancyHitchcock to Mr. and Mrs. James Orr, 1 September 1864 andDwight Hitchcock to Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson, 4 August1865, typescripts in the possession of Mrs. Homer W. Hicksof Tulsa, Oklahoma.
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remain there. Nothing stood in their way. Another train

took the Robertsons West.'7

In many respects, Highland reminded William and Ann

Eliza of Tullahassee. Set in a grove of trees, it was a

sturdy rectangular red brick building but with a second floor

porch to catch breezes during the hot, often humid summer

days. The rolling meadows and fields fell gradually toward

the Missouri River about five miles to the East. The school,

built originally for the Sac and Fox Indians before the

government decided to move those tribes West, could easily

fill a similar need for the orphaned Indian children of any

tribe.1 8

A few days after their arrival, little Dora, now eighteen

months old, suddenly became ill and within a matter of hours

died. Certainly the Robertsons knew that many children did

not live to reach their fifth birthdays, but Dora's death in

their new home was a particularly heavy blow. Grief was

something they had to endure as they worked for the needs of

the school, and the season of the year offered no respite.

Many, many projects could not be neglected with the approach

1 7Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson, "Biography of William
Schenk Robertson, pp. 2, 3; Bass, Story of Tullahassee, pp. 44,
161; Hitchcock to Orr, 1 September 1864.

1 8 Highland College, "Highland Day Centennial," Highland,
Kansas, 9 February 1958, [p. 1], Archives of Highland JuniorCollege, Highland, Kansas. The building and grounds are pre-served today as a museum. Paul Stubblefield, "Dying, He Led
A Kansas Faith," Kansas City Starr 13 October 1962.
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of winter. The unused buildings required repair, the fields

needed attention, and there was no farmer-assistant to help.

The furniture was minimal and the lack of bedding and clothes

for the children was especially obvious. 1 9

One very happy development relieved William and Ann Eliza

of considerable worry. They received news that Hannah

Worcester Hicks and Dwight Hitchcock married just before

Christmas 1864. With the federal occupation of Fort Gibson,

Dwight took charge of the Brigade Hospital. Dwight, lonely

since Sarah's death in 1857, had a companion and a mother for

Laura. Hannah, who since Abijah's death had struggled so

desperately to provide for her children, had a loving protector.

The Hicks children would have a father and guide through the

troubled years ahead.2 0

The Robertsons concentrated on the needs of the Indian

children in their care. It was hard, draining work with few

spare moments, much like life at Tullahassee. At Highland,

they did find congenial people dedicated to education. In

a prospectus to launch a new college, a Highland minister

outlined the courses to be offered and listed the faculty.

As highly qualified as he was, William was not among the

professors. While the school was to have a Methodist tie,

and the Robertsons were Presbyterians, the most reasonable

19 Bass, Story of Tullahassee, p. 162.

20[ I "Notes and Documents," Chronicles of Oklahoma
23(1945): 292; Worcester,, Family Geneology, p.~118; Bass,
Story of Tullahassee, p. 162.
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explanation for not taking advantage of William's skills was

that he simply did not have the time for another demanding

activity.21

In addition to the routine daily and seasonal work of the

boarding school, Ann Eliza and William learned on their

arrival that they had to find time for special instruction

for their own children. The Indian children were at a more

elementary level than the young Robertsons. All of the girls

helped with the indoor work and such outside activities as

they were able to do. Little Samuel followed his father about

whenever he was allowed. Their help was needed because in

April 1866, Ann Eliza gave birth to twin boys. John Orr was

named for Ann Eliza's beloved brother who had died about five

years before and William Henry for his father and William's

brother Henry.2 2

The summer of 1866 proved a momentous one for the

Robertsons. Since the close of the war they had weighed many

questions about their future. What would happen to the Five

Civilized Tribes? Would there be an opportunity to return

to Tullahassee? What were their responsibilities at Highland?

How could they provide for Gusta to continue her education?

2 1Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson, "Biographical Sketch of
William Schenk Robertson," p. 3. In the early archival
material of what was originally called Highland University,
there is no mention of the Robertsons during the few years
they lived in the community.

22 Bass, Story of Tullahassee, p. 163; Worcester, Family
Geneology, p. 117; C. Foreman, "Augusta Robertson Moore,"
p. 407.
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The first answer came concerning Gusta's schooling. Because

she was the child of missionaries, the Galloway family of

Cooper Female Seminary at Dayton, Ohio, invited her to live

with them and attend the seminary tuition free. Friends and

relatives forwarded dress material and patterns., The sewing

machine was pressed into intensive service in order that the

first of the Robertson daughters to go away to school could

be properly outfitted.2 3

As delighted as the Robertsons were with this opportunity

for Gusta, it was one of the very few optimistic events follow-

ing the end of the war. The problems of the divided Creek

Nation seemed to increase rather than diminish. Rebel Creeks

together with pro-Confederate Indians from the other Five

Civilized Tribes met at Camp Napoleon on the Washita River

May 21, 1865 to try to map out a plan for the future.

General Pike, while negotiating the treaties with the Indians

early in the war, had urged them to establish a Grand Council.

The Confederate Indians followed this advice during the war,

but pro-Union portions of the tribe could not be expected to

support any decisions of such an organization dominated by

their fellow tribesmen, so lately bound to the South. As

much as the Robertsons hoped for reconciliation within the

tribe, they could not have expected this Grand Council to

prove very effective. Reports of the peace talks held at

23C. Foreman, "Augusta Robertson Moore," p. 402; Bass,
Story of Tullahassee, p. 164.
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Fort Smith 8 September 1865 added to their apprehensions.

The federal negotiators treated all the tribal representatives

as defeated traitors, antagonizing the Unionist Indians who

had paid such a great price for their loyalty. The Indians

attending the parley came with the understanding that the

purpose of the gathering was to reconcile opposing factions

within the tribes and to pledge loyalty to the Union. Instead,

they were threatened with total, or at least partial, loss of

their land and demands that they accept white and freedmen

settlers. The Peace Commission pitted Union and Confederate

segments of the tribes against one another. Aside from the

agreement to meet again for further talks in Washington, the

outcome of the Fort Smith meeting was heightened discontent

and distrust.2 4

Congress and the officials of the executive branch found

themselves pressured with many demands contrary to the desires

of the Five Civilized Tribes. Homesteaders wanted land. The

so-called Wild Indians or Plains Indians of Kansas prevented

settlement there unless they could be moved. The drive to

link the more settled eastern part of the country with the

Pacific coast forced consideration of a railroad route through

the Indian Territory. While these were the two most prominent

2 4 Annie Heloise Abel, The American Indian Under Recon-
struction (Cleveland: Arthur H. Clark Co., 1925), pp. 142,
173-76, 192-97, 207-8, 211-12, 217-18; Dale and Litton,
Cherokee Cavaliers, p. 229; Morris L. Wardell, A Political
History of the Cherokee Nation, 1838-1907, Civilization of
the American Indian (Norman: University of Oklahoma, 1938),
pp. 179-80, 187-90; Smith, The Story of the Cherokee, p. 208.
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and difficult obstacles, other questions had to be resolved

including rights of freedmen, amnesty within the nations,

licensing policies for traders, and some ultimate provision

for a court system for any non-Indians who were likely to

live in the Indian Territory.2 5

All during the time the Creek loyalists had lived as

refugees in Kansas, they had been urged to cede land to the

federal government. In the course of the negotiations in

Washington in 1866 the federal officials forced the Seminoles

to cede all of their land to the federal government for 30

an acre. The creeks were then forced to sell a portion of

their land to the Seminoles for 50 an acre. The division

among the Creeks played into the hands of the federal officials.

Eventually both factions agreed to cede to the United States

3,320,000 acres of Creek land or about one-half of their

territory. The justification given was that the Creeks had

aided the rebellious South and this was their penalty. This

loss of land was certain to intensify enmities among the

Creeks who must learn to live together.26

2 5Abel, The American Indian Under Reconstruction, pp. 320,
301, 306, 314-17; Debo, Road to Disappearance, p. 165; For
the Creek reconstruction treaty, see Charles J. Kappler, com-
piler and editor, Laws and Treaties 5 vols. (Washington:
Government Printing Office, 1904), 2:931-37; L I
"Development of East Side of State Is Closely Linked to
Railroads," Daily Oklahoman, 23 April 1939, p. 13, Transpor-
tation Section.

26 Annie Heloise Abel, The American Indian As Participant
in the Civil War, (Cleveland: Arthur H. Clark Co., 1919), pp.
270-81; Abel, The American Indian Under Reconstruction, pp.
221-27, 338-43; Debo, Road to Disappearance, pp. 161, 172, 179.
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With the end of the war, mail service with their family

in Fort Gibson had improved and the Robertsons received news

on a fairly regular basis. Dwight wrote about the family

and friends. Mary, still without news of her husband, con-

tinued her dairying activities to help Hannah, Dwight, and

the children. Hannah was expecting a baby in the late fall

(1866). Pleasant Porter, who had been wounded several times

in the war, had returned alive to take up the strands of his

life as a Creek leader. Sandford Perryman wrote William of

the need of the Creeks for education which was even greater

than when William had first come West. Sandford enclosed in

his letter a petition signed by many old friends urging the

Robertsons to return and reopen Tullahassee.27

The Mission board decided to close the Institute at

Highland and Walter Lowrie wrote strongly suggesting that

William consider ordination to be better prepared to serve

the Indians in the event the Board could send the Robertsons

back to the Creeks. William, who knew himself to be a teacher,

wrote back refusing the suggestion believing that he was not

called to the ministry. Again the Board recommended ordina-

tion because so few missionaries could be expected to go and

the needs of the Indians would have in the years ahead would

be great. The needs of the Indians overruled William's

2 7Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson, "Autobiographical Sketch,"Folder W-Bio-4, Robertson Collection, p. 2; Worcester, Family
Genealogy, p. 118.
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humility and reluctance. Shortly before the Robertsons left

Kansas, the Presbytery of Highland ordained William a minister

of the gospel. For years he had been an example, now he could

baptize, confirm, marry, and bury the people to whom he had

dedicated his life so long before.2 8

In mid-November 1866, the Robertsons drove out of

Highland for the last time, bound for the Creek Nation. Nancy

Thompson decided, that even at her advanced age, she could

still render service, so she journeyed with the Robertsons

toward "home" at Tullahassee. Because there was no way to

determine the future of the Institute and its grounds, Ann

Eliza and William decided to unearth Dora's coffin and to

carry her body south to be reburied near Ann and Austin

Worcester at Park Hill.2 9

Alice Mary, who was almost thirteen, and Grace soon to

be ten, could describe to Samuel, now six, what Tullahassee

had been like five years before when they left. Traveling

overland by wagon and camping out in November with five

children, including seven-month-old twins, was difficult but

it was easier than running the Orphan Institute or the mission

school even in the best of times. Because of the short days',

2 8 Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson, "Biographical Sketch of
William Schenk Robertson," p. 3; William Schenk Robertson to
Walter Lowrie, 10 January 1865 and 7 March 1865, Manuscript
letters file A 190-99, Presbyterian Historical Society,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Bass, Story of Tullahassee, p. 175.

29 Bass, Story of Tullahassee, p. 165.
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they needed to rise early to allow every minute of daylight

for traveling. The older children who slept in the wagon

set to work at their assigned tasks before dawn. Alice pre-

pared their hasty breakfast of fried bacon cooked in a long-

handled skillet over an open fire, reheated biscuits from the

night before and strong coffee. The older children, except

for the babies who slept with their parents in the tent,

rolled bedding and stowed gear while Ann Eliza readied the

twins. William fed the horses, took down and packed the tent.

With first light they shared Bible reading and prayers for

their family worship then clambered into the covered wagon for

the day's journey.3 0

Actually, the trip seemed to provide a rest for William.

They were going home. Although they had no clear idea of the

conditions at Tullahassee, Dwight had written of a rumor that

people had been living at the mission. As they neared and

moved into the Indian Territory, evidences of the war con-

fronted them. Untended fields, fences in disarray or missing,

houses and barns burned and abandoned revealed the destruc-

tion of the war years. Discovering human skeletons along

the trail, they knew where Stand Watie had attacked a federal

supply train. The pleasant autumn weather would soon give

way to winter so they pressed on as quickly as they could.

30 A. M. Robertson, "Alice Mary Robertson," p. 3;
Virginia E. Lauderdale, "Tullahassee Mission," Chronicles
of Oklahoma 26(1948): 292; Bass, Story of Tullahassee,
p. 166.
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Even Hannah and Dwight at Fort Gibson understood that as much

as they wanted to hold the Robertsons, Tullahassee drew them

on. Later there would be time for more talk and for catching

up on the details of their lives through the war years.3 1

Late one afternoon, they reached Tullahassee. No one

was there. The brick building William had helped to build in

1849 stood but without doors and windows. Someone had dis-

mantled the kitchen wing of the house and carried it off.

The dining room had been used as a stable and required clean-

ing. Many of the floor boards from the attic were missing.

One well had collapsed and the other filled with rubbish,

but they could get water from a nearby pond. The fences were

gone and tree sprouts filled the play yards and garden area.

Off to one side of the buildings there was a row of Indian

graves covered with little houses, grim reminders of the toll

of smallpox during the war. It was too late for any clean

up. The Robertsons unpacked the tent, prepared supper, and

settled down as they had for nearly a month on the trail.

Although coyotes' cries and the howls of a timber wolf dis-

turbed their sleep, they were home at Tullahassee.3 2

31 Bass, Story of Tullahassee, pp. 155, 166-69; A. M.
Robertson, "Alice Mary Robertson," p. 4.

3 2 Althea Bass, "William Schenk Robertson," Chronicles
of Oklahoma 37(1959): 33; Martin Wenger, "Samuel Worcester
Robertson," Chronicles of Oklahoma 37(1959): 46-47; Bass,
Story of Tullahassee, pp. 167-69.



CHAPTER VI

TULLAHASSEE AND THE INDIAN NATION:

PERSONAL EXPERIENCE AND NEW INDIAN POLICIES

Life returned to a normal and busy routine: prayers and

work. In searching for usable items, the children found a

broken heating stove which they made into a cookstove.

Because of the cost of replacement, the "restored" cookstove

remained in use for some time. The first morning, the children

located a discarded saw. William began immediately to enclose

the building. Remaining floorboards closed gaping windows

and became batten doors. Next, he made bedsteads from sassa-

fras wood to be outfitted with hay mattresses. Only later

would the entire family experience the luxury of feather beds.

With only the shell of the kitchen wing remaining, they cooked

out of doors for sometime. Before the war, a cook directed

the students in preparing the food, and, while the Robertson

children shared in the food preparation then, much more of

the responsibility fell to them now. Alice, Grace, and Sam

ground corn in a small hand mill, searched the woods for wild

onions and nuts, and took turns making the "sofkey," the

Creek version of hominy. The process of separating the hulls

from the corn kernels involved either prolonged pounding or

grinding of the corn with mortar and pestle followed by a

winnowing or fanning stage and later a boiling stage for the
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grits to remove the skin of the kernels before a final boiling

to make the hominy. Without a cow or chickens and with a

limited supply of bacon, corn dishes, including the hominy,

served as the basis of their diet.

Ann Eliza scrubbed and scoured the filthy rooms. Not

having a barn, the Robertsons tethered the horses in the yard

near the house at night. The howls of the wolves in the

nearby woods frightened the children out of their sleep. One

morning when they went out to untie the horses, the children

found that the wolves had come much nearer the house than

anyone suspected. One of the horses, perhaps frightened by

the wolves, entangled itself in his rope and had hanged him-

self. Before daylight, the wolves had half-eaten the carcass.2

Wolves or no wolves, the children thought about Christmas.

How could time be spared from the refurbishing projects to

prepare gifts? They had no money. In prayers and conversa-

tions, William and Ann Eliza reminded the children of the

crucial long range effect of the school at Tullahassee. The

primary objective was the mission. They were grateful for

the opportunity to return. The Lord would provide the means

lAlice Mary Robertson, "Alice Mary Robertson of Oklahoma,"
[n.p., n.d.] copy in Alice Robertson Collection, University
of Tulsa, hereafter cited Robertson Collection; Althea Bass,The Story of Tullahassee (Oklahoma City: Semco Color Press,1960), pp. 170-72; Virginia E. Lauderdale, "Tullahassee
Mission," Chronicles of Oklahoma 26(1948): 292-93; Muriel H.Wright, "American Indian Corn Dishes," Chronicles of Oklahoma
36(1958): 156-58, 163-64.

2Martin Wenger, "Samuel Worcester Robertson," Chronicles
of Oklahoma 37(1959): 47.
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to renew the school. They would celebrate Christmas on a

small scale with a feast of substitutes, but they would

celebrate. William did not hunt because of his near-

sightedness. Their Indian neighbors, however, brought them

game. Minced venison cooked with dried apples, and a variety

of nuts, made fine pies. They would have roast turkey and

raised biscuits, another special luxury because wheat flour

was so expensive. On Christmas Eve, for the first time since

their return, Ann Eliza spread a treasured white table cloth

over their new table. Not daring to hope for gifts, the

children went to bed.3

Next morning, the twins joyfully discovered their new

tin rattles. For the other children, Ann Eliza had inscribed

books given to her many years before. William read the

Christmas story and Ann Eliza accompanied the family on the

little melodeon they had brought home with them.4

After Christmas when William had done all he could on

the reconstruction of the mission building, he set out on a

circuit ride to visit, encourage, and gather news of the

Creeks in other parts of the Nation. William never believed

himself a preacher, but his deep concern for the Creeks and

his willingness to do anything in his power to help them was

probably more needed and welcome than any number of sermons.

In the aftermath of the war, many Creeks found their once

3 Bass, Story of Tullahassee, p. 173.

4 Ibid.
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comfortable homes and farms ruined. The prospect and process

of rebuilding presented formidable barriers. With their

grief for lost relatives, diminished energy, few tools, and

often little food or money, emotions ran high. William's

help and understanding eased some tensions but the issues

were complex.5

Post-war tribal government contributed to the Creeks'

problems. The Creek Constitution of 1860 altered the tradi-

tional town system. The War prevented any prospect of a

unified government as the tribe split into loyal and rebel

groups. Elijah Wells, head of the Southern Superintendency,

estimated that of those surviving Creeks approximately 600

had supported the Union during the war while some 6,500 had

sided with the Confederacy. At later peace conferences the

federal government used this tribal split to force larger

land cessions from the tribe. The loss of land and appear-

ances of favoritism for one faction over the other raised

levels of antagonism within the tribe. Some Union Creeks

repudiated the 1866 treaty because they felt their interests

and past loyalties to the federal government had not been

considered.6

5Ibid, pp. 171, 174.

6 Report to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1865,
pp. 254-55; ObITand7Morton, "The Government of the Creek
Indians," Chronicles of Oklahoma 8(1930): 48; Clarence W.Turner, "Events Among the Muskogee During Sixty Years,"
Chronicles of Oklahoma 10(1932): 26; Ohland Morton, "Recon-
struction In the Creek Nation," Chronicles of Oklahoma
9(1931): 172-74.
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The Creeks did adopt a new constitution in 1867. Based

on the United States Constitution, it provided for a bicameral

legislature. In the upper House of Kings each district had

one elected representative serving a term of four years. The

larger House of Warriors included one representative from each

district plus one additional representative for each 200 people.

A Principal Chief, elected at large from the Nation, headed

the executive branch. An elected Second Chief served as a

Vice-President. The judicial branch was modeled on the U. S.

system. The Nation was divided into six judicial districts.

The National Council appointed the district judges as well

as the judges for the High Court. An appointed Light Horse

Company kept the peace. During its first session in the fall

of 1867, the Council made up of legislative and executive

branches, passed and published a series of laws defining

crimes against the Nation.7

The new governmental structure and subsequent set of

laws did not lay antagonisms to rest or restore peace among

the Creeks. After an interval of almost seven years, the

federal government resumed payment of tribal annuities but

differences over its distribution and displeasure over election

results threatened the peace. In 1868, the Creek Council

decided to establish a new national capital at Ocmulgee. The

name came to be spelled Okmulgee. This move to a centrally

7Morton, "Reconstruction in the Creek Nation," p. 173;
Ohland Morton, "The Government of the Creek Indians: Earliest
Forms," Chronicles of Oklahoma, 8(1930): 48-55.
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located capital changed the patterns of travel and left

Tullahassee somewhat more isolated from tribal activities than

at the time of its founding. The Creek Agency, seat of the

federal liaison, was located in the eastern part of the

Nation near Fern Mountain, about five miles northwest of the

modern city of Muskogee. Eventually the federal government

established a Union Agency at Muskogee.8

Ultimately, the antagonisms and complaints among Creek

factions climaxed with a confrontation in 1871 which dispersed

peaceably thanks only to the efforts of Pleasant Porter, a

former Tullahassee student. Colonel Sam Checote, whose son

had studied at Tullahassee, continued as Principal Chief.

Actually the Creek problems were similar to difficulties within

other tribes. Meanwhile, William made his rounds. With his

Bible, copies of the Creek Reader, and his knowledge of medi-

cine, farming, and their daily problems, he was a key man in

the Creek Nation.9

Circumstances forced William to practice medicine. Pre-

scribing quinine dosages for fever, setting an uncomplicated

8Morton, "The Government of the Creek Indians," p. 55;
Turner, "Events Among the Muskogee," p. 28; Morton, "Reconstruc-
tion in the Creek Nation," p. 173; John Bartlett Meserve,"Chief
Isparhecher," Chronicles of Oklahoma 10(1932): 56; Alice Mary
Robertson, "The Creek Indian Council In Session," Chronicles of
Oklahoma 11(1933): 894; Martin Wenger, "Samuel Worcester
Robertson," Chronicles of Oklahoma 37(1959): 54-55; Carolyn
Thomas Foreman, "Mrs. Kate Edward Beno-Mitchell," Chronicles
of Oklahoma 11(1933): 878; Bass, Story of Tullahassee,, p. 219.

9John Bartlett Meserve, "Chief Pleasant Porter," Chronicles
of Oklahoma 9(1931): 324; Turner,"Events Among the Muskogee,"
pp. 28-29; Lauderdale, "Tullahassee Mission," p. 298; C. Foreman,
"Mrs. Kate Edward Beno-Mitchell," p. 878.
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broken bone, recommending particular foods, and gently urging

better health habits presented him with no difficulties. To

Ann Eliza, some Indian health practices smacked of the con-

jurers of her childhood. Apparently medicine men offended

her far more than they did William, who was a less literal

Biblical scholar than his wife, or at least did not equate

the practice of medicine men with the practice of magic.
1 0

When William made his pastoral trips family chores

remained to occupy Ann Eliza and the children. They chopped

weeds and cleared away debris. Eventually, an itinerant car-

penter supervised some local men in the rebuilding projects.

Before the school could be reopened various essential pro-

jects had to be completed, including rebuilding the kitchen

wing, repairing the grist mill, smoke house and wash house,

cleaning the wells, building the fences, pruning the orchards,

and preparing the fields for spring planting. Not only

would they have to be able to house the students, but only

a producing farm would help feed the students. In addition,

stronger furniture had to be constructed for the dormitor-

ies, dining hall, and classrooms. The make-shift beds,

table, and chairs made of the attic floorboards would not

withstand active students. 1 1

1 0Wenger, "Samuel Worcester Robertson," p. 49, 58; Bass,

Story of Tullahassee, p. 222.

l1Lauderdale, "Tullahassee Mission," p. 293; Wenger,

"Samuel Worcester Robertson,1" p. 48; Samuel Worcester
Robertson to Althea Bass, 28 July 1938, Folder L-S 93,

Robertson Collection.
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In a letter, William asked Leonard, Ann Eliza's brother,

to send building supplies. The cost, with post-war inflated

prices and transportation from Cincinnati, meant that about

75% of the requested materials could be shipped. For the

same reason, the Mission Board rejected many requested items.

The Secretary informed William that the members were con-

sidering a change in the funding of boarding schools. Maybe,

the training of teachers might be continued. The potential

cutback upset Ann Eliza and William. Needs had never been

greater. Fortunately, the Creek leaders recognized the im-

portance of education. Despite limited funds they contributed

money to the rebuilding of Tullahassee and a similar Methodist

School, Asbury.1 2

With or without money, Ann Eliza and William had many

commitments. They entertained and, when asked, advised Indian

friends, conducted Sunday School, and worked at translation.

As a child, Ann Eliza had accepted the idea of the value of

work from her parents. Austin Worcester worked almost to the

last day of his life on translation even though confined to

his bed and forced to lie face-down because of his physical

condition. As a tired, grayed, middle-aged woman, work-driven

like her father, Ann Eliza pinned her hopes on the goal of

bringing the Scriptures to the Creeks. As a daughter of the

12Wenger, "Samuel Worcester Robertson," p. 47; Angie Debo,
Road to Disappearance, Civilization of the American Indian,
(Norman: University of Oklahoma, 1941), p. 181; Roland Hines,
"Early Creek Missions," Chronicles of Oklahoma 17(1939): 61;
Bass,, Story of Tullahassee, p. 184.
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nineteenth century optimism, she believed that the Gospel

enabled the Indians and all Christians to meet any challenge.

Any spare time and energy she used in translation. During

the day when she "rested," Ann Eliza worked on vocabulary,

pondering on the delicate shades of meaning of words. She

always kept her notebook close at hand. When school reopened,

other staff members and teachers contributed to the Robertsons'

goal of translation. Often when another teacher finished a

task, he or she relieved Ann Eliza of her duties to allow her

more time for the Creek Scriptures.1 3

Various members of the Perryman-Winslett family, especially

Thomas Ward Perryman, helped the Robertsons with their work

on the New Testament. Beginning that first winter, they con-

centrated on the Epistles of John, the Gospel of Matthew, and

a portion of John's Gospel. This scholarly enterprise created

a strong link between the families. Before the war, David

Winslett, who had studied with Loughridge,came to live, teach,

and help the Robertsons with the Creek language. When David

died during the war, Ann Eliza and William lost a member of

"their family." As a grown woman David Winslett's daughter

helped Ann Eliza with the translations.1 4

1 3Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson, "Autobiographical Sketch,"
p. 4, Folder W-Bio-4, Robertson Collection; Wenger, "Samuel
Wordester Robertson,' " . 58; Ann Eliza Worcester-Robertson,
"draft of letter of thanks to a missionary society," Folder
W-Bio-4, Alice Robertson Collection, University of Tulsa; Bass,
Story of Tullahassee, p. 223.

14Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson, "Autobiographical Sketch,"
pp. 3, 4.
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Spring brought substantial progress on the mission school.

The Robertsons and their friends counted their blessings. It

would still be some time before they were ready for students

but surely within the year they could hold classes. With the

milder weather, the orchard burst into bloom as did the wild

flowers. The family hoped for a good season. William and

the children found time to gather specimens for Dr. Asa Fitch,

William's friend and mentor, who marveled at the number and

variety of insects he received from the Indian Territory.1 5

The year 1867 was the wettest spring in memory. In every

low spot of ground water stood, became stagnant, and with the

summer months served as a breeding place for numberless mos-

quitos. Illness increased. Whoever plowed the mission garden

patch built a fire at the end of the rows to allow the horse

to stand briefly in its smoke to drive off the plaque of

insects. Summer was the "sickly season," and more people

than ever before suffered from various ailments. In July

cholera broke out.16

Two physicians, Dwight Hitchcock and a Dr. Hubbard,

attended the sick people in the surrounding area, an exhausting

task. Hannah Hitchcock and her children were all ill. While

Dwight was away, only her sister Mary Eleanor was well enough

to look after the family, so William and Miss Thompson went

1 5 Carolyn Thomas Foreman, Augusta Robertson Moore: A
Sketch of Her Life and Times," Chronicles of Oklahoma 13(1935):
400; Althea Bass, Cherokee Messenger, Civilization of the
American Indian (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,, 1936),
pp. 332-33.

16Bass, Story of Tullahassee, pp. 186-88.
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to the Fort to help out. After he returned home in mid-July,

Dwight suddenly became ill. He died within a few hours.

Hannah carried on the family burdens. Although she herself

was slightly better, Mary had come down with a fever so

Hannah had to focus her limited strength on the needs of the

living. The toll of cholera and various other diseases con-

tinued. In September, Hannah's and Dwight's infant daughter

Sarah Daisy died.1 7

As soon as she could, Ann Eliza took four of her children

to Fort Gibson to visit Hannah and Mary and to get supplies.

On the return trip, Ann Eliza misjudged the location of the

shifting ford, because half-way across the river, Old Jim,

the horse, suddenly stepped off firm ground, started to sink,

and struggled to swim dragging the wagon behind him. Calmly

talking to the horse, Ann Eliza urged him forward. Seven-year-

old Sam clung to the sinking wagon seat. Eleven-year-old

Grace, standing on the wagon bed, held the twins above the

water. Old Jim gained his footing and the wagon was safely

on the far bank. Provisions were wet through and many items

simply floated away. Everyone was chilled when they reached

Tullahassee.1 8

Illness was now a major concern at Tullahassee; everyone

was ill that fall of 1867. In her letters Alice reported

17Ibid.. pp. 188-89. Dwight Hitchcock died 17 July 1867.

18 A. M. Robertson, "Alice Mary Robertson," pp. 12-14.
Wenger, "Samuel Worcester Robertson," p. 48.
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that William had "regular shaking ague," Grace had dysentery,

and everyone else had some kind of fever. The twins particu-

larly suffered; Willie died. As William's condition weakened

he instructed Ann Eliza about the future rearing of Johnnie

and Samuel. Johnnie seemed to improve then became steadily

worse. On October 16th, he died and Alice, the last of the

sickly children, lapsed into delirium. The colonel's wife

from the Creek Agency, who had come to help, buried the second

twin. No one else was able to do it.1 9

In a little over three years, William and Ann Eliza had

lost three children. Dora's death, unpredictable as it was,

had been very hard on the Robertson family so soon after they

arrived at the Orphan Institute in Kansas. The chills,

resulting from the incident of fording the river after the

visit to the bereaved Hannah, led to the death of the twins.

It was the saddest time of personal tragedy for the entire

Robertson family and especially difficult for Ann Eliza.

With cooler weather, all of the Robertsons' health im-

proved. Although still weak, William rode out on his preach-

ing tour among the Creeks. Just before Thanksgiving, the

colonel at the Creek Agency invited the family to a holiday

dinner. Despite misgivings due to uncertain weather, Ann

Eliza and William accepted the invitation. The children were

delighted. As the holiday approached, Ann Eliza and the

girls worked on the family wardrobe: dresses were lengthened

19 A. M. Robertson, "Alice Mary Robertson," pp. 12-13.
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and a pair of William's old pants became Sam's new ones.

Godey's Ladies Book, sent by eastern relatives, guided the

girls' efforts in the latest fashions.2 0

Early on Thanksgiving morning, the family wagon turned

toward the Creek Agency. In the hay-filled wagon and covered

with a buffalo robe, the children enjoyed the mild weather

and Ann Eliza watched the flocks of geese flying south; but

William was concerned about signs of storm clouds. Just as

the wagon approached the Arkansas River, Ann Eliza fainted

apparently recalling the tragic fording in September. While

Alice and Grace supported their mother William urged Old Jim

across the river and away from the dangers of quicksand.

The trip became a somber event.2 1

At the Agency, past difficult experiences disappeared

under the prospect of a feast. When Alice saw the dinner set

before them, she understood why their mother had admonished

the children to remember their manners. Living up to their

parents expectations, the children enjoyed the number and

variety of dishes. After dinner while parents and hosts dis-

cussed the Reconstruction and politics, the children played

with the Colonel's granddaughter and read from the wide choice

of books. Because the sleet and snow storm had developed,

the Robertsons remained overnight at the Agency. That

Thanksgiving with its memories of tragedy and joy was typical

2 0 Ibid.

2 1 Ibid.
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of mission life in the Indian Nation. Their second Christmas

back at Tullahassee underscored the difficulties of their

mission life. Serious illness, children lost, grueling work,

and still the school was not ready for the task of educating

the Indians.2 2

By March of 1868, still needing staff and supplies, the

Tullahassee Manual Labor School reopened for a class of

fifteen girls and fifteen boys. Compared to their classes of

the 1850's, it was a small start. By fall they anticipated

having eighty students. The young girls would learn the

household arts in addition to their academic classes, and the

boys would experience good farming and management techniques

outside the classroom. Everyone worked in the garden and the

laundry. The girls helped with the meal preparation and the

boys chopped wood. Monday was a non-class day and wash day.

After chores on that afternoon, the boys played outdoors. A

teacher always accompanied the girls on their outdoors activi-

ties.2 3

Both the Robertsons and the Creek leaders were encouraged

by the new beginning. Sandford Perryman, on hearing of

William's request to the Presbyterian Mission Board for more

help, suggested that Leonard Worcester, Ann Eliza's brother

2 2 Ibid., p. 16.

2 3William R. Gilmore, Jr., "The Presbyterian Roots,"

University of Tulsa Alumni Magazine 8(1969): 6; Wenger,
"Samuel Worcester Robertson," pp. 53-54; Bass,, Story of
Tullahassee, p. 195.
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be offered the position. Leonard and his wife, Mary, did

come to Tullahassee. Leonard, as Superintendent of Business

and Mechanical Affairs, and Mary as an assistant on the staff

did relieve William and Ann Eliza. The evenings became

musical events. Leonard,who played various keyboard instru-

ments, the violin, flute, and clarinet, also had a good

singing voice. He helped Ann Eliza fit Indian words to the

music of old hymns as she worked at translating the songs of

the church for the music-loving Creeks. Hannah's son Herbert,

who had come to live with the Robertsons to attend school,

reminded Ann Eliza and Leonard of the years of their own

childhood when children of relatives and friends lived with

the Worcesters in order to go to school. But Leonard, who

did not feel the same level of commitment as the Robertsons,

was dissatisfied at Tullahassee. He weighed the price that

Ann Eliza and William had paid; they were already old before

their time. In the early days of restoration at Tullahassee,

the Worcesters contributed a great deal but they could not

stay there permanently. Although the Robertsons regretted it

when Leonard and Mary left, they had no doubts about their own

decision. The hours were long and the work was difficult but

there was a satisfaction they would find nowhere else.2 4

24Hines, "Early Creek Missions," p. 61; Hannah Worcester
Hitchcock to Reverend Timothy Hill, 7 December 1868, Folder
SL-4, Robertson Collection; Alice Mary Robertson, "Biographical
Sketch of Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson," p. 5, Folder W-Bio-4,
Robertson Collection; Hannah Worcester Hicks to Ann Eliza
Worcester Robertson, 26 June 1869, Folder MR-18, Robertson
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Gradually the Creeks, as well as the other Indians of

the Five Civilized Tribes, adjusted and rebuilt their lives.

With no small children, Ann Eliza devoted more and more time

to translating. This undoubtedly afforded both William and

Ann Eliza much satisfaction, but her efforts came at some

cost to other members of the family. Of this period, Samuel

Robertson later wrote: "Father left the translations to

mother while he carried almost alone the responsibilities

connected with the school. Neither of them could speak Creek

with any fluency and I often interpreted conversational inter-

views for her." In his reminiscences of his parents, he

wrote eloquently of his father. His comments on his mother

are of a more mixed nature. Clearly Ann Eliza, in part because

of her own personality and also because she outlived William

and continued to "advise" her maturing son, was remembered

less kindly. Samuel, as an old man, still resented the amount

of time his mother devoted to "her Indians" and did not devote

to him. He compared the time his own wife gave their one son

and only child with his own experience and found his mother

wanting.25

Collection; Bass, Story of Tullahassee, pp. 197, 206, 234, 240.
By 1880, Ann Eliza, with much help from family, staff and
Creek friends, had translated sixty-six songs.

2 5Samuel Worcester Robertson to Althea Bass, 10 July 1936
and 15 November 1937, Folder L-S 93, Robertson Collection.
Samuel Worcester Robertson to Grace Leeds Robertson, 20 March
1881, Folder M-R 16, Robertson Collection; Lauderdale,
"Tullahassee Mission," p. 299.
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Unlike many of their contemporaries, the Robertsons saw

progress in the integrationist policy of the federal govern-

ment. For a variety of motives, other Americans supported

this assimilation policy. Certainly, various Anglo-Indian

battles indicated the "die or assimilate" attitude of many

nineteenth century Americans. Eastern humanitarians and

Christian reformers sought a more benevolent policy toward

the Indians. Federal Indian policy through the years reflected

the degree of national interest. The shift of the Indian

Administration from the War Department to the Department of

Interior in 1849 marked a period of relative peace as waves

of miners and settlers were going West. The Civil War pre-

cluded any substantial attention being focused on the

Indians but events during the war led to a later review of

the agency system. Often governmental politics caught the

Indians in a deadly crossfire of Anglo idealism and politi-

cal knavery. For example, Present Grant after dismissing

the former superintendents and agents, appointed General

Eli S. Parker, a Seneca Indian, as Commissioner of Indian

Affairs and army officers to the posts of Indian agents. In

July 1870 Congress outflanked this Grant Peace Policy, which

smacked of cronyism, by passing a law denying army personnel

on active duty from serving as Indian Agents. Rebuffed by

Congress, Grant asked twelve religious bodies to nominate men

for the posts of Indian Agents. The Congress also accepted

a Grant proposal to invite interested church denominations to
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serve on an advisory Board of Indian Commissioners. Although

Congress restricted the activities of this civilian board to

inspections and recommendations, as long as the Secretary of

Interior responded favorably to their recommendations, this

group of wealthy, concerned, intelligent, Christian laymen

proved beneficial to the Indians. Regrettably differences

and distrust among the church groups especially between

Protestants and Roman Catholics, diminished some of the oppor-

tunities to effect changes.2 6

2 6Representing one of the extremes of opinion is a quo-
tation of General Francis C. Walker while serving as Commis-
sioner of Indian Affairs in 1871, in John Collier, Indians of
the Americas (New York: W. W. Norton, 1947), p. 209. "While
dealing with savage beasts, no question of national honor can
arise. Whether to fight, to run away, or to employ a ruse is
solely a question of expediency." Not only in the body of the
work but also in the appendices, Helen Hunt Jackson in her
book, A Century of Dishonor: A Sketch of the United States'
Government's Dealings With Some of the Indian Tribes (1881;
reprint edition, Williamstown, Massachusetts: Social Science
Reprints, 1973), pleads for a more humane and enlightened
governmental policy. For other examples of American public
opinion within the above extremes, see R. Pierce Beaver, Church,
State and the American Indian: Two and A Half Centuries of
Partnership in Missions Between Protestant Churches and
Government (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1966),
pp. 129-34, 157, 178, 186; Loring Benson Priest, Uncle Sam's
Stepchildren: The Reformation of United States Indian Policy,
1865-1887 (New Brunswick, New Jersey: Rutgers University
Press, 1942), pp. 15-16; Edmund Jefferson Danziger, Jr.,
Indians and Bureaucrats: Administrating the Reservation Policy
During the Civil War (Urbana: University of Illinois Press,
1974), pp. 11-15; William Thomas Hagan, American Indians
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1961), pp. 15-17;
Wenger, "Samuel Worcester Robertson," pp. 44-47. U. S.,
Statutes at Large, Vol. XVI (Dec. 1869-March 1871) , "An Act
making appropriations for the support of the Army .
July 15, 1870, ch. 294, sec. 18, p. 319; U. S., Statutes at
Large, Vol. XVI (Dec. 1869-March 1871), "An Act making appro-
priations for the current and contingent expenses of the
Indian Department, . . ." April 10., 1869,, ch. 16, sec. 4,
p. 40.
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These external troubles in policy matched inter-tribal

difficulties. Had the Five Civilized Tribes been able to

form a unified government as recommended by the federal

authorities, the future course of events might have been

different. Divided by the war and the post-war chaos, such

a breech of tradition was more than the Indians could accept.

The Creeks did call a meeting of the Five Civilized Tribes

in Okmulgee for 27 September 1870. Nothing came of the

effort.2 7

In 1871, Congress ended the treaty system based on the

concept that the tribes were independent nations. Previous

treaties remained in force but this move strengthened the

power of the House of Representatives in the making of Indian

policy and further reduced the power of the Indian tribes

toward what they considered undesirable federal policies.

Secretary of Interior Henry M. Teller, in the Arthur adminis-

tration, discontinued consultation with religious groups.

The Grant Peace Policy was ended.2 8

2 7 House Executive Documents, #219, Serial Set #435,
Twenty-seventh Congress, Third session, p. 9; Henry Eugene
Fritz, The Movement for Indian Assimilation, 1860-1890
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1963),
pp. 67, 208; "Journal of the General Council of Indian
Territory," Chronicles of Oklahoma 3(1925): 33.

2 8Hagan, American Indians, pp. 20-22; Priest, Uncle Sam's
Stepchildren, pp. 90-95; Beavers, Church, State, p. 157;
U. S., Statutes at Large, Vol. XVI, (Dec. 1869-March 1871),
"An Act making appropriations for the current and contingent
expenses of the Indian Department . . . ," March 3, 1871,
ch. 120, sec. 1, p. 566; The Cherokee Tobacco, 11 Wallace
616 (1870).
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The Robertsons were aware of the Indian problems beyond

their own area and of governmental policies. Ann Eliza

answered letters sent to her and responded to articles in

church periodicals. She protested the usurpation of Indian

land to build railroads. She urged more educational support

from the mission board for the Creeks who were very aware of

their own needs. She justified expenditures and stressed

the mission frugality. Noting the problems introduced among

the Indians by the increasing numbers of irresponsible whites,

she wrote:

Can we care more for foreign nations than for our
own people whose heritage we have deprived them
of? . . . The Church and the Nation owe them very
much for the heritage which once was theirs. . .
If we have reaped in their carnal things, ought
we not sow unto them spiritual things, in some
degree keeping pace with the carnal.2 9

Against the backdrop of national events relating to the

Indians, life at Tullahassee moved along. A 15 September

1869 letter from John C. Lowrie of the Presbyterian Board to

both the Robertsons and the Leonard Worcesters confirmed that

one more teacher might be hired, while acknowledging that

Leonard had recommended hiring several teachers. Lowrie

29 Among the family papers are numerous drafts of letters
and articles written over a period of many years following
their return to Tullahassee. Not only did Ann Eliza answer
questions about Cherokee life in her girlhood and trace the
history of the mission movement to "her" Indians, but she
incorporated personal evaluations of contemporary policy.
Civil War treaties included rights of way for the southern
route of the railroads being built west. Drafts of these let-
ters, including the material quoted, in Folder L-S 88,
Robertson Collection.
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recognized the work load they carried and seemed embarrassed

that only one teacher-assistant had been authorized in the

face of the needs. Even authorization did not mean that a

good teacher, who would welcome life at the isolated mission

school, could be found. Ann Augusta, who was to graduate in

1870, volunteered for the position unless someone else could

be found who would come sooner. This proved a happy solution.

The only slightly and momentarily jarring note was that in

returning to Tullahassee, Gusta traveled in the care of a

gentleman who traveled on Sunday. Ann Eliza expressed dis-

pleasure that on her daughter's journey home, after nearly

four years' absence, she had broken the Sabbath.30

With Gusta at home Alice went East for her education.

In 1871, at seventeen, she enrolled at Elmira College,

Elmira, New York. As the daughter of missionaries, she

qualified for a college job to help pay her fees and tuition.

Although Alice was sometimes homesick, she enjoyed her new

life immensely. Her letters, just as Gusta's had earlier,

incorporated all manner of news; details of lectures, concerts,

pranks, reactions to authorities and fellow students, furni-

ture design and dress fashions.3 1

3 0 Bass, Story of Tullahassee, pp. 200-01; C. Foreman,
"Augusta Robertson Moore,'" p. 403; Lauderdale, "Tullahassee
Mission," p. 297.

3 1 Grant Foreman, "The Honorable Alice M. Robertson,"
Chronicles of Oklahoma 10(1932): 14; Gilmore, "Presbyterian
Roots," p. 19; Bass, Story of Tullahassee, pp. 207-32. Folder
B-C, Robertson Collection, contains many undated letters
written by Alice from Elmira, New York. Folders M-R plus
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Meanwhile, Ann Eliza and William were looking ahead to

an answer for the problem of Grace's college education. With

Grace helping with Tullahassee classes and studying before

her trip East in 1873, and the vibrant, enthusiastic Gusta

teaching and supervising, Ann Eliza increased her efforts at

translation. Having completed work on the Acts of the

Apostles, James Perryman and Ann Eliza published their trans-

lations of Ephesians, Titus, and James in 1875. Next they

turned their attention to revising the early Ramsey transla-

tion of Luke which they found to have many inaccuracies.3 2

Many people asked the Robertsons about Indian life and

culture. Lyman C. Draper, of Wisconsin, and James C.

Pilling, of the Bureau of Ethnology, requested information

on the Creek language. John Wesley Powell, also of the

Bureau of Ethnology, wanted the names of any Creek or Shawnee

who could furnish particulars of the 1811 visit of Tecumseh

to the Indians in the Old Nations. Ann Eliza answered all

the questions from the famous and from those simply interested

individuals, responding to their inquiries and summarizing

the needs of the Indians she knew so well.3 3

the year at the Indian Archives Oklahoma Historical Society,
Oklahoma City, hereafter cited as Oklahoma Historical Society,
included letters written by all three of the Robertson
daughters while they were East at college.

32 Bass, Story of Tullahassee, p. 255; Ann Eliza Worcester
Robertson, "Autobiographical Sketch," p. 3.

3 3 Folder L-S 88 of the Robertson Collection includes an
undated letter from Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson to Dora
Spaulding of Black River Falls, Wisconsin, in which Ann Eliza
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For a long time William and Ann Eliza had regretted the

lack of books and reading materials in the Creek language.

This lack of resources limited the newly literate Creeks to

the translations of the Scriptures and hymns. The Robertsons

knew that secular materials would encourage more Creeks to

learn to read. William recommended, and the Creek Council

authorized, the expenditure of tribal funds to publish a

monthly newspaper at Tullahassee. With type salvaged from

the printing office at Park Hill which had gone unused since

the War, the Robertsons supervised the contents and printing.

Merchants gave financial support for the Creek newspaper.

The first number,assembled for the annual Christmas program

of 1872, was handwritten. Gusta and Sam printed the second

issue. For four years, Our Monthly appeared regularly

with stories, poems, news of school activities, and items of

general interest. This little Creek newspaper increased

general interest and undoubtedly influenced representatives

of the Five Civilized Tribes in 1875 to authorize a joint

paper, The Indian Journal, to be published in Muskogee. The

Indian Journal, authorized 16 October 1875, published the

Worcester Robertson described the serious need for a Creek
grammar but noted the lack of time and assistance needed
for the formulation of such a grammar. Her father had faced
the same difficulty and concluded, after the destruction
of his own ten-year effort during the move West, that he
must devote his time to meeting the present needs rather
than to try to repeat his earlier work on a Cherokee language
study. Bass, Story of Tullahassee, pp. 224-25.
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first edition in May 1876. William P. Ross, nephew of Chief

John Ross of the Cherokee, served as one of the editors.3 4

In 1873, Alice took a job with the Office of Indian

Affairs in Washington. Her parents were then able to save

money for Grace's education. Family letters kept Alice in-

formed about life at Tullahassee with news of weather, crops,

and news of family and friends. Mary Eleanor, Ann Eliza 's

sister, married Mason Fitch Williams who taught briefly at

Tullahassee. After their marriage, Mason completed his

medical education at the University of Louisville in 1879.

They settled in Muskogee in 1881.35

With the passing years, Ann Eliza and William created a

de facto division of labor. He continued to work with her

on translation and consulted with many Creeks about word

meanings when he toured the Nation, but William spent more

time on agricultural and spiritual problems. His corres-

pondence with the Department of Agriculture in Washington

about specific plants and problems brought the latest

34Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson, "Autobiographical Sketch,,"
p. 4; Alice Mary Robertson, "Biographical Sketch of Ann Eliza
Worcester Robertson," p. 4; Wenger., "Samuel Worcester Robertson,"
p. 55; C. Foreman, "Augusta Robertson Moore," p. 404; Ann
Eliza Worcester Robertson, "Biographical Sketch of William
Schenk Robertson," Folder W-Bio-5, Robertson Collection; Ann
Hulcher, "William Schenk Robertson: The Teacher," Master's
Thesis, University of Tulsa, 1970, p. 96; Folder L-S 93,
Robertson Collection, contains material on "Our Monthly;"
Bass, Story of Tullahassee, p. 244.

35Gilmore, "Presbyterian Roots," p. 19; S. Alice Worcester,
Worcester Family Genealogy, 2nd ed. (Boston: E. P. Worcester,
Hudson Printing Co., 1914), p. 118; Bass, Story of Tullahassee,
p. 148; Donald d'Albenas to Terry Brown, 16 August 1977.
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agricultural information to the Indian Territory. In 1870,

the Cherokee organized a Fair and Agricultural Association

at Fort Gibson to draw tribal attention to new production

methods as well as to provide a seasonal opportunity for ball

games, horse races, and stock exhibitions. William advocated

and apparently helped spearhead a broadening of this tribal

fair into a much more encompassing project, the Indian Inter-

nation Fair, held at Muskogee beginning in 1873. He reasoned

that not only did all the Five Civilized Tribes need the

stimulus of an annual agricultural trade and handcraft fair

but that a large fair would attract many Indians from the

group of so-called "wild Indians" or Plains Indians settled

by the federal government on land to the West. Such an

enterprise served not only as adult education for the Indians

but attracted the attention and hopefully the admiration of

other Americans. By 1876, this Fair, organized and conducted

by the Indians, gained such recognition that a special train

brought sightseers from St. Louis to see the progress of the

Indians toward a settled agricultural way of life.3 6

Grace was at Wheaten Seminary when the Robertsons cele-

brated Christmas 1874. Alice had progressed rapidly with the

Office of Indian Affairs. Her superiors sent her to assist

3 6Norman Arthur Graebner, "Provincial Society in
Eastern Oklahoma," Chronicles of Oklahoma 23(1945):334; Ann
Eliza Worcester Robertson, "Biographical Sketch of William
Schenk Robertson," p. 4; Narcissa Chisholm Owen, Memories of
Narcissa Owen, 1831-1907 (Washington, D. C.,, [n. p.1], 1907),
p. 97; Bass, Story of Tullahassee, p. 215.
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at a meeting of the Peace Commission at Muskogee. Home for

the first time in four years, she saw the developments during

her absence: the expanded facilities, the student body no

longer limited to the lower grades, the Creek newspaper Our

Monthly, and the milestones on the translations of the

Scriptures and hymns. This progress came at a certain price.

In the seven years since the family returned to Tullahassee,

William and Ann Eliza had aged. Regardless of their drive

and dedication, Alice's parents were old. Young Sam, now

fourteen, wanted to continue his education.3 7

Alice discussed the Indians' contribution to the Cen-

tennial celebration with her family. She noted that Spencer

F. Baird, Assistant Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution,

wanted an increased permanent collection following the

Centennial. Working toward that end, he and Major John Wesley

Powell, now attached to the Smithsonian, wanted the Indian

exhibit to indicate the diversity of the many tribes in the

United States in their move toward assimilation. Scholarly

studies of remote tribes would preserve evidence of early

Indian cultures. To meet these goals, Baird persuaded the

Office of Indian Affairs to direct their agents to gather

materials, take photographs, and write detailed explanations

of their collections before forwarding the materials to

Washington. The Robertsons were encouraged by such plans; but

3 7Bass, Story of Tullahassee, p. 223 and pictures follow-
ing p. 166.
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realism tempered their expectations. Whatever the future

held, Alice was home for a while with news of the outside

world. Shortly after Christmas, Alice returned to Washington

and the other Robertsons to their work.3 8

Work and the winter illnesses of 1875-76 weakened

William. He needed a rest. Although Sam's preparation for

college was not yet complete, William and Sam went East for

a vacation and to visit relatives. Sam spent his final pre-

college years at St. Johnsbury Academy where Ann Eliza had

studied. William visited friends and observed a variety of

schools. Some of the "new" ideas of student involvement were

similar to the Robertsons'methods at Tullahassee.3 9

For all of his sympathy and regard for the Indians,

William's entire life work centered on effective accultura-

tion so he looked forward to seeing the thrust of the pre-

sentation that would include not only Indians he knew but

remote tribes as well. The Centennial Exhibition seemed to

offer the possibility of furthering the goal of increasing

national awareness of the Indian's problems. The Philadelphia

displays disappointed him. At first the Centennial planners

had disqualified the Five Civilized Tribes as prospective

38H. Craig Miner, "The United States Government Building
at the Centennial Exhibition, 1874-77," Prologue: Journal
of the National Archives 4(1972): 204; Robert A. Trennert,
Jr., "A Grand Failure: "The Centennial Indian Exhibition of
1876," Prologue: Journal of the National Archives 6(1974): 123.

3 9Wenger, "Samuel Worcester Robertson," pp. 56-57; Bass,
Story of Tullahassee, p. 238.
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"living examples" of Indian culture because they were not

considered part of the country in a political sense. Revers-

ing this decision just weeks before the opening, the Commission

invited the tribes to participate but without financial

support. The tribes did not attend. Because of a thrift-

minded Congress and bureaucratic hostility, the Office of

Indian Affairs and the Smithsonian Institution hampered, if

not defeated, the presentation of a balanced view of Indian

life in the United States. William tried to improve the

situation during his month-long stay in Philadelphia. In

letters home, he described the exhibition. Along with signs

of industrial progress, William reported the tragic characteri-

zation of Indian life. One mannekin, resembling a cigar store

Indian, dressed as a Sioux, wore a belt hung with human

scalps. While totem poles reflected peaceful aspects of the

culture of the Northwest Indians, a substantial percentage

of the artifacts indicated that the Indians were war-like and

beyond the pale of an acceptable cultural pattern.4 0

While William was in Philadelphia, Ann Eliza concentrated

on translating, along with regular late summer chores. Fruit

4 0 Trennert, "A Grand Failure," pp. 124-29; Ann Eliza
Worcester Robertson, "Biographical Sketch of William Schenk
Robertson," p. 4. In this biography, Ann Eliza states that
he was asked by the government to help with the exhibition.
Who asked him, whether he was compensated for his efforts,
how he managed his part of the work is not clear from the
surviving materials. Throughout his life, William was a
regular and conscientious letter and report writer so it is
entirely consistent to assume that he wrote detailed descrip-
tions to his family. The fire that gutted Tullahassee in
1880 undoubtedly destroyed most of the letters.
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crops had to be gathered and, with the first cool weather,

the butchering of the farm animals was begun. A farmer-

assistant on the Tullahassee staff performed an important

role for the school; planning the outdoor work, directing the

students during the school year and the hired help when

necessary, all with the joint goal of producing the maximum

amount of food to keep down school expenses while serving as

an agricultural model for the Creek people. A pleasant

young man, John H. Craig came to be William's farmer-assistant

in 1876. Craig relieved William of the outdoor work.
4 1

With Miss Thompson as matchmaker, John Craig and Gusta

were married on 15 April 1877 in a school room decorated with

dogwood blossoms and cedar boughs by the students. When Gusta

wrote to Grace, she shared their father's misstatement. After

pronouncing Gusta and John man and wife, William continued,

"What God hath separated, let not man put asunder." It

nearly "unsettled us all," Gusta wrote.4 2

For Ann Eliza and William, their life moved on in a

happy, predictable pattern. Although they still lived a very

frugal life, their own children were well on the way to being

settled in life, financial pressures on the school had dimin-

ished, and more of the Creeks accepted the school. Finished

4 1Bass, Story of Tullahassee, p. 250.

4 2Augusta Robertson Craig to Grace Leeds Robertson,

23 April 1877, #8 of L-S 88, Robertson Collection; C. Foreman,
"Augusta Robertson Moore," p. 404; Hulcher, "William Schenk
Robertson," p. 98; Bass, Story of Tullahassee,, p. 250.
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with her formal education and teaching experiences in the

East, Grace returned home a willing teacher and accomplished

musician. Sam was at Dartmouth, weighing his future. Sam

knew very well from the family discussions as he grew up and

Ann Eliza's letters to him that he should be a minister and

continue the family tradition, but he resisted the idea.43

Meanwhile one hundred and five children arrived for the

fall term in 1879, more than they could accommodate comfort-

ably. The Creek Council, some of them former students of

the Robertsons and long-time friends, accepted increasing

responsibility for the school as the Presbyterian Board re-

duced its support. The Board's attitudes reflected not only

fewer contributions to support the mission cause, but also

the growing national sentiment to force division of Indian

lands among tribal members, replacing the age-old tradition

of common ownership of land, and thereby hastening the process

of assimilation.4 4

In the fall of 1878, at the National Council, William

and Alice were honored; he for his long years of service and

Alice for her efforts on behalf of the Creeks as she worked

in the Indian Office in Washington. William presented his

report on use of funds appropriated for the school to the

Council. After filing the report, the surprise ceremony began.

43 Wenger, "Samuel Worcester Robertson," pp. 51, 56;
Hulcher, "William Schenk Robertson," p. 297.

4 4 Bass, Story of Tullahassee, p. 257.
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Following a speech recounting William's service and Alice' s

intercessions on behalf of the Creeks, the President called

for the House of Kings to rise for a traditional ceremony

when each member came forward to give his personal thanks to

the Robertsons for their help. Understandably William and

Alice, and later the rest of the family, felt deeply honored

by this recognition.4 5

And yet within the joy of this tribal recognition,

sorrow came again to the Robertson family. Gusta's and John's

child, Alice Galloway Craig, born in June 1879, and Ann

Eliza' s and William's first grandchild died suddenly in March

1880. Friends and family took her to the Worcester cemetery

at Park Hill. They buried the seven and a half-month old

little Alice near Ann Eliza's parents and the three Robertson

children. The tragedy continued. Suffering from consumption,

John Craig died in August. Despite this double loss the

opening of school was near. Even though food preparation,

final cleaning and maintenance work on the dormitories, the

making and mending of bed linens and clothing occupied long

hours, the family faced another fear. William seemed to grow

steadily more frail during that summer.46

With a full complement of students, the 1880-81 school

year started well. As seasonal farm work tapered off with

4 5 Alice Mary Robertson, "Creek Indian Council," pp. 896-
98; Bass, Story of Tullahassee, p. 261.

4 6C. Foreman, "Augusta Robertson Moore," p. 404.
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approaching cold weather, Christmas neared. The older boys

with the hired man drove into the woods to cut down two

Christmas trees, one for the boys' and one for the girls'

schoolrooms. Parcels arrived for the students from missionary

societies. As the weather turned bitterly cold, every stove

was put to use to reduce the likelihood of colds. Late one

evening, a fire broke out. William quickly marshalled staff

and students into teams, one to water down the laundry room

off to one side of the main building, others to carry clothing,

furniture, and supplies from the building for there was no

means to fight the roaring blaze. The children were safe but

the main building was destroyed. The next day, they sent all

the children, except the orphans, to their homes promising to

do all they could to reopen the school.4 7

With the bulk of the student body dispersed, Nancy

Thompson collapsed. The physical and emotional shock was too

much. For nearly seventy years, except for brief vacations

and the Civil War, she had served in the mission field.

Aside from classroom teaching, she had shared in every facet

of school life in both the Old and New Cherokee Nations and

for over thirty years among the Creeks at Tullahassee. Never

married herself, she welcomed many brides, especially Ann

Orr Worcester and Ann Eliza Robertson to the missions. She

helped at births, nursed the sick and dying, and comforted

4 7Wenger, "Samuel Worcester Robertson," p. 54; Bass,
Story of Tullahassee, p. 264; A. M. Robertson, "Alice Mary
Robertson," p. 4.
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homesick students with her own fund of experiences and stories.

She could tell of her father's service in the Revolutionary

War. She herself had attended George Washington's funeral.

The legendary Sam Houston had been her friend in her youth

and the children never tired of hearing of him. In her life-

time, she bridged the early optimistic days of the missionary

movement to the post-Civil War period of waning support for

schools to help the Indians. With the destruction of

Tullahassee, her mind gave way. Concluding that the loss of

the school had to be linked to the Devil, she feared that

further calamities would be visited on "her family."4 8

Rejecting a suggestion that Miss Thompson was a burden,

William wrote the Mission Board that they were Miss Nancy's

family and that although Miss Thompson was not "herself," he

and Ann Eliza believed that she would be happier and more

content with them than anywhere else. A heavy cold developed

into pneumonia and in late April 1881, Nancy Thompson's life

ended. The Robertsons took' her body to the Park Hill Cemetery

to rest near those of other family members.49

4 8 Carolyn Thomas Foreman, Park Hill (Muskogee, Oklahoma:
Star Printing Co., 1948), p. 106; Ann Fliza Worcester
Robertson or Alice Mary Robertson, "Nancy Thompson,,"
Folder W-Bio-20, Robertson Collection; C. Foreman, "Augusta
Robertson Moore," p. 404.

4 9Grant Foreman, The Five Civilized Tribes, Civilization
of the American Indian7(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,
1934), p. 180-81; T. L. Ballenger, "Restoration of the
Worcester Cemetery, Old Park Hill," Chronicles of Oklahoma
31(1953): 31; Bass, Story of Tullahassee, pp. 265-68.
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William, as a carpenter, attempted to rebuild the school.

With the help of the family, he converted the washing area

to a kitchen, the ironing room to a dining-setting room, the

workshop to a school room, and the wagon shed to a dormitory

for their few remaining students. The cold weather, ex-

tremely limited funds, and his own reduced strength provided

obstacles to be faced. Nonetheless, he and Ann Eliza continued

to work for and with the students.5 0

Alice, who now served as the secretary to the superinten-

dent of the school for Indians at Carlisle, Pennsylvania,

persuaded her superior to accept twenty-five Tullahassee

students. Secretary of Interior Carl Shurz approved the

transfer of students. Armed with this acceptance, Alice

approached one of the railroads requesting passes to enable

the boys to get to Carlisle. Having convinced the railroad

authorities and therefore assured the boys of the means of

getting East, Alice went to New York City to petition individ-

uals and groups for donations to rebuild Tullahassee.5 1

Even before there was any assurance of funds, William

drove himself to plan and prepare for the reconstruction of

the school he had helped to build initially in 1849 and

5 0 Bass, Story of Tullahassee, p. 269.

5lAnn Eliza Worcester Robertson, "My Young Interpreter:
Napoleon Bonaparte Sullivan," p. 4, Folder W-Bio-2, Robert-
son Collection; G. Foreman, "The Honorable Alice M.
Robertson," p. 14; Folder M-R 13 includes particulars of the
efforts, Robertson Collection; Bass, Story of Tullahassee,
p. 265.
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virtually rebuilt after the Civil War. The relocation of the

Creek capitol and the shrinking support from the mission board

militated against his hopes. In March 1881, the Creek Council

did authorize an expenditure towards the project, but that

was far less than needed.5 2

After Miss Thompson's funeral, Ann Eliza and Gusta urged

William to accept the invitation of Mary and Mason Williams

to go to Muskogee for a rest. They hoped that with Dr. Williams

to watch closely over him William's health would improve.

With Ann Eliza and Gusta to continue the classes, William

could afford a few weeks to regain his strength after the

taxing winter. William agreed to go intending to use the

time to concentrate on the new plans for Tullahassee. Al-

though Mary and Mason watched over him, they could not pre-

vent his strength from ebbing. After his long years of

exhausting work, there was no reservoir on which to draw as

the summer heat came on. He continued deeply concerned for

his Creek friends and was delighted to hear that one of his

former students now a minister chose to settle in the most

distant and least frequently served part of the Creek Nation.

Confident in his own faith, he comforted those around him.

When he grew weaker, Mary sent for Ann Eliza to come. On

26 June 1881, William Robertson died. L. C. Perryman wrote

the obituary for the Indian Journal in Creek. Ann Eliza must

52 Bass, Story of Tullahassee, pp. 268-69; Debo Road to
Disappearance, p. 249; C. Foreman, "Augusta Robertson Moore,"
p. 408.
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have found comfort seeing the words in the language she and

William had done so much to bring to printed form.

A man of such learning as he it may be that we
shall never have again, and it may be that we shall
never see again a man of such righteousness. It
may be that there is not another white man such
a friend to the Indians as he was . . . The Nation,
entrusting large sums of money to his hands every
year, asking of him no written security, he con-
tinued his care until death came to him. And it
is probable no one can say he ever wasted anything---
No one that he ever deceived him. And there is no
one that says he ever meddled in our politics. But
the Muskokees say he was a very righteous man,
and the light of his work will continue as long as
the Muskokees exist.....We may well grieve over
the loss of our teacher, and s pathize with the
family he left in their grief.3

Ann Eliza was now alone, to carry forward the Lord's

work as best she could.

5 3 [Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson], "Last Days of William
Schenk Robertson," Folder W-Bio-27, Robertson Collection;
Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson, "Biographical Sketch of
William Schenk Robertson," p. 5, Folder W-Bio-5, Robertson
Collection.
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ANN ELIZA ALONE IN HER LAST YEARS

AND NEW BEGINNINGS IN INDIAN POLICIES

Supported by the community of Tullahassee, her relatives

and friends from the Park Hill and Tahlaquah areas, Ann

Eliza led the funeral procession from Muskogee to the

Worcester cemetery at Park Hill. After all the hardships and

heartbreaks, the school--her home--stood in virtual ruins.

The Creek Council weighed the possibility of a replacement.

The Council decided that the reconstructed Tullahassee School

would be a facility for freedmen's children under the direction

of the Baptists. Within a year, or two at the most, Ann

Eliza and Gusta would need a new home. Although frail in

health at fifty-five, Ann Eliza would not abandon the trans-

lation project and the supporting role of teaching. The

translation--a bond between her and William--gave her emotional

support and sustained her to the end of her own life.1

In the summer of 1881, Ann Eliza went East for a vaca-

tion. She visited Alice at Carlisle and the transferred

Tullahassee students. William's cousins, the Reverend and

Mrs. Thomas Sanson, urged Ann Eliza to come to Blairstown,

lAnn Eliza Worcester Robertson, "Autobiographical Sketch,"
Folder W-Bio-4, Alice Robertson Collection, University of
Tulsa (hereafter cited as Robertson Collection); Carolyn
Thomas Foreman, "Augusta Robertson Moore: A Sketch of Her
Life and Times," Chronicles of Oklahoma 13(1935): 408.
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New Jersey. One of Tullahassee's brightest post-war students,

Napolean Bonaparte Sullivan, was studying at Blair's Academy,

thanks in part to the Sansons. On one of Alice's speaking

journeys she had persuaded a missionary society to under-

write much of the educational costs for young Sullivan, and

her father's relatives added their help. The family touched

a sensitive nerve in Ann Eliza because Boney Sullivan, while

a favorite among the Robertsons, presented a problem to them.

An extremely able and ambitious young man, Boney, at Tullahassee,

threw himself into learning and school life with a zest that

won the admiration of all the family. During the evening

discussions in the years following their return from Kansas,

Ann Eliza and William discovered Boney's remarkable facility

for translating. The young Creek enjoyed the challenge of

translation and welcomed the opportunity to help the

Robertsons in any way. Unfortunately, from the point of view

of some members of the family, Boney admired Grace, the

youngest and prettiest of the Robertson daughters. When

Gusta returned from Cooper Seminary in the early 1870's, she

quickly concluded that any prospective romance between Grace

and Boney should be nipped. At some time,, Gusta extracted a

promise from Grace that she would not marry Boney. Samuel

Robertson, as an old man, phrased the objection to Boney in

a conversation with Grace's daughter Faith. "So your mother

remembered Boney? She was the pet of her older sisters and
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they wouldn't let her think of marrying an Indian."
2

One of Gusta's objections to Boney was his dark skin

color. She was a daughter of the nineteenth century. In the

Old Nation before Removal, Creeks had occasionally married

run-away slaves. There appears to have been less inter-

marriage in the West. Modern day Creeks, possibly ration-

alizing, carefully point out that noble Creek families never

intermarried with blacks. Old settlers in the Nation resisted

the increasing post-Civil War settlement of Creek freedmen

in the southern part of the Nation not far from Tullahassee.

Ann Eliza, who knew of the early problems of Elias and

Harriet Gold Boudinot and whose sister Hannah married a mixed-

blood Cherokee, did not share the objections to Boney voiced

by others. She, with Grace, hoped that time would lead to a

resolution of any problems for her daughter and Boney.

Meanwhile, with Alice working in a new position in

Washington, money was now available for Grace's education.

After being tutored by her parents and Gusta, Grace completed

high school in Newtown, Massachusetts, while living with

relatives. William welcomed the opportunity for Grace to go

2Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson, "My Young Interpreter:
N. B. Sullivan," Folder W-Bio-2, pp. 1, 2, 4, Robertson
Collection; Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson to Grace Leeds
Robertson, 11 October 1880, Folder M-R 1, Indian Archives,
Oklahoma Historical Society, Oklahoma City; In a letter to
Carolyn Thomas Foreman in 1959, Faith Merriman Daltry
referred to the "mutual attachment" of "Boney" and her mother,
Grace Robertson Merriman, Folder M-R 59-1, Indian Archives,
Oklahoma Historical Society, Oklahoma City (hereafter cited
as M-R with year 1 letter # to indicate Merriman-Robertson
Collection).
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to Newton not only to continue her schooling but at sixteen

Grace was too young to make a lifetime commitment to Boney

or anyone else. Grace went to Newton sometime in 1873.3

Unable financially to return home after graduating from

Newton High School, Grace entered Wheaton Seminary. In her

letters, Grace wrote enthusiastic descriptions of her course

work, classmates, and surroundings. Apparently she did not

feel rebellious or unhappy about Gusta's attitude toward

Boney. At any rate, the surviving letters are silent on the

matter. Among the three sisters, Grace seems to have pos-

sessed the sweetest nature. While none of the daughters

lacked the ability to make up her mind, or to express her-

self, Grace appears to have had the more tempered disposition.

In letters covering a long period of her life and in her

mother's answers to those letters, Grace evidenced a positive

attitude toward life and a supportive, appreciative approach

to other people. From the same exchange of letters between

Ann Eliza and Grace, it is clear that Alice continually

struggled with her tendency to speak impulsively, only to

later regret her sharp words. Later in her own life, Alice

described Gusta as always "being a little dictatorial."

Probably as a young nineteenth-century woman, Grace was

3 Interview with Mrs. Carolyn Philp of Tulsa, Oklahoma,
23 June 1977; Althea Bass, The Story of Tullahassee (Oklahoma
City: Semco Color Press, 1960), p. -207; William R. Gilmore,
Jr., "The Presbyterian Roots," University of Tulsa Alumni
Magazine 8(1969): 19; Grace, born 18 December 1856, went
to Newton sometime in 1873.
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willing to wait patiently as she continued her education,

hoping that events would modify Gusta's feelings as well as

any other objection from other family members.4

After Grace finished at Wheaton, she applied to teach

in a number of New England communities. With no vacancy at

Tullahassee and the lack of money, Grace stayed on with the

New England relatives awaiting a job opportunity. Finally,

she learned of and accepted a position in the normal school

division of Atlanta University, where she taught "colored

children." Ann Eliza wrote, "God must have guided your

thinking," continuing [He] "will assist you if it is his plan

that you be there." Ann Eliza's only concern was that Grace

would be socially restricted and isolated by white Georgians

because she was teaching Negro children. Otherwise, Ann

Eliza reminisced about the Georgia countryside she knew as a

little girl, mentioning especially the pine woods and the

stately tulip trees she had loved. William's reaction to

Grace's new job was to urge her to do all in her power to

"raise up the colored children" to take advantage of all

4 The Merriman-Robertson letters held in the Oklahoma
Historical Society cover a period of many, many years.
Because Grace was in school and then teaching away from home,
letters to her were not lost in the Tullahassee fire. The
collection includes not only letters written by Ann Eliza
to her daughter but also many family letters forwarded to
Grace from Tullahassee and then later from Okmulgee and
Muskogee. References to Alice's temper appear regularly,
see M-R 4, Ann Eliza to Grace 2 June 1879. Alice's descrip-
tion of her sister Gusta was made to their cousin's wife
Ferrall Hicks (Mrs. Homer Hicks) and recounted to author
24 August 1975; Bass, Story of Tullahassee, p. 232.
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their abilities, adding that her success would be "splendid

revenge on the state that persecuted your grandfather."
5

Apparently late in 1880, Grace wrote Ann Eliza about

Boney and wondered about the prospects of Gusta releasing her

from the promise not to marry the young Creek. Ann Eliza

answered that she could "not help thinking with you that God

had given you to each other." Yet while Gusta taught Boney

Latin to enable him to qualify for a good eastern school,

she did not want Grace to come home then because of the temp-

tation. Ann Eliza counseled patience, affirming her belief

that all people belong to God whatever skin color, nationality

or race. Grace understood her mother's attitude, not only

from her upbringing, but because when Tullahassee neighbors

made clear their disapproval of Grace's Atlanta teaching

position, Ann Eliza wrote Grace questioning the neighbor's

Christianity.6

After two years in Atlanta, Grace accepted a teaching

position in Quebec to improve her French. When Ann Eliza wrote

to Grace in April of 1881 she urged her daughter to be patient,

adding, "Whether it suits us or not, God reigns."7

5Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson to Grace Leeds Robertson,
M-R 1, 9 July 1878 and M-R 2, 29 November 1878 and William
Schenk Robertson to Grace Leeds Robertson, M-R 2, 13 March 1879.

6 Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson to Grace Leeds Robertson,
M-R 3, 9 January 1879, M-R 2, 20 October 1880, M-R 3, 29
October 1880, and M-R 4, 3 November 1880.

7Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson to Grace Leeds Robertson,
M-R 3, 25 June 1880, M-R 3, 13 May 1881 and M-R 81-6, 8 April
1881.
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Following William's death in 1881, when in addition to

her other concerns, she was encountering difficulties with

translating Romans and working against a deadline for pub-

lication by the American Bible Society, Ann Eliza went East

for a rest, to visit relatives, and to see Boney Sullivan

for his reactions to her translation problems. The change

of scene and progress on Romans turned Ann Eliza's mind away

from the situation at home; but back home in Tullahassee, she

wrote Alice a depressing letter. Alice responded reminding

her mother that while "Old Tullahassee" is gone, "God sees

further than we can," and urged Ann Eliza to go to the

Williams' in Muskogee to work on translations there removed

from the ruins and memories of Tullahassee. Worried by her

mother's depression, Alice resigned her job and returned to

Tullahassee. They lived there quietly with the last two of

the Creek orphan children.8

Sam was another reason for Ann Eliza's discouragement.

He was not going into the ministry. After graduating from

Dartmouth in 1882, he married a Vermont girl and taught in a

New England preparatory school. Ann Eliza gloried in the

8Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson, "My Young Interpreter:
N. B. Sullivan," pp.1, 2; Alice Mary Robertson to Ann Eliza
Worcester Robertson 23 September 1882, Folder L-S 16,
Robertson Collection; Alice Mary Robertson, "Alice Mary
Robertson of Oklahoma," [n.p., n.d.], pp. 4, 9, pamphlet held
in Robertson Collection. A listing of Robertson translations
and her Indian assistants in Hope Holway, "Mrs. A. E.
Robertson: Notebook and Creek Translations," Chronicles of
Oklahoma, 37(1959): 108-21.
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in the fact that her father and his minister brothers repre-

sented the seventh generation of the family to preach the

Gospel. Leonard Worcester, her only surviving brother, had

rejected the ministry. William came from a line of ministers

too. Now their son, the only male in their line of the

family, chose to break the tradition.9

Despite this disappointment, Ann Eliza's spirits improved

with Alice at home. In their last weeks at Tullahassee, one

final threat of violence touched them. Late one night just

before Christmas the dog roused Alice. When she went to the

yard, she found two hundred armed and mounted Creeks. Chief

Samuel Checote believed that Isparhecher and his dissident

adherents intended to raid Muskogee and to attack Okmulgee

hoping to gain control of the tribe's national government.

To intercept Isparhecher and to protect his friends, the

Robertsons, the Chief called his supporters to come to

Tullahassee. During the next four days, Alice, Ann Eliza,

and their orphan students prepared and served their protectors

the Christmas provisions and all the food they had laid in for

the winter. Not until January, after the disturbance died

down, did they celebrate Christmas.1 0

9S. Alice Worcester, Worcester Family Genealogy, 2nd ed.
(Boston: E. P. Worcester Publisher, ludson Printing Co.,
1914), p. 117; Kenneth C. Cramer, Archivist, Dartmouth College
to Terry Brown, 7 July 1977.

10 A. M. Robertson, "Alice Mary Robertson of Oklahoma,"
pp. 8-12; Clarence W. Turner, "Events Among the Muskogee
During Sixty Years," Chronicles of Oklahoma 10(1932): 29;
John Bartlett Meserve, "Chief Isparhecher," Chronicles of
Oklahoma 10(1932): 82-83; Bass, Story of Tullahassee, p. 269;
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Alice accepted a job with the Creek Public Schools in

Okmulgee. She and Ann Eliza left Tullahassee. As the Creek

Council showed increasing interest in a new school to replace

Tullahassee, Alice went East to raise funds. Through her

relatives, her school, church, and governmental contacts,

Alice had access to many groups. Gusta came to Okmulgee to

teach and to look after their mother.1 1

In Okmulgee and in the course of the many discussions

about the proposed new school, Gusta met old friends and became

better acquainted with other Creeks. Napoleon B. Moore,

Chairman of the committee for the new school site, talked

matters over with Gusta and Ann Eliza on many occasions.

Gusta, now thirty, was completely surprised when Moore, a

widower in his mid-fifties (indeed, almost Ann Eliza's age)

quietly proposed marriage. Gusta thanked him but refused.

Moore's manner toward her did not change but he did not raise

the question again. Much later in her life, Gusta related

the circumstances that resulted in their marriage. Judge

Moore's proposal weighed on her mind. A half-blood, Moore

was Judge of the Creek Supreme Court. Because Moore was an

The internal political situation among the Creeks of which
this episode was a part is discussed in -Chapter VI.

llAnn Eliza Worcester Robertson, "Autobiographical Sketch;"
Virginia E. Lauderdale, "Tullahassee Mission," Chronicles of
Oklahoma 26(1948): 297; Grant Foreman, "The Honorable Alice
M. Robertson," Chronicles of Oklahoma 10(1932): ; Foreman,
"Augusta Robertson Moore,"~408; Description of funeral for
Colonel Checote, Folder W-Bio-15, Robertson Collection.
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Indian, she knew that he would never raise the question again.

If she wanted the subject reopened, she would have to do it

herself. Gusta found the opportunity to tell Judge Moore

that she had changed her mind. They were married in a quiet

ceremony in Kansas, November 20, 1882. Apparently, Grace did

not comment about Gusta's marriage to an Indian. Moore did

not have a skin color that raised a question about his ancestry.

And besides as a judge, he had a position in the community.

The situation was indicative of the American practice of see-

ing the class system in racial terms.12

Plans for the new school continued. Some Creeks wanted

the school named the Robertson Institute, in honor of William.

Gusta suggested that her father would have preferred the use

of a name in the Creek language. The Council selected the

name of the Nuyaka Mission School. There is no record of

anyone else's reaction to the name suggestion. The likelihood

is that Ann Eliza, Alice, and perhaps Grace might have been

less certain than Gusta was. All conversations about Gusta's

personality seem to indicate she had little difficulty reaching

12 C. Foreman, "Augusta Robertson Moore," pp. 406-07;
Moore, born in the Old Nation in 1828, was 54 the year he
and "Gusta" were married. Creek Nation Roll 59, Dawes Roll
#225, Field #59, Index and Final Rolls, Creek and Seminole
Tribes, Oklahoma, 1906. Interviews with Miss Eunice McArthur
of Tulsa, Oklahoma, a friend and neighbor of Gusta's
24 November 1975 and 10 June 1977. Miss McArthur asserts
that there was no objection to intermarriage with Indians of
the caliber of Judge Moore. He was highly regarded in the
community.
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conclusions and thought that others would "naturally" agree

with her.1 3

The plans for Nuyaka pleased Ann Eliza. Located in the

western part of the Nation, an area William had worried over,

Nuyaka would offer more educational opportunities to the

Creeks who needed trained leaders. Four buildings, separated,

and therefore less subject to the threat of fire, would house

a large student body of boys and girls. Jointly funded by

the Women's Executive Committee of Home Missions of the

Presbyterian Church and the Creek Council, Nuyaka offered

both manual training and academic classes. The new school

opened in the fall of 1884 with Gusta as Superintendent.

Grace Robertson and Emma Hicks, Hannah's daughter, were on

the staff. The Worcester-Robertson family contributions to

Indian education continued.1 4

Ann Eliza, who had her place in the Okmulgee community

and could devote her full time to translation, remained with

Alice. In the absence of a minister, she conducted Sunday

services. As a visitor described, "She plays the organ,

leads the singing, reads some good sermon, and calls on any

1 3Hope Rolway, "Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson As A
Linguist," Chronicles of Oklahoma 37(1959): 408-09.

1 4Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson, Draft of a letter of
thanks to a mission society, Folder W-Bio-4 Robertson
Collection; A. G. Evans, "Missions," Rome Missions Magazine,
April 1887, p. 320, File "Mrs. Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson,"
Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia; Angie Debo,

Road to Disappearance, Civilization of the American Indian
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1941), p. 309.
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willing brethern to pray." Thomas Perryman, schooled at

Tullahassee and now a Presbyterian minister, and his wife

both taught at Nuyaka. Perryman and Ann Eliza met period-

ically to continue their work translating the New Testament,

carrying on an association begun so long ago when David

Winslett and later James Perryman collaborated with the

Robertsons. At times she saw Boney Sullivan, who also taught

at Iuyaka. He had interrupted his formal education to return

to the Creek Nation to care for his aunt who was dying of

tuberculosis. He contributed to the work on Hebrews and

Revelation. One day while fighting a prairie fire, Boney

collapsed. Apparently he had contracted tuberculosis from

his aunt and the added damage to his lungs from the fire was

irreparable. He died March 3, 1886.15

Gusta served as Superintendent of Nuyaka until August

of 1888. That fall she and Judge Moore traveled to Washington

because he was a member of the Creek delegation to meet with

President Benjamin Harrison and members of the Congress on

tribal matters. The committee of Creek leaders hoped to per-

suade the president and congressmen to take a more benevolent

attitude on the question of the unassigned Creek lands. Begin-

ning in 1891, Gusta taught again at Nuyaka until Judge Moore's

1 5Evans, "Missions," p. 320; A photograph of Nuyaka can
be found in Angie Debo, And Still The Waters Run: The Be-
trayal of the Five Civilized Tribes (1940; reprint ed.,
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1972), facing p. 68;

[Robertson Daughter], "Creek History, Missions 1830-1861,"
Folder W-Bio-29, Robertson Collection; Ann Eliza Worcester
Robertson, "My Young Interpreter," pp. 4-6.
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health declined to the point that they elected to live year

round at their ranch, Ash Creek, near Haskell, Indian

Territory.16

Another educational development of the early eighties

encouraged Ann Eliza. In 1882, the American Home Missionary

Society of the Congregational Church established an Indian

preparatory school, the Worcester Academy, at Vinita, Indian

Territory. This school carried forward one of her father's

unrealized ambitions. Austin Worcester, the scholar, dreamed

of founding a college among the Indians to offer the opportun-

ity of higher education near their homes. A variety of prob-

lems forced the school to close in 1892, but for ten years

young Indians benefited from the opportunities at Worcester

Academy.1 7

During the eighties, the primary national question

regarding the Indians centered on the issue of land. With

white Americans taking advantage of the Homestead Act to pur-

chase land in the West, and the dramatic reduction in the

1 6Angie Debo, A History of the Indians of the United
States, Civilization of the Ai~erican Indian ~(-orman: Univer-
sity of Oklahoma Press, 1970), p. 226; Ann Eliza Worcester
Robertson to Grace Robertson Merriman, 13 July 1894 and
28 July 1894, M-R 94, #5 and #9, Augusta Robertson Moore to
Grace Robertson Merriman 15 September 1894, M-R 94, #26;
C. Foreman, "Augusta Robertson Moore," p. 415.

1 7Kathleen Garrett, "Worcester, The Pride of the West,"
Chronicles of Oklahoma, 30(1952): 386-96; 18 June 1884
Commencement program in Section X, #3094, Alice Robertson
Collection, Oklahoma Historical Society; Ben Funk, "Oklahoma's
First Printing Venture," Vinita, Oklahoma newspaper clipping
dated 12 September 1945 in possession of Mrs. Homer W. Hicks
of Tulsa, Oklahoma.
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amount of land available, observers turned their attention

to the Indian Territory. Comparing the Anglo-American prac-

tice of private ownership with the Indian tradition of common

ownership of land, and contrasting the cultures of the two

groups, critics concluded that the Indians represented a

"weaker race" of unfortunates who had not evolved as rapidly

or as far as other Americans. Most Americans pictured the

Indians as roving and warlike, reflecting the recent post-

Civil War struggles between the Army and the Plains Indians.

Post-Civil War treaties with the Five Civilized Tribes af-

forded the option of allotment of lands. The Indians stead-

fastly refused to consider this break with their own tradi-

tion.1 8

Church groups, other citizen organizations, and individ-

uals worked to counteract or at least ameliorate the drive

to force the various tribes to divide land among their members.

The National Indian Association, the Indian Rights Association,

and knowledgeable citizens tried to inform members of the

Congress and the public on Indian issues. In pamphlets,

1 8 Theodore Roosevelt, Winning of the West, 4 vols. (New
York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1889-96), 1:331-35; Document
90 - Henry S. Pancoast, "Land in -Severalty" in Wilcomb E.
Washburn, editor, The Indian and the White Man, Documents of
American Civilization Series (Garden City, New York: Anchor-
Doubleday & Co.,.1964), p. 132. The idea of allotment was
not a new one. Henry Knox, in 1792 as Secretary of War, with
major responsibilities for Indian relations, suggested divi-
sion of Indian lands among the members of the tribes. D. S.
Otis,, The Dawes Act and the Allotment of Indian Lands,, edited
by Francis Paul Prucha, Civilization of the American Indian
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1973), p. ix; Debo,

And Still The Waters Run, p. 20.
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newspaper articles, letters to the editors, speeches, and

interviews, concerned individuals sought to protect Indian

civil rights, provide more and better education, and medical

care, looking toward a continuation of the pattern of gradual

assimilation. Alice protested to Senator Henry L. Dawes,

Chairman of the Committee on Indian Affairs about delays in

government payments of funds to the Indians. She also re-

quested additional aid for Indians in difficulties, and encour-

aged new laws for the Creeks in particular, and all Indians.1 9

One example of Ann Eliza's attitudes and participation

in this controversy is found in a notebook. In a rough draft

of a letter answering Reverend W. 0. Tobey, probably in reply

to a newspaper or magazine article she wrote:

[I] have been reading Rev. (') Rev. W. 0. Tobey on
Indian Policy and find myself in a complete puzzle.
If the Indians have no claim to land in the United
States, who have? Whence comes ownership of land?
Is what this minister writes simply a round about
way of saying "might makes Right?" How came the
Indians who own land in severalty to be owners of
said land? . . . Does such reasoning leave solid
foundation under the feet of anyone? . . . I am not
a politician, not even in favor of woman's suffrage
but simply a woman who works as well as prays for
the salvation of the Indians, sympathizing with
all my heart in their feeling that they have rights
in this country and do not need to count themselves
beggars--that they receive what is but their due
for lands which yielded them support, and which
they in many cases were persuaded to see to those

1 9Alice Mary Robertson to Henry L. Dawes, Chairman of
Senate Committee- on Indian Affairs, 21 February 1883,
Folder L-S 17 and Anna L. Dawes to Alice Mary Robertson
apparently in answer to letter, not dated, Folder L-S 26,
Robertson Collection.
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at the time weaker than themselves according to
your correspondent's statement.2 0

Representatives of church denominations, army generals,

President Grover Cleveland, and less well known figures with

stated good intentions, recommended passage of a law to move

the Indians closer to the life style of white men. These

supporters sometimes referred to the Dawes Bill as the Indian

Emancipation Act. On February 8, 1887, the Dawes Severalty

Act became law, in effect dealing another crushing blow to

the Indian tribes. Authorizing the President to direct the

allotment of tribal lands of their choice to individual

Indians and denying or deferring the right to sell such lands

for twenty-five years to prevent Indians from being defrauded

of their lands, the Dawes Act reduced the land held by the

Indians and deprived tribes of more of their cultural heri-

tage.2 1

With the allotment procedures, individual United States

citizenship was to be awarded to Indian land owners and their

families. A final crucial provision states that any surplus

lands could be sold to the federal government. However worth-

while the goals, this law further curtailed the power of the

2 0Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson, Notebook, Folder W-Bio-31,
Robertson Collection. She doubtless referred to the often
unpaid annuity payments. There is no date on this draft.

210tis/Prucha, The Dawes Act, pp. x, 251; S. Lyman Tyler,
A History of Indian Policy (Washington, D. C.: Department
of Interior Bureau of Indian Affairs, 1973), p. 95; Dawes
Act is U. S. Statutes-at-Large XXIV, 388-91.
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tribal governments and added more problems for native Americans.

Initially, due to a political, or more specifically, a legal

technicality, the Five Civilized Tribes were not covered by

the Dawes Act, but at that floodtide of Indian-white relations,

it was only a matter of time before the legal impediment would

be removed and the Cherokee, Creeks, Chickasaws, Choctaws,

and Seminoles would also be forced to divide their lands,

accept parcels as individuals, and sell the remainder to the

federal government to be resold to white settlers.2 2

In 1885, while the provisions in the Dawes Act were in

process of crystalization, the Presbyterians called Alice to

head a boarding school for young Indian girls of the Five

Civilized Tribes to be established in Muskogee. Ann Eliza

elected to remain in Okmulgee with an Indian boy she "had

taken to raise." In the Creek capital she found the maximum

opportunities for meeting and working with native Creek

scholars. After working on the Creek language for over

thirty years, Ann Eliza had progressed to the stage where she

translated alone but withheld final approval until she could

confer with a native speaker trained in Bible studies. She

described her speed in working with a Creek colleague. "If

we finish a page [of print] we think we do well. Today we

22 Harold E. Fey and D'Arcy McNickle, Indians and Other
Americans Two Ways of Life Meet, revised edition (1959;
reprint ed., New York: Perennial Library-Harper & Row, 1970),
p. 82; Debo, A History of the Indians, p. 252; Debo, Road to
Disappearance, p. 320.
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worked at one verse three hours. "23

Alice was delighted with the new school. With the

destruction of Tullahassee and a serious fire at Asbury, the

opportunities for educating girls had been severely limited.

She enjoyed the school in Okmulgee, but it was a day school

serving principally Creek children while the new boarding

school offered greater educational opportunities in the course

material and for experience in the English language to a

broader spectrum of young Indian women. There were other

attractions at the Presbyterian Girls' School. Daughters and

granddaughters of children who had studied with Austin

Worcester at Park Hill and the Robertsons at Tullahassee

eagerly flocked to the new school. Another benefit of living

in Muskogee was that the move brought Alice nearer to more

family members. Mary and Mason Williams, who had so tenderly

nursed William, lived there with their two sons, Henry age

twelve and Leonard age ten. Fort Gibson was close enough

that Alice could see her Aunt Hannah and the Hicks cousins,

who were almost like sisters and brothers to her.2 4

2 3Gilmore, "Presbyterian Roots," p. 6; G. Foreman, "The
Honorable Alice Mary Robertson," p. 14; Alice Mary Robertson,
"Biographical Sketch of Ann Fliza Worcester Robertson,"
Folder L-S 88, Robertson Collection.

2 4 For a number of years, Dr. Mason Williams served as
the pastor of the Presbyterian Church in Muskogee, in addition
to his medical practice. Later he lectured in physiology
and hygiene at Kendall College, Guy William Logsdon, The
University of Tulsa - 1882-1972 (Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1977), pp. 38, 41. Ann Eliza Worcester
Robertson to Grace Robertson Merriman 2 June 1889, M-R #89,
8A, Folder L-S 88, #1 and 2, Robertson Collection.
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The Indian Girls' School flourished under Alice's direc-

tion and soon the need for more space became acute. Alice,

with characteristic forthrightness, traveled East to seek

funds. In 1887, her cousin Loring Andrews Robertson gave

money for a building to be named Minerva Hall in honor of

his sister Minerva Robertson, and for scholarships for needy

girls.2 5

When Ann Eliza finished checking the proofs for the

last of the books that would complete the translation of the

New Testament in Creek for the American Bible Society and

forwarded all the material for a Sunday School song book in

Creek as well, she accepted the invitation of Mrs. Mary Avery,

a supporter of the mission program, to visit her in Chicago.

After such intensive work, a vacation in the busy rebuilding

city seemed an ideal change of pace. Unfortunately, while

leaving a streetcar, she fell, severely injuring her hip.

Following a painful ordeal of six months in the hospital,

when she despaired over her physical condition, Ann Eliza

recognized that she could no longer maintain her own house-

hold in Okmulgee. Accepting the best of the alternatives,

she decided to make her home with Alice in Muskogee where

she could continue to share in the education of Indian

children as well as turn her attention to translating portions

2 5 Gilmore, "Presbyterian Roots," p. 6; G. Foreman, "The
Honorable Alice Mary Robertson," p. 14.
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of the Old Testament.2 6

Because Ann Eliza needed help after leaving the hospital,

Grace came to Chicago in the late spring of 1888. They both

stayed with Mrs. Avery who made her home with her son-in-law,

Dr. Henry P. Merriman, Professor at Rush Medical College and

Lake Forest University. Mrs. Avery's daughter Mary Augusta

Merriman had died some ten years earlier. At least in part

because of Dr. Merriman's evident interest in missions, Ann

Eliza invited him to visit the Presbyterian Girls' School

when his professional or business duties brought him to

Kansas that year. He came and continued to correspond with

Grace, who was teaching at the school. On 12 June 1889 Grace

and Henry Merriman were married at the school in Minerva

Hall. 2 7

While Alice continued to supervise the school and Ann

Eliza made herself available wherever and when she could

help, translating occupied a substantial portion of her time

each day. As a result of articles Ann Eliza wrote for

26 Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson, "Autobiographical
Sketch;" Alice Mary Robertson, "Biographical Sketch of Ann
Eliza Worcester Robertson," pp. 4-5; Emma E. Evarest, "Famous
Women: Mrs. Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson, Ph.D.," Chaperone
Magazine, 9(1894): 447; Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson to
Grace Leeds Robertson 28 January 1888 and 2 May 1888, M-R
88, 1 and 2; and Folder L-S 88, #1-3, Robertson Collection;
Faith Merriman Daltry to Carolyn Thomas Foreman, 18 July
1957, M-R 59, #1.

2 7Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson to Henry P. Merriman,
28 May 1888 and Augusta Robertson Moore to Grace Robertson
Merriman, 23 July 1889, M-R 88, #2, 3; Worcester, Family
Genealogy, p. 117.
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denominational magazines, she continued to receive support

from missionary societies that enabled her to give up any

responsibility for classroom teaching or instruction in the

household arts, even if she had been physically able to under-

take such a commitment. Almost immediately on her return

from Chicago, she began a revision of the New Testament work

to remove errors from the portion she and William and others

had developed in the 1850's when they were less knowledgeable

in Creek. For a Baptist magazine, she wrote, "The Story of

the Bible in Genesis." In addition to her work on the Scrip-

tures, she conducted a correspondence regarding the state of

the Indians, answered requests for her advice on Indian

languages, taught a young ladies Sunday School class, and at

sometime during her residence in Muskogee began visiting

prisoners in the jail.2 8

Reflecting her approach to life, a combination of the

pragmatic with the idealistic, she helped prisoners

with their gardening, tried to help the inmates understand

their own situations, taught a Sunday School class, and

wrote to authorities about the Indian prisoners' problems.

She rarely visited the jail without copies of the books of

2 8Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson, "Autobiographical
Sketch" and drafts of letters in Folders W-Bio-4 and L-S,
#27, #28, #88, Robertson Collection; Reference to jail
visits in M-R 24, 4, Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson to Grace
Robertson Merriman, M-R 24, #4, 28 April 1898; Alice Mary
Robertson, "Biographical Sketch of Ann Eliza Worcester
Robertson," Robertson Collection; Evarest, "Famous Women,"
p. 446.
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the Bible in Indian languages.2 9

The judicial system in the Indian Territory presented

great problems to all residents. In the 19th century the

Five Civilized Tribes moved from custom and an oral tradition

toward clearly defined and published laws, tested in tribal

courts, and enforced by the "Lighthorse" groups of mounted

Indian policemen. With the post-Civil War influx of whites

to build, maintain, and supply the railroads as well as to

rent land from Indian landlords, the serious question arose

of what laws governed the whites. Indian courts had no

jurisdiction over whites.3 0

In 1890 Congress passed legislation directing that the

laws of the State of Arkansas hereceforth would cover whites

in the Indian Territory. This process of erosion of Indian

authority continued until all tribal courts were abolished

by federal law and all residents of the Indian Territory were

subject to the laws of the State of Arkansas.3 1

2 9Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson to Chief Pleasant Porter,
1 October 1897 and her letter to a Dr. Lambuth of 23 July 1901
both in Folder L-S, Robertson Collection; Ann Eliza Worcester
Robertson to Grace Robertson Merriman, 21 May 1898, M-R 98, #7.

30 Debo, Road to Disappearance, p. 140; Junius B. Moore,
"The Survey of IndT1aTn Territory, 1894-1907,1" Chronicles of
Oklahoma, 28(1950): 189; Charles Wayne Ellinger, "The Drive
For Statehood in Oklahoma, 1889-1906," Chronicles of Oklahoma,
41(1963): 20-21; Debo, And Still The Waters Run, pp. 10, 18-19,
65.

31U. S., Statutes at Large, Vol. XXVI, (Dec.1889-March
1891)., "An Act to provide a temporary government for the
Territory of Oklahoma, and to enlarge the jurisdiction of the
United States Court in the Indian Territory, . . . ," May 2,
1890, ch. 182, sec. 29, p. 93; U. S., Statutes at Large,
Vol. XXXIII, (Nov. 1903-March 1905), "An Act to provide for
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With the establishment of the Union Agency at Muskogee,

to deal with the Five Civilized Tribes, increasing activi-

ties centered there. In 1885 Robert Latham Owen received

the appointment as Indian Agent. Alice and Ann Eliza dealt

with him. Owen and his mother, Narcissa Chisolm Owen,

represented some of the diversity among the Indian popula-

tion in the Territory from full bloods, who resisted any of

the white culture, to mixed-bloods whose backgrounds included

limited "Indian experience." Narcissa Owen, daughter of a

Cherokee war chief of the Old Nation, was born in the New

Nation and sentEast for her education. In 1847, she graduated

from a college for young ladies in New Albany, Indiana.

Apparently never having returned West, she married Colonel

Robert Owen in 1853 and settled with him in Virginia. Colonel

Owen died very suddenly following serious financial reverses

in the 1870's. Narcissa and one of her sons, Robert, came

to the Indian Territory. Robert took a teaching job in the

Cherokee National Schools and quickly rose to positions of

responsibility in the school system and within the tribe.

Narcissa made her living teaching music. She and Ann Eliza

were friends. In one of Gusta's letters to Grace, she indi-

cated that Alice probably would not continue to see Owen.

additional United States judges in the Indian Territory . .. ,
April 28, 1904, ch. 1824, sec. 2, p. 573; Tyler, A History
of Indian Policy, pp. 90-97. For colorful descriptions of
the problems of law enforcement and judicial decisions, see
S. W. Harmon, Hell on the Border: He Hanged Eighty-Eight Men
(Fort Smith, Arkansas: Phoenix Publishing Co., 1898),
especially pp. 54-59.
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Her teaching duties, church activities and community gather-

ings brought Alice into contact with Owen. Gusta's state-

ment may indicate the end of a romance between Alice and

Owen.

Robert L. Owen attained prominence in a liaison role

between the Cherokee Nation, and later all Five of the

Civilized Tribes, and the federal government. He worked

diligently for the proposed State of Sequoyah after the

turn of the century and for woman's suffrage for both the

Indian State and later for the State of Oklahoma. Alice,

as vice-president of an Anti-Woman Suffrage Association

endeavored to thwart the drive to give women the vote. After

admission to the Union, the legislature elected Owen to be

one of the first Senators from Oklahoma.3 2

Because of the Union Agency, Muskogee, as the site for

many Indian meetings, afforded special opportunities to

acquaint tribal officers with desirable programs. From long

experience, the Robertsons understood the value and necessity

of local as well as church support. An example of Alice's

enthusiasm in this direction came to be a family joke. When

the Intertribal Council met in October 1888 she decided on

3 2Narcissa (Chisholm) Owen, Memories of Narcissa Owen,
1831-1907 (Washington: D. C.: [n.p.IJ, 1907) , pp. 56, 94;
Augusta Robertson Moore to Grace Robertson Merriman, 23 July
1889, M-R 89, #4; Carrie Chapman Catt and Nettie Rogers
Shuler, Woman Suffrage and Politics: The Inner Story of the
Suffrage Movement (1923; reprint editioni, Seattle: UniVeFrty
of Washington Press, 1969), p. 312; Gilmore, "Presbyterian
Roots," p. 22; Robert L. Owen was one of the architects of
the Federal Reserve Act during his tenure in the United States
Senate.
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short notice to invite all the Chiefs to come to the school

for dinner. Hoping for a good representation she prepared

for perhaps as many as twenty. To her surprise, forty-three

arrived. To the chiefs, the dinner may have been a long

relaxed evening but for the harried school staff in the

kitchen their main hopes were to avoid offending any of the

guests and perhaps to persuade them of the quality of the

education program offered at the girls' school.3 3

Many friends of the Hicks, Hitchcock, Robertson, and

Williams families gathered for the laying of the corner-

stone of the Cherokee National Female Seminary at Tahlaquah

near Park Hill on November 3, 1887. To an even greater

extent, they shared in the pleasure of the completion of the

building in the Spring of 1889. Ann Eliza and Hannah looked

back and remembered the first drive to establish seminaries

for men and women among the Cherokee. In 1847, their father

had shared in the framing of the enabling act passed by the

Cherokee Council. Their sister Sarah taught there before it

was forced to close prior to the Civil War. Now the revival

of educational opportunities after a thirty-year interlude

must have kindled many happy thoughts among Austin Worcester's

descendants about his significant role in the development of

Cherokee education.34

3 3Home Mission Magazine, October 1888, in Alice Mary
Robertson file, Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.

3 4 James Mooney, Myths of the Cherokee,, Nineteenth Annual
Report of the Bureau of Ame~iTcan Ethnology to the Secretary
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For Ann Eliza, the early 1890's marked a period of satis-

faction. While eager to complete each new translation task,

she could take pleasure in steady progress not only in her

own life and work but for her children. The Bible Society

published a second edition of the New Testament in Creek in

1891; she was well along on the revisions of the Gospels,

the Epistles of John and Revelation; and she looked forward

to working on the Old Testament, especially Genesis and

Exodus.35

In 1892 Ann Eliza received an unexpected recognition.

Some years earlier, in an exchange with James C. Pilling of

the Bureau of Ethnology of the Smithsonian Institution, he

asked her to contribute an explanatory section to his planned,

Bibliography of the Muskhogean Languages. Ann Eliza complied

with the request comparing Creek, Choctaw, Muskoki, Seminole,

Hitchiti, and Chickasaw. She later wrote that she gave little

thought to this work after completing the work Pilling re-

quested. When she received copies, apparently she forwarded

one to Wooster University of Ohio, a Presbyterian school. A

tie already existed between the Robertsons and Wooster. With

of the Smithsonian Institution., 1897-98 ([1900] St. Clair Shores,
Michigan: Scholarly Press, 1970), p. 152; Wayne Mason, "The
Cherokees Built It Well," Tulsa Sunday World., 5 May 1974,
pp. 12-13.

3 5Alice Mary Robertson, "Biographical Sketch of Ann
Eliza Worcester Robertson," p. 5; Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson
to Dr. Gilmore, 23 September 1891 and 25 September 1891,
Section X, Alice Robertson Collection, Oklahoma Historical
Society, Oklahoma City. The American Bible Society pub-
lished the Robertson translation of Genesis in 1893 and
Psalms in 1895.
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the proceeds from the orchards and farm products in the

successful post-war years due the tribe, William urged and

the Creek Council agreed to send three Tullahassee girls to

Wooster of Ohio. Other Creek students followed the first

group. There is no record that Ann Eliza knew any of the

faculty or staff personally but she knew of their interest

in the Creek Indians and may have hoped to increase that

interest and support. After a period of time, she received

word from the school that they awarded her an honorary PhD

for her contribution to scholarship. Her portion of the

Bibliography and Pilling's list of her prior publications

show why this church school would have considered her a

likely candidate for this honorary degree.3 6

Among the family papers is an article by Emma E. Evarest,

"Famous Women, Mrs. Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson, PhD,"

3 6 [Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson], "The Teacher," [A
biographical sketch of William Schenk Robertson] Folder
W-Bio-19, Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson letter draft to Dr.
Taylor of Wooster, Letter #909; John D. McKee to Althea Bass,
2 February 1958 in Folder L-S 94, Robertson Collection;
Thomas K. Davis, Secretary of the Board of Trustees, University
of Wooster to Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson, 18 June 1892,
File W-0, Merriman-Robertson, Indian Archives, Oklahoma
Historical Society, Oklahoma City; James C. Pilling, Bibliog-
raphy of the Muskogean Languages: Bureau of American
Ethnology of the Smithsonian Institute Bulletin #9, 1889,
p. 111, lists Ann Eliza's publications by year; 1878-four
articles, 1879-one article, 1880-Bible verses, two hymns,
Gospels of Luke, Mark and a song book, 1881-article on Choctaw
double consonants, Romans, two books on Creek speech in colla-
boration with N. B. Sullivan, 1883-Corinthians, 1884-hymns with
Thomas Perryman, the Gospel of John, 1885-Epistles, a fable,
and Galatians, 1886-Hymn, Epistles, and Revelation, 1887-
first edition of the completed translation of the New Testament,
1888-three hymns.
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from the Chaperone Magazine. Evarest quotes Dr. A. A. E.

Taylor, President of Wooster University, when he suggested

Ann Eliza's name to the faculty for their consideration, "The

fact of Mrs. Robertson being a woman, should not prevent the

merited acknowledgement of such an amount of literary work."

Evarest's description of Ann Eliza's bluish grey eyes that

gleamed with enthusiasm may indicate they had met. More

importantly two quotations included in the article reflect

Ann Eliza's attitude toward her own role in life and the use

of an opportunity to speak for the Indians.

Thus blest in my parentage, I would have been
strangely ungrateful to the Giver, had I become
anything less than an earnest worker. Indians are
often called ungrateful, but their trust in and
affection for me, as their translator, gives me
such cheer as only one engaged in my work can
understand.

These brief statements of her ideas summarize most of Ann

Eliza's views of her life, her responsibilities, and her

experience with the Indians. "Blest in my parentage," re-

flects her lifelong attitude toward her mother and father

whom she loved deeply, respected, and tried to emulate.

From her perspective, with such models and having been

granted particular talents, she had no choice but to use

those gifts to do all in her power to carry out the will

of the Almighty. She never doubted that God had a need

for her work as well as for the efforts of all other

believers. For reasons, some undoubtedly beyond her

knowledge, He had sent her family to the Cherokee and
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and opened the way for her to work among the Creeks.3 7

During her own lifetime, national public opinion shifted

from sympathy for and conviction that the Indians could

accept the Anglo-American culture to frequently unsympathetic

demands and laws that the Indians conform to the dominant

American pattern of society. Ann Eliza championed the Indians

to the white society and endeavored to explain the white

society to the Indians and to teach them to live with the

dominant culture. Especially after William's death and the

end of her career as a teacher in the mission school, Ann

Eliza's contacts became increasingly limited to those friends

and tribal leaders who sought her out. Although she saw very

little of the full-bloods who resisted assimilation, she

retained her sympathy for them.

Gustawho had returned to teaching at Nuyaka, a successor

school to Tullahassee, kept her mother advised of old friends

there as well as school activities, so Ann Eliza felt less

separated from the Creeks. Grace, happily settled in Chicago

with two little daughters, Mary Augusta and Faith, worked

actively in the Presbyterian mission program, speaking to

women's groups and writing for a mission paper, The Interior.

Sam wrote regularly describing his life in some detail, telling

his mother of his own wife Grace and their little son Alfred.

Although there seemed no possibility that her old dream of

Sam entering the ministry would ever come about, his dedication

3 7Evarest, "Famous Women," pp. 445-47.
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to teaching reminded Ann Eliza of William and comforted her.

Sam's success in building his own school showed his life to

be on a worthwhile course. Even when Sam's academy burned

to the ground, she held no doubt that he would come through

the difficulties he faced. In a rough draft of an 1898 letter

in her notebook, Ann Eliza wrote that "Our hope was that he

would take his father's place among the Creeks but when he

offered himself there was no vacancy and soon Providence

opened the way for his teaching in New England." This is the

only record discovered that indicated Sam had any interest

in returning to the Indian Territory and may represent wish-

ful thinking on his mother's part.3 8

The expanded girls' school that Alice directed cheered

both Alice and her mother, yet two notes of uncertainty seemed

almost products of success. First, the school administrators

pressed for changes with which Alice had little sympathy, for

example, the policy of admitting boys. Second, at the national

level the Presbyterian church was moving toward reducing and

possibly eliminating denomination support for schools jointly

3 8Ann Eliza to Grace Robertson Merriman 20 June 1891,
Folder M-R 91, #2, 28 September 1897 Folder M-R 97, #20,
14 April 1898 Folder M-R 98, #4, and M-R 98, #4, 14 April 1898;
Emma Hicks to Grace Robertson Merriman -13 March 1897, M-R 97,
#2; Worcester, Family Genealogy, p. 117; Samuel Worcester
Robertson to Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson 30 August 1891,
Folder M-R 91, #1, Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson to Grace
Robertson Merriman, 22 May 1894, L-S 94, Robertson Collection;
Mary Frances Williams to Terry Brown 15 August 1977; Several
letters of Samuel W. Robertson to his parents and drafts of
answering letters are found in the "Tullahassee Folder" in
the Archives of the University of Oklahoma at Norman.
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sponsored with any governmental agency. The leader of the

Synod advocated substantial changes in the program, apparently

in conflict with Alice's views on the role of the school. At

very least, it was a conflict of personalities between Alice,

the missionary daughter, lifetime worker among the Indians

and a founder of the original school which she later had

helped name for one of the school's benefactors with the more

lately commissioned church and school authorities. Alice

resigned her position. Within two years, after a number of

efforts on her behalf, Alice rejoined the faculty of Kendall

College. The photography studio she had opened in Muskogee

helped her through this period.3 9

While the difficulties concerning the federal fiat about

allotment of land and the related actions of the Dawes Com-

mission concerned Ann Eliza, her view was broader than the

local problems. She exchanged opinions with her children on

other national matters generally indicating a strong aversion

to the use of violence. Sam expressed little sympathy for

Governor Altgeld's pardon of the Haymarket "anarchists."

Ann Eliza, with a less severe attitude, notes Altgeld might

3 9 Gilmore, "Presbyterian Roots," p. 7; R. Pierce Beaver,
Church, State and the American Indians: Two and a Half
Centuries of Partnership in Missions Between Protestant
Churches and Government (St. Louis, Missouri: Concordia
Publishing Co., 1966), pp. 167, 197; Ann Eliza Worcester
Robertson to Grace Robertson Merriman, M-R 90, #2, 15 March
1890; Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson to Miss Moore of the
Women's Executive Board of Home Missions, 11 November 1891,
Folder L-S 88, Robertson Collection; Interview with Guy
Logsdon, University of Tulsa, 24 August 1975.
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be impeached and removed for his action. Sam, an ardent

Republican, as Alice came to be after Women's Suffrage en-

franchised her, described New England support for McKinley

and the anticipated victory over Bryan.4 0

In each of her almost weekly letters to Grace during

the nineties, Ann Eliza described her current translation

work, sometimes including phrases in Creek. Each day she set

aside a minimum number of hours to this work. When finished

she wrote letters and helped with school and the household

activities. In 1894, she thoroughly enjoyed teaching a class

in Cicero, although reviewing and refreshing her memory after

so many years proved very time consuming. After teaching

this class she tutored Latin students whenever needed. Alice

and Gusta wrote periodically, but Grace knew of their daily

lives from Ann Eliza's accounts of family news, parties Alice

gave, activities at the college, Bible Institutes, church

services, talks any of them gave, tribal matters, visits and

letters from old friends and relatives. Each year Ann Eliza

found herself more confined to her chair and room. Apparently,

what she called rheumatism and sometimes sciatica, settled in

the area of the old injury to her hip and leg. Moving any

distance walking or even riding as far as five miles in a

carriage, caused her substantial discomfort. Attacks of

4 0Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson to Grace Robertson
Merriman, 4 April 1899, M-R 99, #5, 17 August 1894, M-R 94,
#16, Samuel Worcester Robertson to Ann Eliza Worcester
Robertson, 26 June 1894, M-R 94, #2 and 19 October 1896,
M-R 96, #13.
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grippe weakened her further. Whether she worried about

Alice's future is not clear. She reported to Grace that

Alice was wearing herself out doing for others, but perhaps

out of loyalty, does not really criticize her second daughter.

She did note that Alice was not a tattle tale and did not

report some situations to the executive Board of the Mission

Society and now paid the price of dismissal.4 1

Although she did not see them often, Ann Eliza frequently

included messages to Grace's little girls in her letters and

often sent them little gifts. She wrote Grace expressing her

pleasure that the girls were old enough to attend Sunday

School and counseled Grace to acquaint the children "with the

idea of sin." Some parents chose to ignore the subject,

depriving their children of an "understand [ingi] of its hate-

fulness." When Ann Eliza learned that some activity in which

the girls participated included dancing instruction, she wrote

firmly urging Grace to withdraw Mary Augusta and Faith from

such undesirable circumstances.4 2

In response to a letter from Grace on the subject of a

Woman 's Bible, advocated by Frances Willard and Mrs. Robert

4 1Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson to Grace Robertson
Merriman, 7 May 1897, M-R 95, #7, 18 November 1895, M-R 95,
#2; Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson to Mrs. Benson of Women's
Board of Home Missions 21 August 1897, L-S 94, Robertson
Collection.

4 2 Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson to Grace Robertson
Merriman, 21 September 1894, M-R 94, #28, 18 November 1895,
M-R 95, #11, 18 May 1901, M-R 01, #3; Grace Merriman Altus
to Terry Brown, 29 August 1977.
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Ingersoll, Ann Eliza answered that she believed such focus

would prove threatening to men and also fail "to acknowledge

the inspiration of Paul." In most letters, Ann Eliza quoted

a bit of Scripture or stated her own assurances in the

religious faith she shared with her children. Clearly she

took a literalist's approach to the Bible but she does not

seem to have been harsh except where Roman Catholicism was

concerned. She wrote to the editor of the New York Observer

protesting an article stating that Catholics and Protestants

worshipped the same God. "Does it not encourage the worship

of images?" In an 1898 letter she stated that the Creeks had

forbidden Roman Catholics to enter the Nation but that with

the advent of the railroad, workers of that persuasion came

into the area. Her disapproval is evident. Ann Eliza reacted

to the intrusion of the railroad itself together with the

influx of workers of the Catholic faith, forced on the Creek

Nation by the Civil War treaty. For her it marked another

point on the way to reduced independence for the Indians as

well as the fostering of a sect of the Christian religion

which she as an evangelical and reformed Protestant considered

misguided and in theological error.4 3

As her own activities came to be more restricted because

of her health, Ann Eliza enjoyed the accounts of her daughters'

4 3 Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson to Grace Robertson
Merriman, 15 April 1895, M-% 95, #4; Ann Eliza Worcester
Robertson to New York Observer, 12 August 1897, L-S 94;
Letter draft L-S 94, 21 August 1898, Robertson Collection.
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lives and travels even more than before. Gusta visited

Mexico and the eastern part of the United States; Grace

spent the winter of 1900-01 in the Southwest to avoid the

cold Illinois winter and toured Europe in 1902. As United

States School Superintendent for the Creeks and Postmistress

of Muskogee, Alice always had interesting stories to bring

to her mother, helping to relieve the constraints on Ann Eliza's

activity.4 4

When Grace came to visit in 1905, she found her mother

still at work on her translations but able to do little else.

By late summer Ann Eliza was confined to bed most of the

time, losing strength with each week that passed. Early

Sunday morning 19 November 1905, Ann Eliza Worcester

Robertson died.4 5

The President of Kendall College and her own pastor

conducted the funeral services at the First Presbyterian

Church where she was one of the oldest members. Because of

some delay the funeral cortege did not arrive at Park Hill

until late at night. Beside a great bonfire, the interment

service was read, and during the singing of the hymns she

4 4 Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson to Grace Robertson
Merriman, 1 July 1903, M-R 03, #1, 24 April, 02, M-R 02, #1,
9 March 1900, M-R 00, #7, Grace Robertson Merriman to Ann
Eliza Worcester Robertson 15 February 1900, M-R 00, #03;
C. Foreman, "Augusta Robertson Moore," p. 417; G. Foreman,
"The Honorable Alice Mary Robertson," pp. 15-17.

45 Worcester, Family Genealogy, pp. 115-16; "Mrs. A. E. W.
Robertson Has Passed Away," Muskogee Evening Times, 21 Novem-
ber 1905, clipping in Folder W-Bio-24, Robertson Collection.
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loved, Ann Eliza's body was laid near those of many she had

loved.4 6

4 6Newspaper clipping, Tahlaquah, Indian Territory,
24 November 1905, in Folder L-S 88, Robertson Collection;
"Mrs. A. E. W. Robertson," The Kendall Collegian 8(1950):
63.



CHAPTER VIII

A SUMMARY AND THE SIGNIFICANCE OF

ANN ELIZA'S WORLD

Although Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson lived in the

nineteenth century, she was not a stereotype of a Vic-

torian American woman. Her parents represented the ideal

of the nineteenth century mission movement: educate the

Indians via a national language Bible. The secular move-

ments of the time, such as industrialization, urbanization,

and woman's suffrage did not affect the Robertsons in the

Creek Nation. Other social crusades, such as those for

temperance and abolitionism, involved the missionaries from

their earliest days in the Indian Territory.

As products and supporters of the enthusiastic wave of

religious optimism bent on evangelizing the world, Ann and

Austin Worcester, Ann Eliza's parents, perpetuated this view

of life and reality in their frontier home among the Cherokee.

Unshakeably convinced that knowledge of the Bible would auto-

matically lead non-believers to Christianity, the Worcesters

volunteered their lives to work among the Cherokee. As a

Christian with linguistic skills, teaching ability, attractive

personality, and skill as a printer, Austin was an obvious

choice for mission service under the American Board of Com-

missioners for Foreign Missions. Ann Eliza grew up in a home

203
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focused on education and the idea that knowledge of the

Scriptures provided the avenue to salvation. Although the

purpose of ABCFM was solely to evangelize those who had never

heard of Christ, the contact with the missionaries who came

to spread the Gospel contributed to the conflict of the Indian

culture with that of the technologically advanced whites.

These dedicated Anglo-American ministers, educators, and their

fellow workers moved to establish schools as the first step

toward their goal of converting the Indians. Many of the

missionaries and certainly the Worcesters and Robertsons ap-

preciated aspects of the Indian culture. Understanding the

cultures, however, did not diminish their purpose, to convert

the Indians to Christianity. They did not doubt that

"Americanizing" the Indians was also a praiseworthy goal. In

their view, a combination of patience, example, successes in

the schools, worship services, and the missionary presence

among the Indians would convince the red men of the superior-

ity of the white American society. As facilitators, promoters,

liaison and interpreters of the Anglo-American society, the

Worcesters and Robertsons marched toward their goals. Whether

they believed that the millenium would begin soon or in the

distant future, as Calvinists their staunch belief was that

their own calling dictated a quality of life that fewer and

fewer Americans would embrace as the century progressed.1

1 Berkhofer, Robert F.,, Salvation and the Savage; An Analy-
sis of Protestant Missions and the American Indian Response,
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Although life in the mission field proved trying more

often than not and sometimes almost beyond human endurance,

no doubt about her role in life seems to have plagued Ann

Eliza Worcester. Within the framework of the Calvinistic

concept of stewardship, she took it for granted that she was

to use her talents and energies where she found herself,

among the Indians, to carry out her part of the greater plan

for His children. From early in her life, she observed the

price of her parents' commitment but she did not shrink from

her own responsibility, as she understood it, to follow in

the same course. Her own mother's death, while not directly

attributable to their frontier home, was undoubtedly hastened

by physical exhaustion. The vague medical phraseology of

the nineteenth century regarding the deaths of Austin Worcester

at sixty and William Robertson at sixty-one does not give

the causes in a modern sense but both were "old men" drained

by adult lifetimes of over-work.

Because of their deep conviction that the Gospel message

and education would bring the Indians into the Christian

faith and free them from the threat of physical oblivion, the

Worcesters and William Robertson came to the West. All of

the Worcester children, except Leonard, who was ten years

younger than Ann Eliza, and John Orr who died soon after com-

pleting his education, remained among the Indians of eastern

1787-1862, (Lexington: University of Kentucky Press, 1965),
pp. 3-4.
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Oklahoma. Even Leonard returned periodically to work among

the Indians, first at Tullahassee and later to teach at

Kendall College. At one time he directed the Cincinnati

Bethel Mission for river boatmen.

Perhaps the key to the differences between Ann Eliza

and Leonard toward the mission life lies in the fact that

Leonard never really knew his mother well. Ann Worcester's

early death brought on by a series of disabling illnesses,

overwork, and frequent pregnancies seems to have engendered

in Ann Eliza a strong desire, if not a drive, to carry on

the family tradition. The only maternal influence Leonard and

John knew was that of the frequently dour Erminia Nash

Worcester. Ann Eliza's personality was formed before Ann

Worcester's death but the boys seem to have concluded that

the personal sacrifices of the ministry and mission service

were too great. William Robertson's goals and dedication to

the mission cause formed the basis of the Robertsons' marriage.

Although Ann Eliza lived to an advanced age for her time, the

price she and William paid in personal sacrifice for their

commitment paralleled that of her parents.2

The Robertsons respected most individuals within the

tribes and accepted portions of the Indian cultures. Their

sympathetic support assisted the Indians in learning the white

man's language and culture. With the major exceptions of her

2Typescript of interview with Augusta Robertson Moore
held by the Gilcrease Institute of American History and Art,
Tulsa, Oklahoma.
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objections to the federal pressure to force the Indians to

accept individual plots of land and the destruction of tribal

authority, Ann Eliza with other Americans, worked toward the

nineteenth century goal of assimilation of disparate minorities

into a national amalgam. Despite her disapproval of certain

individuals, she did not object to the idea of intermarriage

between Indians and whites.

Because of known abolitionist views, the Robertsons

were expelled from the Creek Nation early in the Civil War;

but with the first solid indication of welcome, they hurried

"home" to continue their school. With devoted attention to

the idea of literacy and to improving the declining self-

image of the Creeks, who saw little but defeat at the hands

of the United States government, the Robertsons fostered the

use of the Creek language with their little newspaper, the

text books they wrote, and the translations of portions of

the Bible into the Creek language. By example, friendship,

and persuasion they helped improve agricultural and home-

making methods within the Nation. The mission schools

achieved notable success with their dual program to prepare

selected students to continue their educations in the East and

to raise the level of life for the majority of Indians in

the Territory.

As the Indian community shifted from the traditional

society to one dominated by the Anglo-American patterns of

life, the Robertsons tried to interpret and smooth the way
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for Creek young people in their changing and perplexing roles.

Women of the old traditional Creek towns had enjoyed more

rights than their white sisters. Although the effects of the

Removal and the Civil War damaged that status, the mission

schools offered educational opportunities to girls and boys

thereby strengthening the role of women. Whatever they could

do teaching, preaching, meeting medical needs, and offering

friendship, the Robertsons gave freely of themselves.

After the Civil Wa>, as their children grew to adulthood

and William's ministerial and advisory responsibilities ab-

sorbed more of his time, Ann Eliza's role focused more and

more on her own work. Quiet and always deferring to William's

role as head of the family as well as of the school, Ann

Eliza was anything but a retiring and docile wife. Like her

mother, who came among the Indians as an assistant missionary

not merely as the wife of a missionary, Ann Eliza knew her-

self to be a full partner in the missionary movement in

general and especially to the Creeks. Her unrelenting deter-

mination to fulfill the goal of translating the Bible into

Creek dominated her working life and seems to have been one

cause of alienating her son. Her intellectual curiosity added

depth to school life and the interpersonal relationships

among the school staff. Difficult situations mellowed when

she could bring her sense of humor into play. Certainly her

musical skills enhanced the quality of life of those around

her. However important any of these talents may have been,
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the key to the lives of Ann Eliza and William Robertson

remains their response to the command to go into the world

and preach the gospel.

Life at the school at Tullahassee was that of farm

families: men worked close to their homes. Apparently Ann

Eliza did not work in the fields because there was generally

someone else to help with such work and she was never a

physically strong woman. Supervising the girl students and

the domestic department, teaching classes, and translating

absorbed all of her time. Writing to Grace after William's

death, Ann Eliza mentioned how pleased she was that Grace

and Henry Merriman found time do things together. Ann Eliza

explained that the great demands of the school severely

restricted the amount of time she and William had ever been

able to share, aside from pressing daily activities.

During his lifetime, when the school demanded so much

of their energies, William apparently spoke for them both,

wrote the reports, and, except for the translating role, took

the lead in all of their dealings with the government agents

or the Creek leaders. In his absence and after his death,

when her school duties diminished, Ann Eliza carried the

responsibility of speaking, advocating the Indian causes,

writing extensively, conducting worship services in the absence

of an ordained minister, and always translating.

Ann Eliza lived her religious beliefs. Her attitude

toward the use of alcohol contained religious overtones. Both
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from conviction about the care of the body and experience

with the problems of the use of alcohol among the Indians,

she supported the temperance movement but accepted the use

of alcohol for medicinal purposes.3

For many years, the isolation of life in the Indian

country relegated the idea and practice of voting to a part

of life elsewhere. When the question of woman's suffrage

did arise in the Oklahoma Territory and the Indian Territory,

Ann Eliza did not support it. Her daughter Alice worked

actively against women getting the vote apparently because

of some Biblically related reason. Ann Eliza, the literalist,

knew the admonitions of St. Paul but she also knew of the

strong women of the early Christian church and of the heroines

of the Old Testament whose lives bore no resemblance to the

ineffective, helpless, male-dominated type of woman found in

some of the late Victorian literature.

The best indicator to Ann Eliza's view of the role of

women beyond her own life can be found in the lives and roles

of her daughters. In modern terms, Augusta, just like her

mother, blended a teaching career with marriage. In Judge

Moore's absences Gusta ran the ranch and ably filled his

duties as Treasurer of the Creek Nation, a position earlier

occupants repeatedly bungled. Gusta's only child died as an

infant, but she and Judge Moore raised one of his nephews and

3 Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson to Grace Robertson
Merriman, 7 May 1897, M-R 95, #7.
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befriended many Creek children. They assumed a substantial

portion of the educational costs for some twenty Creek young

people. Throughout her long life, Gusta worked diligently

and effectively in community activities especially those of

an educational and social service nature. In memory of

William and Ann Eliza, Gusta and Napoleon Moore built the

Robertson Memorial Chapel in Haskell.4

Alice, Ann Eliza's second daughter, never married. In

the 1880's she accepted responsibility for Susanne Barnett,

the seven-year-old orphaned daughter of a Creek couple who

had assisted the Robertsons in their translation work. While

there were some funds available to help care for the girl,

Alice as her foster mother saw to it that Susanne not only

completed her education graduating in the first class at

Kendall, but also developed her considerable musical talent.

Susanne's church and community work throughout her own long

life attest to Alice's training. Although Susanne seems to

have been the only ward Alice took under her care, a long

succession of students needing help found in "Miss Alice" a

champion, friend, and benefactor. As instructor, principal,

and fund raiser during her life, Alice always courageously

spoke out for the best interests of the Indians.5

4 Carolyn Thomas Foreman, "Augusta Robertson Moore: A
Sketch of Her Life and Times," Chronicles of Oklahoma, 13(1935):
415.

5Guy Logsdon, The University of Tulsa, A History, 1882-
1972 (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,~1976), p. 62;
Virginia Strouvelle to Terry Brown, 29 July 1977; Isabelle
Strouvelle Knopfke to Terry Brown, 26 August 1977.
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Financial security always posed problems for the warm-

hearted Alice who rushed to help her Indian students and

friends. Her generosity frequently worried other members

of the family. A result of this natural inclination to hurry

to the aid of the less fortunate and lonely led to a new

direction in her career. Although she deplored violence,

Alice threw herself into local opportunities to assist service

men, especially the Rough Rider contingent gathering in

Indian Territory during the Spanish American War. Perhaps

as a result of these efforts and her loyalty to the Republican

party, in 1906, President Theodore Roosevelt appointed her

postmistress of Muskogee, a position she held until the

Democratic victory in the election of 1912. Again,during

World War I, Alice spearheaded community support for service

men in or passing through Oklahoma. Although she had worked

hard to defeat the woman's suffrage proposal in Oklahoma,

and, therefore, was not a favorite among some newly enfranchised

women, she was elected to serve in the Congress in 1920. Alice

Robertson's refusal to support a Veteran's Bonus bill in

the House of Representatives because it discriminated against

enlisted men contributed to her defeat for re-election in

1922. For the last years of her life, she managed her farm

and cafeteria in Muskogee and wrote of her life among the

Indians.6

6Grant Foreman, "The Honorable Alice M. Robertson,"
Chronicles of Oklahoma, 10(1932): 15.
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After the Civil War when there was no place for William

and Ann Eliza's youngest daughter to teach in the Creek

schools, Grace taught black students in Georgia and later

French children in Canada. Eventually she did return to the

Indian Territory to teach Creek children. In Chicago, after

her marriage, Grace volunteered much of her time to the

Women's Executive Board for Home Missions of the Presbyterian

Church. After the Merrimans moved to Santa Barbara,

California, Grace continued the Worcester-Robertson pattern

of building a better world in behalf of this Christian ideal.

A great granddaughter of Ann Eliza's explained the back-

ground of Grace's daily newspaper column on the editorial

page of the Santa Barbara paper. The circumstances that led

to the column reflect the activist orientation of all of the

Robertsons.

Actually, my grandmother [Grace Leeds Robertson
Merriman] didn't exactly write for a newspaper.
She was so horrified about the paper advertising
liquor that she paid to have a daily devotional
printed on the editorial page. She called it The
Happy Home Circle and had a Bible quotation and
then a little inspirational paragraph that either
she wrote or quoted from someone else.7

Although no member of the families of Ann Eliza's chil-

dren volunteered for the mission field, most continued

actively to support the church. One of Grace's daughters,

Mary Augusta Merriman Thompson, sponsored a Korean orphan

in the name of each of her own grandchildren, carrying on

7Grace Merriman Thompson Altus to Terry Brown,
10 October, 1977.
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a family recognition of individual responsibility for the

mission field. 8

Sam elected not to conform to the long family tradition

of entering the ministry; indeed as an adult and after his

mother's death he refused to affiliate himself with any

church. He did become a dedicated and effective schoolmaster

and administrator, much loved and respected by his students.

After a number of years in New England schools he and his

family joined the Merrimans in Santa Barbara where he was

a high school teacher. After some forty years of teaching

he retired to work for the community serving on the School

Board, the City Charter Commission, and the Police and Fire

Commission. His only son, Alfred Worcester Robertson, an

attorney and community leader in Santa Barbara, served in the

California legislature. A building on the campus of the

University of California, Santa Barbara, is named in honor

of Alfred Robertson.9

Assessing the total impact of the lives of William and

Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson is manifestly impossible.

Certainly, they influenced children who studied at Tullahassee

and later moved into positions of community and tribal

leadership. Had the Robertsons not lived their lives among

the Creeks, others might have, but the frequent changes of

8Ibid.

9Richard W. Robertson to Terry Brown, 25 September 1977,
4 October 1977, and 24 December 1977.
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personnel even in their own school raises the valid question

of whether such a continuous presence would have been the

case among the Creeks without the Robertsons. There is no

answer. Education, agricultural assistance, and medical

advice surely helped many Creeks live longer and more pro-

ductively than would otherwise have been the case. Their

translations undoubtedly swelled the number of conversions to

Christianity which strenghtened the cause of the Five

Civilized Tribes somewhat among the governmental officials

and with the American public. The Calvinist tenet that each

person search out the Scriptures to learn the will of the

Almighty required that missionaries then and now do their

utmost to bring the Bible to the greatest possible number of

unbelievers. As important as the school was, the percentage

of Creek students who could be accommodated was very small

compared to the population. Obviously, teaching future

teachers, preparing the teaching materials, and making the

Bible available to those who would never be able to attend

schools, demanded and received their best efforts.

As resources for reliable information, the Robertsons

and other missionaries interceded and probably aided the

Indian cause on occasion. Undoubtedly missionaries counseled

the Indians toward non-violent responses to government pres-

sures. Based on other confrontations during the Indian Wars,

it was good advice because the westward drive for homesteads,

spurred by the Gold Rush and the development of the railroads,
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was destined to flood over the native Americans in the

Indian Territory as elsewhere.

Toward the close of her long life, Ann Eliza Worcester

Robertson must have reflected on the disparity between the

results of the intervening century and the bright promise of

the young men who gathered for shelter from a storm near a

New England haystack and came away prepared to offer themselves

as the first of what they expected would be a great evangelis-

tic movement to convert the world. Her father and mother,

William Robertson's parents, Dwight Hitchcock's parents, she

and William had all followed the visionary hope. She numbered

tens, if not hundreds of relatives and friends, who had based

their lives on the dream of reaching the non-believers. While

certainly she could point to notable successes, the results

of nearly one hundred years of work and the cost in personal

sacrifices could scarcely be estimated. Within her own family

from Uncle Samuel Worcester, who died on a mission inspection

tour at Brainerd before she was born, on down through the

years, she had known many to come to the field who could not

carry on the work for reasons of health or adjustment to the

demands of the life of the mission. She must have reviewed

the Biblical plaint regarding the harvest and the need for more

to labor in the field. Ann Eliza did not lament her life or

allow herself the luxury of regrets. She focused her trust

on the Scriptures, not only in translating but as a mirror in

her daily life. In the same manner, she "copied out" devotional
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poetry in a notebook to be used as the occasion arose. With

all of her strength she dedicated her talents to further the

faith by willingly helping all those whose lives touched her

own, especially the Indians. Although the Christian idealism

of the young men of the Haystack meeting had not been realized

in her lifetime, she had done her bounden duty with love and

charity. Four years before her death, Ann Eliza wrote her

sister, Mary Eleanor Williams, a happy birthday letter. In

the letter she enclosed one of her favorite poems, a good

summary of her philosophy.

The Lord's Appointment

I say it over and over, and yet again today,
It rests my heart as surely as it did yesterday:

It is the Lord's appointment;
Whatever my work may be,

I am sure in my heart of hearts
He has offered it to me.

I must say it over and over, and yet again today;
For my work is somewhat different from that of yesterday,

It is the Lord's appointment;
It quiets my restless will

Like the voice of a tender mother,
And my heart and will are still.

I will say it over and over this and every day,
Whatsoever the Master orders, come what may,

It is the Lord's appointment,
For only his love can see

What is wisest, best and right;
What is truly good for me.1 0

1 0Ann Eliza Worcester Robertson to Mary Eleanor Worcester
Williams, 23 May 1901, in the possession of Dr. Mary Frances
Williams of Lynchburg, Virginia, granddaughter of Mary Eleanor.
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